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THE ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE WITHIN THE
ARMED FORCES OF THE GERDIAN FEDERAL

REPUBLIC*
BY DR. GUNTHER
MORITZ'.
I. GESERAL INTRODUCTION
After the surrender of the German Forces, the Wehrmacht, on
May 8th. 1945, and the occupation of Germany by the Allied
Forces, i t was the object of the occupation powers to dissolve the
German Forces that were left and by all means to prevent the
restoration of German Forces for the foreseeable future. In order
to achieve this object not only were all military units disarmed
and their installations rendered useless, but also all legal background for the existence of German Forces was repealed by article
I11 of the Allied Control Council Law 34.
Not only with the occupation powers, but also within occupied
Germany itself, the opinion was widely held that there would be
no German armed forces for decades to come. I t was therefore
no surprise that during the course of the progressive restoration
of German sovereignty within the area of the later German
Federal Republic by the three western occupational powers, the
United States, Great Britain, and France, the question of the
military sovereignty of Germany was hardly discussed a t all.
It was for these reasons that the problems of the armed forces
and the defense of Germany were rarely mentioned during the
elaboration of the German constitution, the so-called Grundgesetz
(basic law), in 1948 and 1949. When the Grundgesetz was proclaimed on May 23rd, 1949, only a few provisions indicated the
remaining importance of armed forces, especially for reasons of
defense, within a nation. Thus, the Grundgesetz in article 4
merely included the right of the conscientious objector as basic
right of the German citizen, in article 26 declared the war of
aggression illegal, and in the same article made trade and traffic
with arms and war material subject to the approval of the
Government of the German Federal Republic.
The political development in the fallowing years-mainly
the
steadily increasing threat against the free countries of the world
by the aggressive palicy of the Soviet Union and her satellites* This article represents the atate of law 81 i t WYPBin June 1959: however.
minor ehangsli are in p i ~ e e i dand may be put Into effect early in 1960.
**Legal inatruetar and legal adviser to the "Command and General-Staff
College" at Hamburg.
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made i t necessary for the three western occupation powers to
renounce their disarmament policy and to allow the German Federal Republic to take part in the military defense of the free world.
This contribution was asked for the first time in a joint deelsration of the foreign ministers of the United States, Great Britain,
and France on September 14th, 1951, and was to materialize
within the framework of NATO. At first, the preparatory
measures intended the German Federal Republic to pay her defense contribution within a European Defense Community and
therefore within integrated European forces. This plan failed
because of rejection by the French National Assembly an August
30th, 1954; thus, the defense wntribution could only be realized
by the formation of national forces af the German Federal
Republic.
According to international law the way for the formation of
these forces was made practicable with the full restoration of
German sovereignty by the former western occupation powers on
May Sth, 1955. According to German national law, however, the
necessary legal foundations were still required for the formation
of Forces of the German Federal Republic, the so-called
Bundeswehr.
As of March 26th, 1954, by amendment of article 73 of the
Grundgesetz the Federal Republic was alreildy conceded by her
parliament exclusive legislation in the field of defense and conscription, but it was only as late as March 19th, 1956, that the
constitutional background for military law and military organization could be created by another amendment of the Grundgesetz.
In this amendment a number of articles were inserted, which
comprised the constitutional background of military law, as well
as the stipulation as to which piace these forces were to take
within the political life of the German Federal Republic. Moreover, this amendment hinted a t the strict distribution of functions
between the military and the civil sectors uithin the Bundeswehr,
a distribution, which was to become decisive for the solution of
all legal matters within the Bundeswehr. In substance, this
distribution rules that only typically military functions will be
dealt with by soldiers, whilst all administrative and juridical
functions are preserved for the civil sector.
Since the formation of the Bundeswehr could not be delayed
until the creation of a complete catalog of military law, a limited
number of volunteers were called up on Sovember lst, 1955,
according to a special law, the so-called Volunteers’ Law (€reiwillipengesetz) proclaimed on July 23rd, 1956. Because of the
lack of special provisions for rights and duties of the soldiers,
these volunteers were placed under the provision of the existing
2
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law for the civil service. This could only be a temporary measure
a8 the completely different duties of soldiers and civil servants
require different rights and therefore a different legal foundation.
In the following period, these necessary legal foundations were
prepared and proelaimed 8 8 law during 1956 and 1957. For the
subsequent discussion of military law and especially the administration of justice within the Bundewehr the undermentioned laws
are of the main interest:
Soldiers’ Law (Soldatengesetz) proclaimed on March 19th,
1966
Military Regulation on Complaints Procedure (Wehrbeschwerdeordnung) proclaimed on December 23rd, 1956
Military Disciplinary Regulation (Wehrdisziplinarardnung)
proclaimed on March 15th, 1951
Military Penal Law (Wehrstrafgesetz) proclaimed on March
30th. 1957
A survey of these laws of the German national defense legislation
will be given later in this study.
There were different and partly very contradictory opinions on
the basic question of miiitary law and especially on the administration of justice before the respective amendment of the Grundgesetz on March 19th, 1966. In spite of the fact that there were
many supporters of the cause of military justice, especially as a
federal and military criminal jurisdiction, in the final decision
the existing civil jurisdiction was given precedence. Jurisdiction
in Germany, however, is not a federal matter but rests under
the authority of the German states, the Lander, which form the
German Federal Republic. According to the Grundgesetz these
Lander have the sovereignty in the judicature. With this decision,
the “citizen in uniform,’’ as the German soldier was now called,
in general remained subject to the existing civil courts, 88 B sign
of clear dissociation from the abuse of militarism and from thehowever widely exaggerated-negative
effects of the former
German military jurisdiction. This fact is only to be understood,
if one considers that the new German Bundeswehr, which was
built up only B few years after the disarmament of the former
Wehrmacht, and had 80 much reminiscent of the war and dictatorship, was a t first met with a certain distrust, and that even after
this diatrust faded away, it was not possible to change or amend
the once created legal foundations correspondingly.
The present solution to the question of the administration of
justice, however, did not leave all jurisdiction over members of
the Bundeswehr to the existing civil courts. As an exception military criminal courts are in peacetime allowed to be established
*GO ZllOB
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according to article 96a of the Grundgesetz (1) in case of stationing German Forces in a foreign country and (2) for German
Farces embarked on naval units. Without any limitation, the
military courts will be established in case a state of defense has
been declared, Le., in times of an armed conflict. This authorization 80 f a r has not been used.
For the procedure of disciplinary action as well ae for the
procedure of dealing with complaints it has further been stipulated in article 96 of the Grundgeeetz-corresponding with the
regulation for civil servanta-that the Federal Republic has the
authority to establish Federal Service Courts (Bundesdienstgerichte) f a r the Bundeswehr. This authorization has been made
use of in the Military Disciplinary Regulation (Wehrdisziplinarordnung) proclaimed on March E t h , 1957.
I t may be judged as a clear indication of the primacy of civil
institutions, however, that all those jurists who are employed in
legal functions within the Bundeawehr, Le., the judges of the
service courts (Truppengerichte) and of the military service
senates (U’ehrdiensteenate), the legal advisers (Rechtsberater),
and legal teachers (Rechtslehrer), are civil judges and civil servants respectively and not military jurists. Moreover, all legal
matters are under the supervision of a civil subdivision within
the Federal Ministry of Defense. This supervision comprises all
legal matters in all services (Army, Air Force, Navy) as all legal
matters are subject to the same legal provisiona and are dealt
with uniformly.
In the fallowing parts, the military law of the Bundeswehr shall
be discussed in so f a r as it pertains to the judicial decisions of
legal questions, legal advice, and legal indoctrination. In particular, this means the discussion of the following sectors: punishment of neglect of duties, judicial decisions on complaints, legal
advice, and legal indoctrination. In this study, only those legal
foundations will be discussed in detail which have been created
exclusively for the Bundeswehr. As f a r ae other existing laws
which are applicable to the Bundeewehr, or as far a8 other exieting jurisdiction over members of the Bundeswehr, as for inetance
in criminal procedure, it must be referred to general publications
on German law and German jurisdiction.
11. PUNISHMEST O F SEGLECT O F DUTIES

In its widest sense, negleet of duties by a soldier of the Bundeswehr is to be punished by criminal courts, if the offense constitutes a violation of German criminal law. If there is no such
violation in the neglect of duty, the offense is to be punished by
1
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disciplinary action. Disciplinary action may only be taken in
addition to criminal punishment in case a disciplinary decision
has to be made concerning the delinquent's career. The commanding officer (Disziplinarvorgesetzter) is therefore compelled
to hand over every case of neglect of duty to the competent
public prosecutor's office, if this neglect constitutes a criminal
offense or if this is in question.
A. Criminal Punishment

As already mentioned, criminal punishment of soldiers of the
Bundeswehr for violation of the German criminal law is at present
oxclusively a matter of civil courta, irrelevant of the fact that
these offenses may have been committed on duty or otherwise are
of a typically military nature. With the above mentioned exception, military criminal courts are prwided only in case of an
armed conflict.
So far, therefore, it has not been necessary to stipulate a code
of military criminal procedure. But withal, there is the necessity even in peacetime to punish with criminal penalty a number
of offenses which do not happen within the civil sector or which
are to be judged differently within this sector.
I t was therefore decided to create a special penal law for the
military service, in addition to the German penal code, which as a
whole remained applicable for the soldier as well. In accordance
with the importance of these military offenses, they have not been
merely added to the German penal code but were comprised in a
special law, the military penal code (Wehrstrafgesetz), praclaimed on March 30th, 1957. I t may be stressed, however, that
the general German criminal law remains applicable, unless the
military penal code rules otherwise.
1. Military penal law

I n the military penal code all major neglect of duties are made
subject to criminal punishment in so f a r 8s they are not already
punishable according to the general criminal law. Major neglects
may be considered those which cannot sufficiently be dealt with by
disciplinary action. The military penal code does not comprise
the punishment of acts which are only committed in times of an
armed conflict, such as cowardice, pillage, ete. A special military
law for the punishment of these offenses is in preparation.
The military penal code is divided into the fallowing parts:
general provisions and military crimes and offenses. The part
"military crimes and offenses" is subdivided into the following
four sections: Criminal offenses against the duty of performing
*GO PLIOB
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military service, criminal offenses against the duties of subordinates, criminal offenses against the duties of the superior,
and criminal offenses against other military duties.
In order to give a survey of this code, the more important provisions shall be discussed briefly. The more interesting parts of
the code are those which comprise the military crimes and
offenses.
Criminal offenses against the duty of performing military
service which are subject to punishment include "arbitrary
absence" from the unit for a period of more than three days (see.
1, par. 15) and "desertion" (par. E ) , i.e., absence from the unit
"in order to evade the duty of performing military service permanently or for the period of an armed commitment or in order to
achieve the termination of the service iitatus." Arbitrary absence
from the unit for less than three days will be dealt with by disciplinary action only, if the offense is not subject to punishment
a8 desertion. Furthermore, "self-mutilation," i.e., dieabling one's
self for military w v i c e by inflicting an injury t o body or health,
constitutes a criminal offense according to paragraph 11 of this
section. Also, this section makes it criminal for a person to
permanently or f o r a limited time evade the duty of military
service by deception (par. 18).
The "criminal offenses against the duties of the subordinates"
(sec. 2 ) are mainly those of "disobedience" and "insubordination." "Disobedience" (par. 19) means non-compliance with an
order of a superior, if the non-compliance resuits in a "grave
consequence", i.e., "a danger to the security of the German Federal Republic, to the striking power of the farces, to the body
and life of a human being, or to objects of greater value which
are not owned by the delinquent" (Part I, par. 2, So. 3 ) . "Insubordination" (par. 20) i8 nan-compliance with an order of a
superior by resisting with word and deed, or non-compliance in
spite of the repetition of the order. This means that the nancompliance with an order which has not been repeated, and which
has not resulted in a grave eonsequence, may as a rule only be
punished by disciplinary action.
Not every order of a superior has to be obeyed, however.
Mainly, the order is not binding "in case it has not been given f o r
official purposes, or constitutes a vioiation of the dignity of man,
or in case the compliance would result in a crime or a criminal
offense" (par. 2 2 ) . If the order were unlawful and there was
compliance resulting in such a crime or criminal offense, this
would render the subordinate (as well a8 the superior) subject
to punishment.
8
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If the subordinate erroneously assumes the order not to be
binding, he will not be punished in case of non-compliance, if he
acted under the impression that he otherwise would have committed a crime or criminal offense. If he erroneously assumes
the order not to be binding for other reasons, the verdict may
only be mitigated. If, however, the subordinate could have
avoided the error, i.e., could have recognized the order to he hinding after careful examination, he is liable for maximum punishment.
Further included in this section as criminal offenses are
“threatening a superior,” “compulsion of a superior,” as well a s
“assault against a superior.” The criminal offense of “threatening a superior” (par. 23) is the threat of the delinquent against
his superior who is on duty or in execution of an act of duty, while
“compulsion of a superior” (par. 24) means the act of a subordinate to compel the superior by means of force or compulsion
to commit a certain act within his duties. The criminal offense
“assault against a superior” (par. 25) needs no further explanation. The last mentioned criminal offenses are already liable to
punishment according to the general criminal law but have been
inserted in the military penal code as a special amount of punishment had to be provided owing to the importance of these offenses
in the military sector. Another important criminal offense included in this section is “mutiny” (par. 2 7 ) . Mutiny will be
punished “in case soldiers conspire collectively and commit with
joint force the criminal offenses of insubordination (par. ZO),
threatening a superior (par. 2 3 ) , compulsion of a superior (par.
24) or assault against a superior (par. 26);’ Criminal offenses
by superiors in the execution of their office are included in section 3 of part 2 of the military penal code far the protection of
subordinates against “ill-treatment” (par. 3O), “degrading treatment” (par. 31) and the “abuse of authority far inadmissible
purposes” (par. 32), Le., for nan-official purposes, as well as
“inducing to commit a crime or criminal offense” (par. 33). In
these cases, too, the legislative body did not consider the existing
maximum penalties of the general criminal law sufficient to punish
these offenses with the necessary severity, as these acts are rather
dangerous in the relationship between subordinates and superiors.
Also illegal and subject to punishment according to this section
are the following acts of the superior: “Suppression of complaints” (par. 36) in order to protect the legal right of the subordinate to complain, “command influence” (par. 8 7 ) , i.e., the
abuse of authority to influence soldiers who have functions in
the jurisdiction (for instance, military juror, of the military
service courts), and “abuse of disciplinary power” (par. 39).
*GO 11608
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The latter is a rather important offense. According to paragraph
39 a commanding officer will be punished if he-against better
know1edgG
"1. inflieti a diieiplinary penalty against a miltlesii soldier
"2. inflieta a diiciplinary penalty, although the d

not permiiisible
"3. inflicts a disciplinary penalty ta the disadvantage of the subordinate
which i s illegal in kind and amount of punishment
"4. punishes a neglect of duty with illegal means."

This provision is to protect subordinates from encroachments
of the commanding officer, which the latter commits in abuse of
his disciplinary power. Details of the extent of his disciplinary
power will be given later in this study.
In the fourth section of part 2 of the military penal code are
finally Included "criminal offenses against other military duties."
These are neglect af duties such 8s giving a "false report" (par.
4 2 ) and "neglect of duty while on guard" (par. 44), if these
neglects have resulted in a ''gr8ve consequence." The meaning
of the term "grave consequence" has already been outlined in the
discussion of the offense of "disobedience." "Illegal use of arms"
is also punishable, according to the provisions of this section
(par. 46). This provirion is meant--in addition to the provisions
of the general penal law-to lessen the considerable danger of
handling arms within the forces. The military penal code moreover provides an increase in the amount of punishment for some
criminal offenses within the military service which are already
punishable according to the provisions of the general penal law.
For example, the offense of manslaughter is such an offense if
"the act has been committed by negligent handling of arms,
munitions or other war materials" (par. 4 1 ) ,
For other typical offenses in office (as for instance bribery,
abetment in office) the soldiers were esualized in status with civil
servants, according to paragraph 48, and, therefore, have to meet
other penal conseguences than the ordinary citizen.
According to the general provisions of the military penal code,
the following kinds of punishment may be inflicted on a soldier
(par. 8 ) : Detention, custody, imprisonment, and penal servitude.
The death penalty has been abrogated i n the German Federal
Republic by article 102 of the Grundgesetz and is not expected
to reappear even for those crimes which nil1 be made punishable
in the criminal law In preparation which deals with crimes in
times of an armed conflict.
The punishments laid down in the military penal code in peacetime fulfill the requirements of just retaliation for the committed
8
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wrongdoing. That these punishments are less severe than those
of the former German military penal law takes into account the
change towards a constitutional and legal state which the German
Federal Republic underwent. For example, in “desertion” a maximum penalty of 5 years’ imprisonment may be inflicted on the
delinquent: in “disobedience,” detention and imprisonment, in
extreme cases up to 10 years of penal servitude, and in “mutiny”
up to 16 years of penal servitude for the ringleader.
If the guilt of the delinquent is insignificant or the consequences
of the offense immaterial, a stay of the criminal proceeding may
be ruled according to paragraph 153 of the German code of
criminal procedure (Strafprozessordnung) and, if necessary a t
ail, a punishment by disciplinary action wiil be considered
sufficient.
The execution of a sentence of detention and imprisonment
of not more than a period of one month, as well as confinement
(the latter being a kind of punishment which may be infiicted
by the provision of the general penal law) will be carried out
in centralized penal institutions of the Bundeswehr in order not
to hamper the training of the soldier during its execution. Since
a t present there is no such penal institution of the Bundeswehr
available, all the sentences are executed in civilian penal institutions, The establishment of such an institution is, however,
under way.

2. Militand Criminal Courts (Wehrstrafgeriohte)
While a t present all crimes and criminal offenses of soldiers of
the Bundeswehr-including
those punishable according to the
provisions of the military penal code-are
tried before civil
courts, article 96a of the Grundgesetz authorizes the estabiishment of military criminal courts, Le., criminal courts which have
exclusive jurisdiction over members of the forces of the German
Federal Republic, in case a state of defense has been declared,
Le., in case of an armed conflict. As already mentioned a t the
beginning, as a rule the establishment of such a jurisdiction is
excluded in peacetime. But there are two exceptions to this rule.
According to article Ma of the Grundgesetz, the establishment
of military criminal courts is authorized in peacetime (1) for
members of the forces who have been sent into a foreign country
and (2) for members of the farces who have been embarked on
naval units. Such courts, however, have not as yet been established. Should the necessity arise to station larger contingents
of the Bundeswehr within other NATO countries, these contingents will have their own military jurisdiction according to
AGO t6lOB
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article VI1 of the NATO Status of Forces Agreement. Such
military jurisdiction will also become necessary in ease larger
units or formations of the German Navy stay for a longer
period outside home waters. There are, however, at present no
larger units or formations which would necessitate the establishment of military criminal courts. I t remains to be hoped for,
however, that the authorization of the Grundgesetz will be made
use of as soon as possible, as i t would Seem advisable to gather
experience within this field in peacetime.
I n case of an armed conflict, military criminal courts are
indispensable. Even the former German constitution, the so.
called "Weimarer Verfassung" of August 11, 1919, established
after the first world war left military jurisdiction untouched for
times of war. Military jurisdiction, moreover, is required by
the international law of war in times of an armed conflict. Thus,
article 84 of the Third Geneva Convention af August 12th. 1949,
relating to the treatment of prisoners of war assumes the existence of military courts in order to punish crimes and criminal
offenses of prisoners of war. The Fourth Geneva Convention
of August 12th, 1949, relating to the protection of civilians in
time of war in article 66 stipulates that a violation of the criminal
laws enacted by the occupant is to be punished by "nan-political
military courts sitting in the occupied territory."
But even this intended German military criminal jurisdiction
will have a certain civil character. According to article 96a of
the Grundgesetz even in case of an armed conflict the military
criminal courts will function under the authority of the Federal
Ministry of Justice and not that of the Federal Ministry of
Defense and their decisions will be subject to revision before
the Bundesgerichtshof, the equivalent of the United States
Supreme Court.
Nothing can be said of the implementation of the military
criminal jurisdiction and of the future code of criminal procedure
for this jurisdiction, as legislation pertaining to this is still in
preparation.

B. Disciplinary Punishment
The disciplinary punishment for neglect of duties committed
by soldiers of the Bundeswehr is dealt with by the "military
disciplinary regulation" (Wehrdisziplinarordnung), proclaimed
on March lSth, 1964. All neglects of duties by soldiers are subject to disciplinary punishment (par. 6 of the regulation) :
'"1. in case they do net fall within the prwinione of the erlminal law or
they da fall aithin the provisions of the criminal law, but
h m e not resulted in criminal punishment of m p I n d . "

"2. In
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The term neglect of duty within the fleld of disciplinary lawcalled "oRlcial misdemeanor" according to paragraph 23 of the
soldiers' law-is not as clearly defined as the crimes and criminal
offenses of the penal law but consists of many a violation committed by B soldier. According to paragraph 23 of the soldiers'
law a soldier commits an official misdemeanor "in case he deliberately or negligently neglects his duty."
There shall be mentioned only a few of the many duties of
the soldier, the selection being taken from the soldiers' law
itself: The duty of faithful service (par. I), the duty to support
the democratic foundation of the German Federal Republic (par.
E), the duty of obedience (par. l l ) , the duty of comradeship
(par. 12), the duty of maintaining discipline (par. 1 7 ) , etc.
Punishments for "official misdemeanor" are provided in paragraph 6, section 2, of the reguiation by: Normal disciplinary
punishment: and career punishment. The main difference between normal disciplinary and career punishment is that, in
addition to their resulting in different kinds of retribution, normal disciplinary punishment is to be inflicted by the commanding
oflcer and career punishment by military service courts. Anofher
difference is that career punishment may even be infiicted in
case the offense ha8 resulted in criminal punishment, while normally criminal punishment excludes a disciplinary punishment
(par. 6, military disciplinary regulation). The reason for this
lies in the fact that as a rule criminal punishment results in
serious consequences for the career of a soldier, such as reduction
in rank or dishonorable discharge.

1. Noma2 Disciplinary Pumbhment

As normal disciplinary punishment, there may be inflicted by
the commanding officer (par. 10, military disciplinary regulation) : (1)reprimand, (2) severe reprimand, (3) control of pay,
(4) fine, ( 5 ) confinement to barracks, and (6) arrest.
"Reprimand" is a formal censure, which in the case of a
"severe reprimand" will be announced before the unit (par. 11,
military disciplinary regulation). "Control of pay" means to
distribute pay to the soldier in partial amounts over a period
not exceeding three months. This kind of punishment is only
permissible against unmarried soldiers under 25 yeare of age
(par. 12, military disciplinary regulation). A "fine" is not ta exceed one month's pay (par. 13, military disciplinary regulation).
"Confinement to barracks" is only to be inflicted for the period
of three days up to three weeks, This kind of punishment may
be increased in severity by the prohibition to visit public rooms
AGO P I l l S
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within the barracks, or to have visitors (par. 14, military disciplinary regulation). ''Arrest," as the most severe disciplinary
punishment to be inflicted by the commanding officer, is the
deprivation of freedom of a t least three days and a t mast three
weeks. In order to prevent the delinquent from evading duty with
this kind of punishment, it miiy be ruled in the verdict that he
will be subject to perform duties during this period (par. 15,
military disciplinary regulation),
All these above mentioned kinds of disciplinary punishment
are inflicted by those superior officers who passesa disciplinary
powers by legal provisions. Disciplinary power in its extent,
however, is arranged in degrees. Thus, for example, a company
commander may only inflict a "reprimand" against an officer in
his command and is not allowed to inflict arrest against noncommissioned officers and enlisted men. Arrest and other disciplinary puniahment, except the above mentioned reprimand
against an officer, may only be inflicted by the battalion commander. However, only the regimental commander or a higher
rank is authorized to inflict arrest against an officer (par. 17,
military disciplinary regulation).
I n the application of disciplinary power, the authorized commanding officer is not subject to command influence but will
decide freely and independently on the disciplinary punishment
of an official misdemeanor, within the limits of the legal provisions. Only in the cme of a deliberate breach of a confinement
to barracks does the commanding officer haxw the legal duty to
punish this act with arrest (par. 23, military disciplinary regulation).
In order to prevent disciplinary punishment from being inflicted precipitately or prematurely, i t ia only to be imposed by
the commanding officer at the end of the night after the day he
received knowledge af the offense. The disciplinary punishment
is to be inflicted by official announcement of the written verdict
(par. 25, military disciplinary regulation).
There is an important particularity in punishment with arrest.
According to article 104, section 2, of the Grundgesetz, "the
,
admissibility or the continuance of a deprivation of fredom
is only to be decided upon by a judge." Also because of the fact
that this kind of punishment shall only be inflicted in exceptional
cases, paragraph 28 of the military disciplinary regulation states
that the punishment with arrest may only be inflicted "after the
judge has declared i t legal in kind and duration. The legality
of arrest is to be decided upon by a judicial member of the competent or, in case af emergency, by the nearest service court."

..

ia
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This legal arrangement caused considerable difficulties shortly
after the enactment of the military disciplinary regulations,
since the service courts were not established a t that time and
even later on were so few in number. Thus, the necessary
declaration often came with considerable delay, with the consequence that the purpose of the punishment could not alway8 be
accomplished because af the inevitable postponement. In the
interim, the number of the service courts has increased and the
procedure is well established.
A complaint is admissible against all disciplinary punishment
impoaed by the commanding officer. The complaint will be de.
cided u w n by the commanding officer of that officer who inflicted
the punishment. This is the disciplinary complaint. Only the
service court, however, Is competent to decide complaints against
punishment with arrest. A further complaint, i.e., a. complaint
against the decision of the cornmanding officer on the first complaint, will always be decided upon by a service court (par. 30,
military disciplinary regulation). The decision of the service
court as regards the legal remedy f a r normal disciplinary punishment is final.
2.

Career Puniahrnent

As career punishment, there may be inflicted by the aervice
court (par. 43, military disciplinary regulation) : (1) reduction
of Pay, (2) denial of increase of pay, (S) transfer to a lower
grade of seniority, ( 4 ) reduction in rank, (5) dishonorable diacharge, ( 6 ) reduction of pension, and ( 7 ) deprivation of pension.
Career punishment mentioned under ( 6 ) and ( 7 ) is only to be
inflicted against retired soldiers.
“Reduction of pay” is not to exceed one-fifth of the pay and
is not to last longer than five years (par. 44, military disciplinary
regulation). “Denial of increase of pay” has the consequence
of barring promotion for the time in question (par, 45, military
disciplinary regulation) : “transfer to a lower grade of seniority”
reduces the pay (par. 46, military disciplinary regulation). In
Case of a “reduction in rank,” the pay is reduced according to
the new and reduced rank (par. 47, military disciplinary regulation). “Dishonorable discharge”-the most severe punishment
for an official misdemeanor-as a rule results in a deprivation
of all rights relating to rank and pay (par. 48, military disciplinary regulation).
The arrangement that career punishment is only t o be in.
fiicted by military service courts ia completely novel, since aecording to former German military law a soldier could always be
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discharged or deprived of his career rights by way of an administrative order without any judicial procedure. Now the legal
protection within this field granted tr, the soldier is the same
as that granted to the civil servant.
Career punishment-as already mentioned-may be inflicted in
addition to criminal punishment; as a rule, however, this is
delayed until the results of the criminal procedure are completed.
The ascertainment of the facts by the criminal courts is binding
upon the military service courts (par. 62, military disciplinary
regulation).
Details as ta procedure of the military service courts will be
discussed in the following part.
S.

Military Service Courts

It has already been pointed out that career punishment is
only to be inflicted by sentence of a service court. It has also
been mentioned that the punishment with arrest has to be confirmed by a judicial member of a service court. Furthermore, a s
stated previously, the service court functions a s an instance of
appeal in cages where normal disciplinary punishment has been
unsuccessfully protested. As the chief importance of the functions of the military service courts is in the fieid of disciplinary
punishment of official misdemeanors, and since the legal foundation of this jurisdiction is inserted in the military disciplinary
regulation, the military service jurisdiction will be discussed in
this part of the study.
The military service jurisdiction consists of service courts a t
the lowest level and military service senates of the Bundeadisziplinarhof as instances of appeal.
a.

Service Courts

The service courts were established as military service courts
a t the lowest level by ordinance of the Federal Minister of
Defense on April 29th, 1967. The courts are under the authority
of the Federal Minister of Defense and are stationed with the
corps headquarters of the Army o r with military district headquarters.
The service courts are divided into so-called service panels
(Truppendienstkammern), which may be placed outside the station of the service courts. As a rule, the jurisdiction of a service
panel comprises the area of command of a military district headquarter, a division of the Army, or of a respective formation of
the Air Force or the Navy. After the completion of the estab14
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lishment of this jurisdiction, each of the six military district
on of the Army, or a respective
headquarters, as well as each d
formation of the Air Force or the Kavy, will have its own service
panel. The competenee of the service courts does not follow local
juriediction such as the place of residence of the delinquent or
the place of the offense but fallows the unit or establishment of
the Bundeswehr in which the accused serves, (par. 52, military
disciplinary regulation).
The service panels act with one judge as president and two
military jurors (par. 5 6 , military disciplinary regulation), The
president must have the qualification for holding judicial office
and has to be a t least 3 5 years of age. He will be appointed
for life (par. 53, military disciplinary regulation). In c a m
of special importance, or if it appears to be necessary because of
the scow of the case, the presiding judge may order the assistance of another judge until the beginning of the trial. This is
called the “great session” (par. 5 6 , military disciplinary
regulation).
The military jurors are drawn by lot, according to a specific
procedure, and are called up to the sessions of the courts in the
sequence of a year list. One of the jurors has to be of the same
rank as the accused, the other has to be of higher rank-at least
the rank of a staff officer (par. 5 5 , military disciplinary regulation).
The decision of the service panel as a rule is preceded by an
extensive procedure, which, befare the trial, is directed by the
sc-calied instituting authority. The competence of the instituting
authority for officers, enlisted men, and retired soldiers is laid
in paragraph 72 of the military disciplinary reme is, as a rule, a military disciplinary prosecutor
the investigations as a representative of the instituting authority in the disciplinary judicial procedure. As miiitary disciplinary prosecutors were appointed, by order of the
Federal Minister of Defense of May 6th, 1957, the military legal
advisers, to whom this duty was transferred, have this as an
additional duty for the duration of their tour. The functions of
the legal advisers will be discussed in detail in part I V of this
study.
After finishing the investigations. a stay of the procedure is
ordered if there are no substantial reasons for its continuance.
If there are substantial reasons, however, the military disciplinary prosecutor presents a bill of indictment to the service
court and hands over all the recorda to the court. The presiding
ju& flxes the date for the trial and serves a notice for trial on
*BO 11118
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the military disciplinary prosecutor, the accused, the defense
counsel, and on other neceasary persons, such as witnesses and
experts (par. 83, military disciplinary regulation). The hearing
of evidence is concentrated an in the trial and is controlled by
the court (par. 86, military disciplinary regulation). This concentration on the hearing of evidence at the trial is-unlike the
law of the civil service-of great importance in the military field,
as the soldier, more accustomed to handling men than records,
better attains understanding from the actual hearing of evidence than from the contents of a written paper read before him
at the trial.
The trial-unlike
the criminal procedure-is held in camera,
since in the disciplinary procedure internal facts of the Bundeawehr a s well as personal matters of the accused are discussed
(par. 86, military disciplinary regulation), The procedure of the
trial in its broad sense mainly follows the provisions for the
criminal procedure, i.e., the German code of criminal procedure
(par. 70, military disciplinary regulation),
The judgment is announced a t the end of the trial: a copy of
the decision with reasons is served the delinquent and the military disciplinary prosecutor (par. 89, military disciplinary
regulation)
A legal remedy (complaint, appeal) is admissible against all
decisions and judgments-but not against the decision on eomplaints-of the service courts. This remedy is dealt with by the
military service senates of the Bundesdisziplinarhof (par. 91,
military disciplinary regulation). This guarantees a review of
the legal and factual matters pertaining to sentences imposed
by the service court.

b. Military Service Senates ( WehrdienstsenrUe)
As instance of appeal from decisions of the disciplinary jurisdiction special senates, sc-called military service senates, a r e
established within the Bundeadisziplinarhaf, the highest level for
decisions on disciplinary jurisdiction for civil servants of the
Federal Republic. While the Bundesdisziplinarhof is in Berlin,
the military service senates are established in Munich by ordinance of August 30th, 1967. The authority over these senates
rests jointly with the Federal Minister of the Interior, to whom
the Bundesdisziplinarhof is subordinated, and the Federal Minister of Defense. But there are other distinctions between the
hitherto existing senates of the Bundesdisziplinarhof and the
military service senates. A judge of a military service senate is
16
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not allowed to be a member of a civil service senate and pice
versa.
The military service senates decide in session with three judges
and two military jurors (par. 58, military disciplinary reguiation). As a representative of the Government, there has been
appointed a “Federal Forces Disciplinary Prosecutor” (Bundeswehrdisziplinaranwait) a t the military service senates a t Munich.
The federal forces disciplinary prosecutor is subordinated to the
Federal Minister of Defense and is to carry out his directives.
In case of an appeal the representation of the instituting authority, which rested with the military disciplinary prosecutor a t
the level of the military service courts, changes to the federal
forces disciplinary prosecutor. He is also the chief of the miiitary disciplinary prosecutors (par. 69, military disciplinary
regulation).
111. JUDICIAL DECISION ON COMPLAINTS
Apart from their main function, the punishment of oflciai
misdemeanors, the military service courts, according to article
96, section 3, of the Grundgesetz, have been assigned the task
of participating in the procedures pertaining to complaints of
soldiers. This is not the aiready mentioned competence of d d d ing complaints against normal disciplinary punishment (disciplinary cornplaint), but the legal protection against encroachments outside the fieid of disciplinary punishment. This legal
protection is granted by the “Military Regulation on Complaint
Procedure” (Wehrbeschwerdeordnung, WBO) of December 23rd,
1956. According to paragraph 1 of this regulation, every soldier
is entitled to complain “in case he feels himself being treated
incorrectly by a superior or an agency of the Bundeswehr or
violated by dieioyal conduct of comrades.” The complaint is also
admissible in case an application of a soldier is not answered
within a period of two weeks.
In former German military law, also, every soldier was entitled
to complain; however, the complaint was always decided by
senior officers only. According to article 19, section 4, of the
Grundgesetz, every person whose righta are violated by public
authority has iegai recourse. Consequently, the soldier also had
to be granted the privilege to obtain this recourse.
An essential preliminary for obtaining the aid of the military
service jurisdiction in a case of complaint is that the complainant
first lodged a complaint with his commanding officer whose d e
cision was unsuccessfully appealed against by a further complaint to the next higher ranking commanding officer, or that
*GO e6608
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the further complaint was not decided upon within a period of
one month. Another preliminary f a r obtaining the aid of the
military service jurisdiction by a soldier is that (par. 17, military regulation on complaint procedure) "his complaint concerns
a violation of his rights or a violation of the duties of a superior
with regard t o the complainant."
In particular, all these rights and duties are established in the
legal structure of the Federal Republic, but the majority of them
have especially been laid down in the soldier's law. Such rights
and duties are, for example: the civic rights of a soldier within
the legal limits necessitated by the military Service; the right
of religious welfare and unhampered religious worship; his
protection from abuse or excessive use of authority; the right
of the soldier to have a yearly leave: his right to examine his
complete record sheet: and his right to obtain a service record.
The soldier is also protected in that his superiors are obliged to
give orders for official purposes only and in observance of the law
and regulations and in accord with international law. Also, the
superiors have the duty not to influence subordinates in favor of
o r against a certain political opinion.
Not within the competence of the military service jurisdiction
is the enforcement of claims concerning service status. as for
example claims for damages of the Federal Republic against
soldiers, BS well a s claims of the soldiers for pay and other provisions. According to paragraph 59, soldiers' law, these claims
are dealt with by the normal administrative jurisdiction in
accordance with the legal provisions for the civil service.
In the above mentioned essential preliminaries f a r engaging
the aid of the military service courts in matters of complaint,
the case ii, a s a rule, decided by a service court. The court may
hear evidence but, as a rule, decides without trial by decision,
which has to be furnished wlth reasons (par. 18, military regulation on complaint procedure),
The decision may cancel the order or measure, or rule that the
order was illegal. In case of a failure to act, the court may rule
that action has to be taken under observance of the court. The
service court, however, is not allowed to give orders itself, nor to
amend orders, but has only the authority to impose the obligation
on the competent agency to proceed under observance of the court
(par. 19, military regulation on complaint procedure). Decisions and measures of the Federal Minister of Defense are to
be dealt with in lieu of the service court by the military service
senates (par. 21, military regulation on complaint proeedure),
1s
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The decisions of the military service courts in matters of complaints are final and may not be disputed by the complainant.
The service court is privileged, however, to pass over a legal
question of fundamental importance to the military service
senates, if, in the opinion of the court, this is required by the
development and improvement of the law, or in order to secure a
uniform jurisdiction. The decision of the military service senates
then is binding for the service court (par. 18, military regulation
on complaint procedure).
I t shall be mentioned in this connection that after an unsuccessful further complaint, in lieu of the application for a court decision, an appeal to the Federal Minister of Defense is admissible,
and his decision on the complaint is final (par. 20, military regulation on complaint procedure).
The privilege of involving the aid of the military service
courts d w s not infringe, however, on the soldier's right of petition, i.e., his right to directly contact the Defense Commissioner,
the supporting organ of Parliament in executing parliamentary
control over the Bundeewehr and the custodian of the basic rights
within the military field (article 45b of the Grundgesetz).

IV. LEGAL ADVICE WITHIN THE BVNDESWEHR
Handling and deciding the numerous legal questions within
the Bundeswehr, the criminal and disciplinary punishment of
neglect of duties, as well a8 the difficuit complaint procedure,
often requires accurate knowledge of the legal provisions on the
subject and detailed knowledge of the application of the law.
Even entrusting the military service jurisdiction with many of
the necessary decisions-a subject that has already been discussed-does not prevent many a decision or preiiminary
decision, especially in the field of disciplinary action, from being
passed on by a military superior. The necessary accurate judicial knowledge, however, within the military field cannot be taken
for granted. Therefore, each division commander or a commander of a respective formation if the Air Force or Navy. a s
well as each commander of a military district, is supported in
handling iegai questions by a so-called "legal adviser." The commanders of higher headquarters, such as a corps commander, are
supported by a so-called "chief legal adviser," to whom the legal
advisers of the corps area or respective area of command are
subordinated in legal questions. According to former German
military law, legal advice was the task of the judge advocate of
the military juriadiction. This could not be repeated, as there is
no such military jurisdiction any more. Moreover, there is now
*oo
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a clear cut distribution of functions between the instituting
authority and the deciding authority, the courts, a fact that requires a separation of the authorities taking part in the administration of justice. For these reasons, it was impossible to
order the judges of the service courts to give legal advice.
The legal adviser is a civil servant and must have the qualification of holding judicial office. He is the personal adviser of
the commander to whom he is subordinated, with the exception
of legal questions, in which he receives order from the chief legal
adviser. If there is no chief legal adviser, he is subordinated
in legal questions to the Federal Minister of Defense directly
who also is the head of the chief legal advisers in legal matters.
In particular, the legal adviser has the following duties:
1. To give legal advice to the commander in legal matters of
the Bundeswehr, especially in questions of military law, international law, and in criminal or disciplinary matters, as well as
in cases of complaint.
2. To examine orders and measures relating to legal operations.
3. To advise and support the commander in indoctrinating
the forces in the legal field, especially in the field of international
law and military law, and furthermore to give legal indoctrination to officers himself.
4. To assist in all disciplinary matters, to institute investigations, and to function as military disciplinary prosecutor within
the military service jurisdiction.
5. To assist in the criminal procedure, especially in cooperating with the public prosecution.
6. To deal with requests for legal assistance from other
authorities.
I t is not, however, the duty of the iegal adviser to give legal aid
to soldiers in non-official matters.
The functions of the legal adviser are, a t present, laid dawn
only in a special instruction. The only function based expressly
on legal authority (par. 59, military disciplinary regulation) is
that of the “military disciplinary prosecutor” as a second office,
aceording to the order of the Federal Minster of Defense of
May 6th. 1957.
I n order to do his duties and achieve his purpose, the legal
adviser is entitled to report directly to his commander, and he
has to be notified of ai1 matters, measures, and plans within the
scope of his duties. Ali the material necessary for the execution
of his duties has to be pased over to him on demand.
10
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V. LEGAL INDOCTRINATION WITHIN THE
BUNDESWEHR
The discussion of the administration of justice within the
Bundeswehr would not be complete if there were no reference
to the legal indoctrination of the soldiers in this connection.
Only from the extent of this indoctrination may conclusions be
drawn as to the efficiency with which the judicial system works
with superiors and subordinates, for only those who know the
law are able to apply its provisions.
According to paragraph 10 of the soldiers' law, every superior
is to give orders only in observance of the laws and regulations
and in accord with international law. This presumes that the
superior knows the limits set by the legal provisions and regulations. On the other hand, a subordinate is not to obey an order,
if in doing so he would commit a crime or criminal offense (par.
11, soldiers' law), Furthermore, the subordinate may complain,
if his rights are infringed an by orders. Therefore, the subordinate also must know the limits of authority of command, as
well as his own rights.
The legal indoctrination within the Bundeswehr, therefore,
serves the purpose of imparting the necessaty legal knowledge
to all superiors and subordinates, in order to enable them to
adhere to the law in times of peace or of armed confiict.
Because of its importance, the legal indoctrination has its
foundation in law. For the field of public and international law,
paragraph 33, soldiers' law, expressly stipulates : "The soldiers
are to be indoctrinated on their rights and duties in times of
peace and war, in the field of civil and international law."
The inclusion of international law was in no small manner
caused by the bad experience during the second world war, as
well as by the special emphasis laid on this field after the second
world war'. According to article 26 of the Grundgesetz, "The
general rules of the international law are an integral part of
the Federal Law. They have priority over the laws and create
direct rights and duties for the inhabitants of the area of the
Federal Republic of Germany."
Other ranks and noncommissioned officers are instructed in
legal questions by their military euperiars. The latter receive
their legal indoetrimtian by the legal advisers and the legal
teachers.
While the indoctrination af the officers serving in the military
units almost exclusively is in the hands of the legal advisers,
law teachers impart the necessary legal knowledge a t all officers'
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training schools and command and staff collepes, within the
scope of legal indoctrination imperatively provided by the training schedule. According to the capacity of the omcers' school,
one o r more law teachers are attached to each school.
The law teachers, the same as the legal advisers, are civil
servants and must have the qualification for holding judicial
office. Before taking up their functions, they receive special
instruction on their scope of duties.
The arrangement of the training schedule f a r the legal indoctrination follows the requirements and purposes of the school
in question and is, therefore, not uniformly laid down. There
is provided, however, for indoctrination in the field of international law, because of its importance, about half of the time
a t the teacher's disposal for legal indoctrination. The stress
within this Reld clearly rests on the international law of war.
Besides international law, public and military law is taught,
military law being mainly soldiers' law, military criminal law,
disciplinary law, and the law of complaint procedure, in other
words, mainly those legal fields that have been discussed in this
study.

VI. FINAL REMARK
The discussion of the administration of justice within the
Bundeswehr of the German Federal Republic was intended to
point out the endeavor to confer the constitutional and legal
principles of the law of the Federal Republic in their full extent
to the forces of the Federal Republic. This endeavor gains
special importance by the fact that the German Forces, the
Wehrmacht, were reproached with violation of the iaw by many
a foreign country, as well as within Germany itself, reproaches
that meant a great incrimination and, therefore, a burden in the
course of the establishment of the new Bundeswehr.
The application of constitutional and legal principles within
the Bundeswehr is based ou the perception that an armed force
can protect law and order against an adversary denying such
principles only if within its own ranks i t observes and applies
the law to the full extent.
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CONFLICTING SOVEREIGNTY INTERESTS IN OUTER
SPACE: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS REMAIN IN ORBIT!*
BY LIEUTENANT
COLONEL HAL

H. BOOKOUT"

I. INTRODUCTION'**
"Space is infinite. Man's knowledge of space is finite. The sum of
our understanding is not suR1Cient for Us to oomprehend how vast are
the dimensions of our ignorance. We delude ourselves--st considerable
peril-when, with amall fragments of faat and fancy, we attempt to
construct an image of the f u t u r e after the pattern of our own palit

* Thie a&& " 8 % adapted fmm a theaia presented to The Judge Adwcate
Gcnsrai'n Sehml. U.S. Army, Chariottaavilis. Virginia, while the author wan
% mrmhr af the Smenth Advanced C i a .
The opinions and cmeiusions
presented herein are those of the author and do not necessarily represent
the dews oi The Judge Advmate General's Schwl nor m y other m7emmental agency.
* * P o s t Judge Adroeate, F o r t Sam Houston, Texas: member of the Texas
State Bar; gradvate of the University of T e x m Law Sehml.
***As the content of this article will reveal, the author has relied to a
very great extent upon the activities which h a r e transpired in the C o n g r ~ i
of the United States since the advent of man's probe into outer space. When.
during the 86th Congress, Senate Majority Leader Lyndon B. Johnson and
House Majority Leader John W. MfCormack assumed d i n i m a m h i p of
apreinl and seleot committees to insure neoeee~ry action to keep this nation
abreast of the new *pace era, the professional staff members of the respfft h e committees were faced with the immediate task of coilecting, for the
committed use, the best available m a t e r i d peItaining to the legal problems
ioseirrd in the exploration of outer space. An inapection of the oongrea.
siond material listed in the bibliography of this the& will reveal the outstnnding manner in wbioh this task was accomplished.
Grateful achowledgement is extended for the benefits which this writer has
reoeived from the diligent work of the following staffs:
Senate Special Committee on Space and Astronautics (8Eth Congress):
Edwin L. Weiai, Canaulting Counsel; Cyma Vance, Canrulting Counsel; Dr.
Gien P. Wilson, Cwrdinstor of Techniesl Inform&tion; Mrs. Eiiene Galloway. Special Conaultant; Mm. Janis E. Mason, Research Asaistant; Mary
Rita Guilfayle, Assistant Clerk.
House of Representatives Select Committee on Astronautics and Space
Exploration (86th Congreas): h r g e J. Feidman, Chief Couniel and
Director; Dr. C h s r i n S. Sheidan 11, Assistant Director; Spencer M, B a r e .
ford, Special Counael; Richard P. R i m s . Commihee Clerk; Raymond Wilcove, Dir-tor of Research; Harney S. Boggan, Jr., Assistant Counsel; Philip
B. Yeareer. Sweial Cmaultant.
Appreciation ia also expremed to Mr. Andrew G. Hsiw, President of the
International A s t m n u t i d Federation, for the g e n e m u mmner in whieh
he furnished. from hla Deramal library. abundant research material t o the
author of thin the&
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experisnee. We have ne frame of reference by whieh to vinusiiw the
design of tomorrow"'

It was with this official expression of humility-made
after
receiving the testimony and advice of the nation's leading experts
in the scientific, military, industrial, governmental and legal
fields-that the 85th Congress of the United States enacted the
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 to create the necessary administrative machinery to facilitate research and exploration activities in this new space era. Perhaps some may
characterize the quoted passage as a mere dramatic statement,
made by our law-makers to lend color to the pages of history
being written. Yet, w e in the legal profession are confronted
with the same infiniteness of space and the same finiteness of
man's knowledge when undertaking the development of a body
of law to control relationships of men and nations on this great
frontier of challenge.
To the average practicing attorney, whether military o r
civilian, "space" is a very nebulous term.a Regardless of his
research facilities, it is doubtful that he can discover a definition
more definitive or meaningful to him than that set forth in any
recognized dictionary which describes it as that characterized
by extension in all directions, boundless, and of indefinite divisibility. At this p o i n k b e f o r e reading further-the legal mind is
probably prepared to take the writer on voir dire, so to speak,
to establish the fact that the niceties of a definition of "space"
are immaterial. Further the interrogation would establish that
the necessary definitions to be sought since the advent of the
orbiting satellites and lunar-probing rockets, are those of the
areas often referred to a s "air space" or "national space" and
'Sen. Rep. No. 1701, 85th Cang., Zd Sess., p. 1 (1958).
1 7 2 Stat. 427 (1918). hereinafter referred to PS the 1918 Space Act. For
an excellent article retting forth an explanation and the full text of the
act, together with the statement made by the President a t the time the Bet
was signed into law, see Ludwig Teller, Peace and National Semety in the
New Spme Age: The National Ae7anautics and Spoae Act of 1958, 4 New
Ymk Law Forum 275 11958).
' A s a matter of intereat, the Interim Glossary of Asro-Spa~e Terms, Air
University. March, 1958 (not to be fanstrued 8 8 carrying official sanction of
the Department of the Air Force or the Air UniPeraity). sets forth the
foliowing definition: "spmc, n. 1. That whieh extends in all directions, and
hss no outvard bounds nor limit8 of dieiaibility, ae in 'the sun and ita plan&
m o w in space.' 2. Restricthe. A part of this extension marked 0% or
h u n d e d in some way, 81 by the outer limits of the earth's atmosphere;
specif., the extent between the earth's atmaiphere, or effective atmosphere,
and an outer indefinite boundary, in whieh extent earth ssteiiitea may be
p u t in orbit, ballistic mimiieli made t o follow B plotted trajectory. or whicles
(manned or unmanned) moved about r e l a t h e to apatial hdies."
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"outer space" or "international s p ~ c e , "o r other proposed terms
of similar connotation.*
Conceded that this has been asserted a s the paramount immediate problem confronting the legal profession-as
will be
developed in this thesis-the compounding of the noun "space"
into such other terms of specific delineation also compounds
immeaaurably the difficulty of defining for legal acceptation.
Sumce it to say a t this point that the Congress, in enacting the
1958 Space Act, conducted extensive hearings in the field of
astronautics and space-which in printed form approximate two
thousand pages '-yet
with the assistance of seventy-one expert
witnesses, the conferees on the bill were forced to conclude:
"There is no sharp dividing line between the atmosphere and
outer space, and this act does not attempt to define one."8
While our law-making bodies, quite appropriately, left to others
the task of defining such areas of space for universal acceptance,
we find that there certainly has been no such lack of boldness
on the part of publicists. Since commencement of the venture
into upper areas of space-marked by the blast-off of Sputnik I
on October 4, 1961-the pages of law reviews and political
journals have been drenched with writings concerning the problem of the extent of national sovereignty into space.' Able
advocates have attempted to answer the "what space is whose"
question by-on
the one extreme-declaring
that there is no
limit to national sovereignty in upper space-to the other
extreme-implying
that there is no relationship between any
particular area of space and an area of the earth's surface,
thereby making no Space the proper subject of national
sovereignty.
d The Interim G 1 m s ~ r yof Aero-Space Terms, note 3, a u r a , also eontainr
the following definitions of "air" and "outer space":
"air, n. 1. The mixture of gases in the atmosphere. 2. The element
t h a t g i ~ o slift to aircraft, OF offers resistance to objeeta t h a t move through
it. a. a. The region above and around the earth, including the atmesphere
and the apaee beyond, subject to control by sir or space vehicles, in
eontradidnetion to land and sea. b. Restrictive. T h a t p a r t of this region
t h a t include9 the atmosphere up t o its effective npper iimitr, but not outer
space."
"outar 'pnce. 1. I n contexts of currently delelaping practical alerc~paee
activities, the space sboie the earth% atmosphere, or above its eReotire
atmosphere. 2. Space beyond the limits of the solar eystem, 8 8 i n 'an
intruding meteor fmm outer space.' "
'Hearings W o r e the Senate Special Committee on Space and Astrometics
on S. 5608, 85th Cang., 2d Sesa., (1968): and Hea.rings bfars tha Houaa
Select Committee on Astronavtios and S-e
Ezplaration on H.R. 118P1,
36th Ceng., 2d Seas., (1868).
'118 Cong. Ree. 12646 (16 July 1968).
' S e e for example, John C. Hogan, A Guide to the Study a t Spwe Law,
5 Saint Louis University Law Journal 7 8 (Spring, 1958).
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Of course, between these two widely divergent views, there
are various hypothetical lines drawn by well reasoning legal and
scientiflc scholars. However, to add to the list of repetitious
articles, which in many instances merely parrot the original
ideas of the recognized leaders in this field of law, is not the
purpose of this thesis. On the contrary, this writing is designed
to give the reader the opportunity to analyze and scrutinize the
principal theoretical solutions which have thus f a r been advanced
as to what line, if any, should be drawn between national and
international space. Also recognizing that there can be no separation of the underlying political interests and military implications involved in arriving at a workable solution of dividing
space among nations, these matters will of necessity be discussed
as collateral issues.
The analysis of the underlying political interests of the United
States will be through an attempt to correlate the theoretical
approaches of the scholars, who foresee the necessity for legal
order among nations attempting to utilize the newly accessible
areas of outer space: and the operational approaches of our
governmental officials whom we hold responsible for adopting and
implementing the proper approach to insure such desired results.
From this writer's research, i t appears that the neglect of this
aspect of the problem has contributed to the development of an
approach toward resolving conflicting sovereignty interests in
outer space which unfortunately, though understandably, may
presently be characterized as one of over prescribing by the
physicians and no partaking of the medication by the patient
,
. . t h u s the secondary title of this thesis: "Proposed Solutions
Remain I n Orbit?'
With this frame of reference, let us begin with the basic
ill or weli-foundedproblem, the solution to which-whether
will form the necessary foundation upon which to build the great
bodies of domestic and international law to govern the complicated space age of tomorrow.

..

' M ~ PS.s McDougal and Leon Lipaon in PCmpCCtiUeS for a Law oi Outsr
Space, 52 American Jovrn&l of International Law 401 (IBSB)! present B

thought provoking insight into the poanible p t t e r n and conditions of the
use of outer apace. The authors foresee the development of the law of outer
apace on the baaia of "gradually arrived at" international agreements on
pe.rtieulm s u b j e t s , depending an "the order of experience in ipaee BQ well
as the changing political context." While the article does not lend auppoit,
it does recognize and diseuse the fact that "most i e g d miters discussing the
legal regime of outer space have pmeeeded from absolute notions of sirspace sovereignty and have felt it neee8sar.y t o establish a boundary betireen
outer iipaoe and aiiipace."
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11. THE BASIC PROBLEM:
SPACE-NATIONAL OR INTERNATIONAL?
A. Existing Claims And Definitions
On first impression, from a perusal of existing international
agreements and the domestic laws of all civilized nations, that
which has been posed a s the hasic problem would appear to be
in fact a moot question. It is very clear that Article 1 of the
Convention On International Civil Aviation, commonly referred
to as the Chicago Convention of 1944; explicitly reeognires that
every state has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air
space above its territory. I t will be noted that not only does the
recognition of complete and exclusive sovereignty extend to the
United States and the majority of other Western countries which
have ratified the Convention, but to "every state" 'O-which
would also include such nonparty states as the Soviet Union and
Communist China. I t is even more illuminating to learn that a
*comprehensive atudy conducted by Mr. Andrew G. Haley, President of the International Astronautical Federation, reveals further that "every state," i.e., each nation of the earth, asserts such
recognized sovereignty over its air space through domestic,
municipal statutes." None claims more and none claims less.
Yet, the Chicago Convention contains no definition of the term
"air space" whatsoever.
'Convention on International Civil Aviation, 61 Stat. 1180 (1844). This
is the only generally accepted international flight agreement i n existence
today referring to mvereignty in airspace owl( national territory. For a
listing of tho aixty-aix nation-dates which have ratifled the Convention, ~ e e
nota 20, p. 9 of SWYBYof Space Law. A Staff Report of the M e e t Committee an Astronautice and Space Exploration, Home of Representatives, 86th
Congress. 2d Seaaion. (1868). For detailed treatment, see Roland W.Firei,
The Law of Aviation (1948) : and Shaweroaa and Beanmont, Ai7 Low
(1961). For a di%cuesim of t h e historical background of the sovereignty
concept expressed in Article 1 of the Convention. see Stephen Latehford,
Frssdmn of the Air-Ea?iu Theories: Fveadam; Zone; Sovmiunty, Doeumenta and State Papers 31-22. Deparhnent of State No. 6, 1948.
'"Article 1 of the Convention. 81 Stat. 1180 (1844). As atated by John
Cobb Cmper in Leuol Pmblerna of Upper Spael, Proceedings of the American Swieiety of International Law, 1918. p. 88: "The Chicago Convention of
1844, to whieh most states engreed in international aviation are parties
except the U.S.S.R.,restated in artieie I the provisions of the Paris C o r d
tion pd to airspace sovereignty in t h i a manner: (The contracting states
reeagnize t h a t every state haa complete and exelu$ive sovereignty of the sir.
epace above i t a torritors.' Again, PB in the Paria Conlention. this is a
statement of eudtomary internationsl i w and not an exchange of privileges
between the itates eoneemed."
"Mr. Haley presented what he termed the firat e u h compilation during
the Heatinir before ths Haves SslBCt Cmmtbtce 0% Aitroneutioa and Space
Ezploratioa 0% H.R. 21881, 86th Cong., 2nd Seis.. (Mag 8, 1968). The wm.
pilation is reproduced in full with citations to civil nviation iaws on pp,
1417-1464 01 aubjeet hearings.
*oo PIMB
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To explore briefly into the possible intent of the drafters of
the Chicago Convention concerning the use of the term, the
distinguished Professor John Cobb Cooper meets all of the
qualifications of bath an expert witness and also one who might
be called a participating eyewitness to the adoption of this international term of art. Actually, Professor Cooper served as the
chairman of the drafting committee which reported the first half
of the Chicago Convention and states li unequivocally that the
term was carried forward without question from the Paria Convention of 1919 where the words "air space" and "atmosphere"
and "air" were used synonymously. An interesting observation
which he makes to illustrate this point is that an early draft
of the convention submitted by Great Britain used the ward
I'
. 1. : that the legal subcommittee in its report ta the Commisair
sion referred to the area above the earth's surface as characterized by the presence of "the column of air"; and that when the
formal Paris Convention was signed, the English version used
the term "air space" while the French and Italian productions
used the proper terms for "atmospheric space." It can be stated,
however, that it was not m t i i the orbiting satellites began to
appear in the "space" above "every state"-each of which has an
internationally recognized claim to complete and exclusive
sovereignty over the "air space" above its territory-that
significance attached to these latent ambiguities and lack of
positive definitions.
B. Need For Refinement Of Terms Resulting From The
International Geophysical Year
Contrary to a popular misconception, the International Geophysical Year which officially terminated on January 1, 1969;a
was not conducted on an intergovernmental basis. While it is
true that the governments of the United States and the Soviet
Union did announce in advance that during the year they intended to place objects into orbit around the earth, the actual
arrangements and agreements for the conduct of such scientific
investigations were made between international scientific bodies
in their private capacities.'s The question which logically follows is: "What legal effect did these activities have an the pre"Profeaaor (Emeritus) International Air Law, McCill University.
"Panel Disevnsion an Space Law, held 28 September 1858, during the
Army Judge Advocates Conference at The Judge Advocate General's Schmi,
U.S. A m y , Charlattesviile. Virdma.
'"Pr~VisionaI Record of Action, Eighth General Assembly, International
Council of Scientific Unions, National Academy of Sciences, pp. 1, 2.
3
~
~
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mittca 0% Aatmmuties ond Space Erpioralion
2d Sess., (le%), pp. 1015-1022.
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viously recognized complete and exclusive sovereignty of each
state over the air space above its territory?"
I n attempting to answer this question i t is again necessary to
return to the Chicago Convention of 1944 to examine the other
provisions which surround the recognition of state sovereignty
over the undefined area labeled air space. There is no dispute
concerning the purpose of the Convention, Le., to agree on principles and arrangements for the orderly development of international civil aviation and the regulated use of such aircraft."
However, in searching for their meaning of the term "aircraft,"
in an attempt to ascertain the contemplated area of operation
known as "air space," we again find that the Convention contains no definition. The original intent is only later refiected in
annexes to the Convention which again carry forward parts of
the Paris Convention of 1919 and define aircraft 88 "any
machine which can derive support in the atmosphere from the
reaction of air."
This definition would certainly indicate that the Chicago Convention was not intended to apply to satellites and spacecraft,
and i t would follow that the area of state sovereignty over air
space was not contemplated to include those areas where machines could not derive support in the atmosphere from the
reaction of air. This position is fortified by the provisions of
the Convention which iimit its application to civil aircraft I n
and exclude pilotless aircraft from its general
Further, the leading authorities in the field of air law have agreed
in general that the Chicago Convention is limited in its application t o the atmosphere or so-called area of conventional aircraft
Aight.>'
"Preamble to the Convention, 51 Stat. 1130 (1944).
"See John Cobb Cooper, Legal Problems a i U p p w Space, Praeeedings of
the American Saiety of Internations1 Law, 1856, pp. 3E-93 (reprinted in
the Journal of Air and Commerce, Vol. 23, Summer 1955, No. 3 ) . The
author explains theroin that under the Cbiesm Convention the technical
standards, d i e d mnexeli, do not b e o m e part of the convention. They 818
prepared by the lntern~tionslCivil Aviation Organization, and are then
submitted to the member states for neeeptanee. When annex 7, containing
the v o t e d d e h i t i o n of aircraft, WOB submitted, no objwtion WBP apparently
raised by m y member state.
"Article 3 of the Comention, 51 Stat. 1150 (1944).
"Article 8 of the Convention, 51 Stat. 1180 (1944).
'See for example, John Cobb Cooper. H i g h Altitude Flight end National
SevweCntv, 4 International Law Qvarterly 411 (duly, 1961); Andrew G.
Hnley. Space Law-Baaio Conospfr, 24 T e n n e . 8 ~ Law Review 543 (Fall
1956) ; Oaear Sehaehter, Who O w m tha Uniuans? in the b o k Aoraaa tha
S w F w n t b r (edited by Cornelius Ryan) (Viking Press. 1962); C. Wilfred
Jenlrs. Intinational Law and Activitiei in SWB, 5 International and Cam.
pirative Law Quarterly 99 (1966) i and Eugene Pepin, The L i g d Smtw
of the A i i d w a in the Light of Proirsaa in A h t i a n ond AihonoYtiC8,
3 MeGill Law Journal TO (1967).
*GO PllOB
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While the foregoing discussion has purposely reflected on some
very complicated international air-law agreements in a most
abbreviated fashion, the sole purpose is merely to lead the reader
to the obvious and simple conclusion that there is in existence
no definitive international law by which to resolve the conflicting
sovereignty interests in outer space and no legal answer to the
"what space is whose" question-a question which has become
more than academic since the advent and particularly since the
termination of the International Geophysical Year,

Are a11 satellites now orbiting in an area of space which may
be called international and free to all states, or are the launching
states causing unlawful trespass into that area of sovereign air
space which all underlying states claim by muniripal law and
which is recognized by the Chicago Conrention? Should a line
be drawn between national and international space, and if 80,
where should it properly mark the boundary?
These questions have been answered in varied and diverse
fashion by many legal commentators. Therefore, let us now
separate into four general categories the numerous proposals
which attempt to fix the hypothetical line between s i r space
(national) and outer space (international) and-without deeiding a t this time whether or not any line at all is necessaryanalyze and consider each proposed boundary for national
sovereignty;' together with the resulting implications.
This grouping ia deiigned to discuss the most preydent general concepts
upon whioh hypothetical linen have been proposed, rather than on the b d a
of each individual commentstor'i viewe. A combination of four relatively
nhort artielea m11 provide the reader -7th a BUmmsrY of the individual views
of numerms American and foreign wmmentators concerning wvewignty
in space above national territory: Andrew G. Haley, Ctment Intemtthnal
i
Respect l a Long Range M u SitvatiDn und the Lase1 I n v o i ~ ~ m e n tWith
sib8 a d Ewth-Ciiclinp Obis&, P e r g a m m Press, 186s; Philip B. Yeager
snd John R. Stork. Deoatw's "Doctrlns"-A Code F o r Outw Space?, United
States Naval Inatitvte Proceeding., September 1857, pp. 831-S7; Richard T.
Murphy. Jr., Air Sovwsiinty Consideratiom in T e m a of Outer Spaor,
The Alabama Lamer, January 1968. PP. 1 1 3 6 ; William Strsuas, Digsst a t
Sslaotsd Foreign Souroes on Space Law, printed i n Symposium on Space
Law, prepared by Eilene Gslioway. Special Consultant, Special Committee
on Space and Astronautics, United States Senate, a t the reqwet of Senator
Lyndon B. Johnson. Chairman, December SI. 1958, pp. 518-22.
Far thE
reader who also denires to make B detailed study of the writings of B O ~ B
of the outstanding emerts in this Add Of law, the forty-three seleeted
artielea contained i n the Senate Committee Space Law Symposmm, referred
b above, will afford B mant comprehensive eove~aae r i t h a mmimum of
duplieation.
80
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CONFLICTING INTERESTS IN OLlTER SPACE
111. THEORETICAL APPROACHES : DIVERSE ADVOCACY
O F THE LINE-DRAWING EXPERTS-ANALYZED
A.

“A’ational Soaereignty I n Space I s Unlimited”

This theory would appear to extend t o international law the
age-old private law maximum that “he who owns the land owns
In the view of some writers?’ this is the
it up to the sky.”
logical extension of the intent of the framers of the Chicago and
all preceding Conventions. The historical basis for this contention may be expressed very simply as follows. From the early
Roman days each landowner claimed all air space above his land.
With the increase of state activity this claim of ownership
became vested in the sovereign state and finally culminated in the
expression of the Chicago Convention that each state has complete and exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its
territory-the concept of air space being, of course, height without limit, There is serious contention that this was the actual
meaning which the framers of both the Paris and Chicago Conventions had in mind when they used the term “air space.”
The advocates of this theory would consider air space to be
all space above a state’s territory where flight instrumentalities
can navigate-including rockets, guided missiles, satellites and
spaceships--and make them the subject of existing rules and
regulations of the subajacent state, regardless of the height to
which they may ascend. In short. there would be no real need
for new international agreements nor the development of a new
basis for defining the upward limit of state sovereignty. The
answer to the “what space is whose” question would thus have
its obvious answer, to wit: “Each state owns all Space abov+
without limit.”
What a nice neat legal package this would make if it could
only be wrapped: but what is “all space above”? The proponents would answer that it is all space above the underlying
state: but again comes a question of what space is “above” the
underlying state. A popular illustration used by some legal commentators “It o explain the impossibility of applying the existing
*(

=For h i r t a v of the maxim, see John Cabb Cooper. Roman Law and the
Mazim Cvjus E s t Solum m International Law, 1 MeGill Law Journal 2 1
(1862).
See for example, R. C. Elingorani, An Attempt t o Dstennine Sovereignty
in Uppel Space. 26 Kansas City Law Review 6 (December, 1961).
“lbid. p. 11.
‘See far example, The Lagal Horizons of Space U s e and Ezplaration,
an address by Charles S. Rhme, at Annual Law Day Dinner, University
of Sovth Dakota, Vermillion, South Dakota, April 10, 1068; 104 Cang. Ret.
6162 (22 ApTIi 1968).
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a i r space ownership to outer space, is the theory of the inverted
cones.
This theory, expressed in perhaps an over-simplified manner,
is-that because of the curved face of the earth-if we attempt
to extend the air space ownership upward and outward indefinitely, the extension would give us an inverted cone which would
grow bigger and bigger in relation to the earth a s it extends
further into space. I t is true that the earthly base of each
inverted cone would be limited to the size of the land-mass and
territorial waters of the underlying state: but because of the
earth’s curvature a t this base, the sides would lean outward and
the other end of the cone would grow increasingly wider as the
boundaries of the state below are projected upward into space.
Accordingly, there would naturally come a point when these
cones would overlap. From this point, upward and outward,
more than one nation would be claiming ownership to the same
air space. So again we are back to the unanswered question of
what space is above “which” state.
The problem is further complicated by the fact that the foregoing theory of overlapping cones is not generally accepted.
Other commentators
contend that there are two possible
methods of segmenting space according to territorial boundaries
of states, One is by projection upward of the geographic boundaries on parallel to a vertical halfway between them. Under
this method, the cross-section area of a nation’s air space would
remain the same to infinity, leaving wedges of unowned space
between that claimed by contiguous nations. The other method
is by radial verticals from the earth’s center through the geographic borders to infinity. Under this second method, i t is contended that each nation’s air space would expand congruently
as the radial boundary lines flare, leaving unowned space only
above the open sea. Since these lines would be projected from
the same point, the center of the earth, there would be no overlap.
Regardless of which theory is found to be correct, once the true
shape of the earth has been determined, ita constant rotation
presents another vexing problem in attempting to determine
what space is above which state. Visualize a roeketing satellite
orbiting at 11,000 miles per hour, with the earth-same 500
miles below-revolving at about 1,000 miles per hour. Simultaneously, the earth is traveling in space, in orbit around the
sun, at the rate of 66,000 miles per hour. At the Same time, the
-See for uample, Cdmai Martin B . Sehofield, Control a i Outer Space, Air
Unirerdty Qvarterig Raviiera, Spring 1868. pp. 85-104. Thia article include8
a pictorial v a p h of the iiuggeited dlvisiona of air space.
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sun itself is moving a t the rate of 630,000 miles per hour within
the galaxy of the Milky Way.*'
Now again ask the questions: What space is above which
state? Through whose sovereign territory is the rocket passing?
Which states have the right to forbid such flight? At what
point of flight does each state have the right to protest?
These questions can exceed academic bounds when we project
our scientific developments B few short years into the future.
I t is by no means a f a r stretch of the imagination to visualize
the same rocketing satellites complete with reconnaissance photographic equipment or subject to directional control which would
permit the pin-pointing by the launching state of a devastating
blow to sny predetermined portion of the earth. There appears
to be no dispute but that time and experience will bring the complete answer to the present re-entry problems.
Under the theory that sovereignty reaches to all space above
any state, without limit, a shorthand answer to the questions
posed would be that such a flight instrument would be trespassing in the sovereign territory of each state which-because
of the rotation of the earth or the path of the instrument-could
a t any time be determined to be an underlying territory. A true
recognition of such a theory would result in any underlying
state having the right to protest and disallow such flight, if the
protests were honored, and thus effectively black the exploration
of outer space for all purposes.
Even though i t would be impossible in this writing to discuss
all of the ramifications of each proposal surveyed, there is one
more very important political aspect of this issue which warrants mention. It is noted that the proponents of this theory
assert that such an extension of the alleged intent of the franiers
of the Chicago Convention would negate the necessity for further
international agreements concerning state sovereignty in outer
space. However, we must take firm recognition of the fact that
the Soviet Union-the first state to penetrate the bounds of
outer s p a c e i s not a party to even the original precepts of the
Convention and therefore is in no way bound by an extension
"Far B v b i d description of the complexities of such movements, see tenti.
m m y of Dr. Hugh L. Dryden, Director, National Advisory Committee for
Aeronautics, Hariny-a h i 0 7 8 ihe Senate Special Cornmiltee on Spaoe and
Aatronmtioa on 5. s m # , 86th C m g . , 2d Sers., p , 248 (1958).
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of its implied meaning, regardless of the plausibility which may
be attached to the r e a ~ o n i n g . ~ ~

B. "Setional Control Fizes Sational Space"
While we are speaking of the Soviet Union, let us briefly dispose of the so-called "effective control" theary,lg the adoption of
which could launch us headlong into a never ending outer-space
armaments race with the communist elements of our international society. This theory would fix a temporary upward boundary to each state's sovereignty which would fluctuate periodically like the Daw-Jones average, dependent upon the then
existing power of the underlying state to coerce recognition of
its claim by effectively controlling that area.
In short form-its adoption would be a voluntary submission
to a legal order based an the maxim that with the might goes
the right. In shorter form-it
mould provide the necessary
thrust to rocket a civilized world toward its own destruction.
This writer does not overrule the possibility that lack of international cooperation could result in such a legal order; in fact,
if the nations of the world are unable to formulate a workable
agreement far the peaceful exploration of outer space, effective
"military" control may be the only alternative. Yare will be
said on that subject later. However, a t this point we are discussing thore proposals which might be worthy of voluntary
adoption as a means of designating the m e a 3 of state sovereignty
for all nations-the weak as well as the strong.
Consequently, it is submitted that the effective control theory
previously has been mislabeled by some writers as a proposed
solution. In essence, it is only an undesirable consequence which
could befall us through the lack of international understanding.
'&See note i o , mpra. It is also interesting t o note t h a t even though the
Soiiet Government ha% not made kr.orn it% officral views concerning the
extent of Its sarereignty Into space. a Staff Report of the Haune of Repre.entatives Space Cammlttee, note 8, ~ u p ~ aafter
,
camideratian of the available warkn of Saviet commentator%,States st p. 32: "The most recent expresm n a on the rubjeet indicate t h a t the Sovieti am prepared to assert their
national rights into the heavens just about ar far 8 5 it i s m e c e i ~ a r st o fur.
t h e i whatever interest3 they feel are Important."
- A ? a legal h i m n a n , P r o f m a r J o h r Cobb Cooper attributes the firit
formal proposal of this theory to Hans Kelmn in 1944. See f o r example
his recent discussion of the theory in The P7ablrm 01 0 Defixition af
''Airspace.() .4 >lemorandurn For the IXth Annusi Congress of the International Astronautical Federation; Reprinted in Extension of Remark3 of
James G. Fulton, Congressional Record daily edition, August 2 5 , 1958, PP
A 1843-45.
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"Divide Space Into Zones"
The zone theory of dividing the area above the earth's surface
into layers, each having a different legal status, finds its historical
basis in maritime law,8a Just as the legal regime of the seas
is divided into territorial, contiguous and high seas, a suggested
international agreement by Profeasar Cooper would so subdivide space as follou-s:
C.

"(a) Reaffirm article I of the Chicago Convention, giring the subjacent
s t a t e full sovereignty in the weas of atmospheric apace above it,
up t o t h e height where 'aircraft' as n o w defined, may be operated,

such siea8 to be designated 'territorial space.'
fbl
. . Extend t h e aavereizntv
_ .of the aubiaeent stste unward to 300 milei
above the earth's surface, designating thlr second area BJ
'eontimaus space,' and provide f a r a right of t r s n r i t Thiaugh this
zone for 811 "on-military flight instrumentalitiei when areending
or descending.
( e ) Accept the principle t h a t ail %paceabove 'contiguous space' is free
f o r the .
~ a s i.
a e eof all InJtrumentalities.""

In fairness to Professor Cooper it must be stated that he is
not at this time seriously contending that such a proposal be
a d o p t d 8 * I t was merely set forth by him as a tentative SUPgestion, and it is accordingly included in this thesia-with a view
toward completeness-so that the reader may be informed and
have the opportunity to consider the hypothetical lines previously
suggested as proper boundaries f a r state sovereignty.
I t is interesting t o note that similar proposals, based on different distances but on almost identical principles, were rejected
very early in the history of modern air Ian. The basis for such
former rejection was generally that it would be impossible to
determine such arbitrary boundaries, with speed and accuracy,
when needed.aa
Saturally, with this historic background, the critics were quick
to Seize on Professor Cooper'a attempt to breathe new life into
the zone theory and there will be no attempt made here to add
=See Weif Heinrieh, Prince of Hanaver. Air Law and Space, 5 Saint
Louis University Law Journal 11 (Spring. 1958).

" F u l l address of Professor Cooper on Legal Problems a i Cppe? Spare,
made during the prmeedinga af the American Society of International Law
a t i t a fiftieth m n n d meeting in Washington, D. C., April 26-28, 1956, is
reprinted in the Journal of Air and Commerce, Val. 23, Summer 1956, No. 3.
Alan ~ e eProferaor Cooper's letter to the Times (Landan), September 2,
1857, published under t h e title "Who O a m the Upper Air?," whereby he
modified t h e proposal to extend the "contwuaus zone'' t o a height of GOO
miles.
-See for example, Cmper's Flight-Spaos and the Soteilites, 7 Internat i e n d a n d Comparative Law Quarterly 82 (1855); slso M * s d e s ond Sotel.
litla: The Low and o w National Palioy, 44 Americsn Bar Association
Jovrnai 317 (1958).
See Heinrieh. note 30, 8upm a t 23.
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ta the beating of

a proverbial 'dead horse'. The most commonly
asserted reasons for the modern-day rejection have been that
there is na proper analogy between the aea which lies a t the
end of a state's territory and space which lies over its head;
it is premature in view of the limited scientific knowledge pertaining to areas of space extending six hundred miles above the
earth; the zone theory violatea the intent of the Chicago Convention and other international flight agreements: de the proposal
does not define the extent of "territorial space"; it is not susceptible of implementation: 18 and, the "contiguous space" is
actually part of the atmosphere which is already governed by
precise
While the author does not profess to be a proponent of the
zone theory, it does seem that many of the objections which have
been voiced are not particularly unique to this theory alone.
What propaaed line could not be characterized a s somewhat
"premature" in our current day's status of infancy in outerspace scientific knowledge? Why should a stigma attach to a new
international "agreement" which would change the intent of
yesterday's agreements, which not only did not provide for,
but also did not foresee today's problems? Is not the definition
of "territorial space" more helpful than the Chicago Convention's complete lack of an "air space" definition? Further, since
we have no definition of "air space" to enlighten us 8s to the
areas in which our present agreements are operative, can it
definitely be said that we have "precise rules" already governing the area included in Professor Cooper's "contiguous space"?
The foregoing questions are not designed to support the proponents nor second-guess the critics. The sole purpose is to
encourage the reader t o probe thoroughly into both sides of each
proposal as i t is discussed. Even the recognized leaders in the
field af air law do not claim to have all of the answers to such
perplexing questions. If such a situation did exist, this "what
space is whose" question would not have become such a popular
international quiz game for legal commentatars. This will
became even more apparent when we look to the proposed lines
and scientific facts.
based on Dhvsicai
. .
*See Higoram, note 23, mpia a t 0.
"Eugene Pepin, Legal Pmblems Cyaotsd BY the Sputnik, MoGiii Univers i t y 4 Institute of International Air LBW I (1857).
"See Sehschter'a remarks, Proceedings a i the American Society a i Inter.
national Law. Fiftieth Annual Meeting, 1056, p. 105.
"See for exampie Stephen Gorove On tha Thrmhold of Spaoa: Towavd
A Cosmic Law. 4 Xdw Yark Law
305 (1958) a t pp, S l l and s22.

Ibid.
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D. "Phusical and Scientific Feotors Properly Mark The Line"
By looking to the physical and scientific factors which affect
man's use of air space and outer space, those seeking to fix the
upward boundary of state sovereignty have drawn four other
different lines which are very worthy of consideration. Since
the discussion of these proposals will involve some aspects common to all, let us first look to the general location of each proffered line and then discuss them collectively. The upward extent
of atate sovereignty, under the four proposals, may be described
a s follows:
To Upward Extent Of The Atmosphere: The sovereignty of
a state should extend upward to include all areas of space
above the underlying territory where any air particles are
found to exist.'O
To Lowest Possible Orbit Of A Satellite: At that lowest
point where the physical elements will allow a satellite to be
placed in orbit and thereafter circle the earth at least once,
state sovereignty will end.''
To Aircraft Height Limit: That height t o which any aircraft does actually ascend while deriving its suppart from
reactions of the air will mark the upward limit for all
states:l
To Point Where Centrifugal Force Takes Over: At that
paint of flight where all support from the reaction of the air
ceases and the flight is completely taken over by centrifugal
force, the boundary between state sovereignty and outer
space is then being ~rossed.'~
While the average attorney may have a tendency to become
lost in the scientific maze which surround8 the more technical
discussions of these proposals-as
has the author on many
occasions while making the necessary background study-there
is a resulting unescapabie conclusion that each of these hypotheticai lines is derived from very logical legal reasoning. Each
-For B discussion of the possibility of defining the upger l m i t s of s i r
space an the basis of the mientifie Y B of
~ the term atmosphere, see John c.
Rogan, Lege! Teminalogr lor tha Uppsr Regions of th# A t m m p h m and
f m the Spme Beyond the Atmosphere, The American Journsl of Interns..
tions! Law 562 (April, 1867).
"See Cooper's support a i this theory, note 28, 8 u p m
YThis t h e o n of "usable" atmospheric space is attributed to a Nationalist
Chinese Scholar, Ming-Hi" Pang, and is discussed in Andrew G. Halefa
Current International Situation and the Lega! Invo!vemenis with Reepaot
to Low-Range Mkaz!*s and Earth-Circling Objmta. (Perg-on
Press)
(1068); alae me Cwper's diaeusaion, note 28, 8uva.
"Andrew G. Raley. S p u a Law end Metalaw-Jwirdiotian Defined, 24
Journal of Air Law and C4mmeree 286 (1857).
*GO 26118
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proponent claims to carry forward the intent of the framers of
the Chicago Convention and thus supply the missing definition
of the term air space. .Mi states are recognized by the Canvention to have complete and excIusi\-e corereignty in the air space
above their territories; therefore, by looking to physical and
scientific facts to find what air space actually is, the boundaries
of state sovereignty are then mast properly determined.
As was discussed previously, the term air space as used in
the Chicago Convention was carried forivard from the Paris
Convention where "air space" and "atmosphere" and ''air'' were
used synonymously. I t would fallow from this that the first of
the four foregoing lines Ishich fixes the upper limit of state
sovereignty a t the upward extent of the "atmosphere" would also
correctly fix the limit of the area termed "air space" in the
Chicago Convention, However, in attempting to determine haw
f a r the atmosphere extends, w e find that Its outer limit is determined by the presence of air particles, 8s refiected in the definition which fallows:
" A t m o s p h r i r - T h e body of air which surrounds the earth, defined at its
outer limit. b) rhe ~ C ~ U B
presence
!
of sir parti~le4*****.'"'

Here again a e became confronted with another unknown
factor and find that w e have no fixed line at all. I t is presently
unknown to the scientific community how f a r the presence of air
particles extends into the atmosphere. Without reporting all of
the beliefa that exist on this subject, let it be sufficient for our
purposes to conclude that when supgeated distances range
upward from 1,000 to 200,000 miles away from the earth's
surface, the legal profession cannot be expected to make an
arbitrary choice from the ~1'rs.y.
Even if the proper choice could be made, could it be said that
a discernible line would mark the border betmeen state
sovereignty and outer space? Since all presently orbiting satellites are revolving in this area of jpace, can the launching stated
be expected to honor the protests of other states whose "complete
and exclusive" sovereignties are the subject of impingement?
Is not this proposal also subject to the favorite probe of the
+:

"Interim Glossary of Aero-Spaee Terms, Air Ur.iverrit), Ysrch, 1958.
- 1 b i d . In B note to the definitmn of the term "atmosphere" it i s stated
that "The atmasphere IS umaliy considered to eansiat of different stratums of
the l a ~ extending
r
to 1,000milei OT more ahore the earth." It should
be noted however that the perianal views or op1mm1 expressed or implied
in the &lxation are not t o be construed 8 s carrying official sanction of
the Department of the Air Force o~ the Air
"See testmany of Loftus E. Becker, H
Cammittre on Asiranalitirs and Spoea E ~ p l o
2d Sess., ( 1 9 6 8 ) st P . 1272.
38
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critics that it is "premature" because of the lack of scientific
knowledge? Finally, can this proposal seriously bear the label
that i t carries forward the intent of the framers of the Chicago
Convention? Was this their meaning of the operational area
known as "air space" in view of the definition af "aircraft" set
forth in the Convention annexes?
The amwers to these questions are very obvious and require
no amplification here. So we find that the first of our proposed
solutions, based on physical and scientific facts, is found apparently wanting-ironically
enough-because
of the lack of
scientific knowledge as ta the extent of the physical presence
of air particles in the atmosphere.
The other three proposed lines, based on physical and scientific
factors, are not as diTerse as would appear on first inspection.
All are based an one common factor, to wit; the effect of the
gaseous atmosphere on flight. To speak of the lowest point
where a satellite may be placed in orbit is merely a simplified
manner of describing that lowest area of zpace where the friction
of the earth's atmosphere will not retard a satellite sufficiently
to take i t out of free orbit.
While the proposal is actually an attempt to define "orbiting
space" rather than "air space," it could result in leaving everything below the orbiting line to the underlying state's sovereignty.
Even though this may be considered a left-handed approach to
the problem, the proposed line would dispel any question of
whether or not the orbiting satellites are trespassing in the
sovereign air space of the underlying states.
The available scientific data are not sufficient to fix such a
line, yet we do know that the lowest orbit at the time of this
m i t i n g is the one hundred and seventeen miles of Explorer 111:.
There is also an astronomical theory, based on the study of falling
meteors, that i t may be possible to place a satellite in orbit at
the approximate height of aerenty miles.'L However, for the
time being w e are compelled to place the "orbit line" theory in
the "premature" category, a l q while aiq-aitinp development of
the necessary physical and rcientiFc data.
There i s a h the political question of whether or not the
savereign "air apace" recognized by the Chicago and preceding
Conventions can u i t h legal logic be extended upward ta include
"For an excellent chart a e t t n r forth B eolleetiar a i data on US. and
s o w e t satellitel, w e Laurence x e a n m n , 417 s p a c e id P r r a p r o t u e 4 xeu.
York Law Forum 329 (1868) at p. 340. See s l i u B more recently prepared
chronology a i space events in Sen. Rep. KO.100. 86th Cong., lit Seas.,
(1959). pp. 63-64,
*See Cooper, note 29, aupra.
*op
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all areas of space in betxreen the earth's surface and this point
of atmospheric derailment of the lowest possible satellite. At
mast, the framers of the conrentions uaed the term "air space"
t o denote the possible area of operation of aircraft-not the
impassible area of operation of an orbiting satellite. There has
been no contention that the two areas are physically the same.
I t is true that the area below this orbiting line can be termed
the "effective atmosphere"" because the friction of the atmosphere ia there sufficient to retard the free orbit of a satellite.
However, the effect of the atmosphere is being applied to satellites-not
t o aircraft which were the subject matter of the
Chicago Convention. Therefore, it does not necessarily folloa
that, just because the Conventions used the terms "atmosphere"
and "air space" synonymously, the framers of the term must
have meant the effectire atmosphere when viewed from the effect
on B satellite. This xs-rriter would conclude that if the effect of
the atmosphere is to mark the upward limit of air space as that
term is used in the Chicapo Convention, the effect must be that
resulting t o the "aircraft" which were the subject of the Convention, i.e., "any machine which can derive support in the
atmosphere from the reaction of the air."
Just such a theory finds its application in either of the remaining two proposed linea based on physical and scientific factors.
To mark the upward limit of state aorereignty by the height to
which any aircraft does actually ascend while deriving its support from the reaction of the air is to mark the line according
to the effect of the atmosphere on the aircraft. The major difficulty in this proposal. however, is that such a line would be temporary in nature and would move upward each time an improved
model of aircraft could set a new height limit. Only when the
mort extreme possible height has been attained by an aircraft
while deriving m y support from the atmosphere, could it be said
that the line has become fixed. This is another way of deacribing our last proposed line, drawn where sli support from the
reaction of the air ceased and flight i s completely taken over by
centrifugal force.
In advocating this theory, the International Astronautical Federation's president, Nr. Andrew G. Haley, has labeled the proposed
boundary for state sovereignty as the "Karman Primary Jurisdiction Line." The name itself connotes the combination of
Mr. Hales's legal approach to the problem with the scientific

CONFLICTING INTERESTS IN OUTER SPACE
approach of Dr. Theodore von Karman.lD The legal approach.
as viewed by this writer, is an attempt to give full effect to the
Chicago Convention’s recognition of each state’s complete and
exclusive sovereignty over the air space above its territory.
Under this concept, the area of air space would extend to the
height where an aircraft can derive “any” support from the reaction of the air. Coupled with this legal approach is the scientific determination of the point where “all” aerodynamic lift
ceases, and fiight is completely taken over by centrifugal force.
The X-2 rocket plane flight whereby Captain Ivan C. Kincheloe
attained the altitude of 126,000 feet is cited by the proponent
to illustrate the separate parts played by aerodynamic lift and
centrifugal force. The fight is characterized as strictly an aeronautical adventure and not partaking of space flight. It is contended that a t the altitude indicated, aerodynamic lift carries
ninety-eight Percent of the weight while only two percent is
attributed to centrifugal force. In carrying forward this concept
of measuring the separate contributions made to aerial Right by
aerodynamic lift and centrifugal farce, the Karman line is drawn
an object
a t approximately 275,000 feet or 52 miles-where
traveling in a so-called corridor of continuous flight a t 26,000
feet per second is completely taken over by Centrifugal force.
At this point where “all” aerodynamic lift is said to be gone,
the sovereignty of the underlying state would find B boundary
“capable of physical and mathematical demonstration at a reasonably stable height.” 6’
While it has been stated that this proposal would mark the
upward boundary a t a “reasonably stable height,” even the proponents acknowledge that new design of aircraft can cause the
line to be pushed higher. Perhaps, if a line is to be drawn, it
is a desirable feature to provide an element of flexibility to allow
f o r future development of the aircraft that can derive any support in the atmosphere from the reaction of the air. This would
a t least insure to each state that its complete and exclusive
sovereignty over the air space above its territory would be
recognized to a height sufficient to encompass all of the possible
area of operation of the “aircraft” as defined in the annexes to
the Chicago Convention. It does not appear reasonable to con“Di~ectOrof the A d d s o n Grenp for Aermautloal Research and Development of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
“ S o h Cohb Cooper, Notianal ACapaoa Upper B o u h ~ - A n Unsdvcd
Ai? Power P m b l m , P memorandum prepared in eonnection with the Panel
Maevaaian on Space Law, held 28 September 1868, during the Army Judge
Advmatee Conference at The Judie Adrocate General’s School. U.S. A m y .
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tend that the framers af the Convention could have intended to
include more \q-ithin their undefined term of "air space."
I t is interesting to note that even though this proposal is based
upon an alleged extension of the intent of the Chicago Canvention, its advocate would insure participation of non-ratifying
states to the Convention by having the definition of air space
promulgated through the L'nited Sations. This brings us to the
point where the official position of our government would of
course have to be voiced to the other states of the international
community.
Naturally the question arlsea as to what correlation, if any,
exists between the previously considered theoretical approaches
of the legal commentators and the operational approach being
at
taken by the representatives of our sovereign state-which
this time extends upward through "some" undefined area of space.
Accordingly, let us now switch our view to the active arena and
attempt to ascertain our aovereign'a position concerning the
extent of state mvereignty in the space age.

IV. OPERATIONAL APPROACH: CAUTIOUS ( ? )
DEVELOPDIEST OF NATIONAL POLICY

Let it be clearly stated a t the outset of this discussion that, as
of the time of this writing, the United States government has
announced no official policy regarding the extent of its national
aavereignty in either air space Or outer space. Accordingly, in
an attempt t o analyze the underlying political interests and military implications involved in the question of fixing national and
international boundaries in the areas above the earth's surface,
this writer has resorted to a study of official actions of our
Executive and Legislative branches to determine what national
policy appear8 to be in the process of development. The'governmental actions iq-hich will he discussed are evinced by public
records; however, the analysis of such actions merely refleeta
the personal observations of the author.
While there has been no declaration of national policy can.
cerning sovereignty in outer space, the question of its peaceful
use has been the subject of an adopted resolution in bath the
United Nationa and the Congress of the United States. The net
result of all international diplomacy, to date, in the realm of
outer space is contained in the resolution an the "Question of the
Peaceful Use of Outer Space," approved by the General Assem42
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bly of the United Nations on 13 December 196S.a* The final
resolution as adopted is basically the original proposal of the
United States: however, one should not misconstrue our gavernment's support of "peaceful use" resolution &B an act of disclaiming national sovereignty or of recognizing international
sovereignty in any of the area concerned.
A careful study of the preamble and the body of the resolution
will indicate that, in spite of all of the general but highly inspiring language recognizing the common aim of all mankind that
outer space should be used exclusively for peaceful purposes, the
only effect that the resolution has on the legal aspects of outer
space is to provide that an ad hac committee created to consider the entire problem shall include within its report to the
General Assembly-"The
nature of the legal problems which
may arise in the carrying out of the programs to explore outer
space.""' Further, that is the only intent which can be attributed
to United States sponsorship; at least, as f a r as the subject of
state sovereignty is
This is w r y apparent from the debates on the resolution.
United States Representative to the General Assembly, Xr, Henry
Cabot Lodge, expressed the cautious approach to the problem by
emphasizing that not until knowledge of outer space is expanded
by progress in 8pace exploration can the law of outer space be
developed-and then, only at a gradual pace as actual situations
These expresand concrete problems call for legal
sions give us insight into the development of national policy
within the Executive branch of the government.
"U.N.doe. C . l i L . 2 2 0 i R w 1. For a most authoritative summary of
mvernmentsi Betintien leading to the adoption of the renolution see, Sen.
Rep. No. 100, 86th Cong., 1 s t Sebs., pp. 16-21 (1539). This final report
of the Special Committee on Space and Astronautier, United States Senate,
86th Cmgre.3 (ordered printed March 11, 1855) also contains a t pp. 65-16,
a moat comprehensive chrona1ag)- of l e g i d a t i w action on outer space.
"Even though the Soviet Union is a member of the ad hoe committee, at
the time of this writing there has been no announced withdrawal of the
Soviet threat of boycott. This threat was made a f t e r the Soviet Union's
United Kations' Delegation failed to e r e c t B eompramiae in the membsrship
of the committee to s r o r d greater repreaentatian of the Soviet-bioe natione.
See New York Timen, Povember 25, 1858, P, 1.
" N o t e 62. mmm.
I t ahauld be mentioned, however, t h a t m e C o n g r e m b n d subcommittee
has spoken in terms of possible agreement by ail nations not t o make any
national claim%to m y extra-terrestrial body or ares of onter space. See,
"Control and Reduction of .4rmaments." final report of the Committee on
Foreign Relations, Subcommittee on Disarmament, Sen. Rep. KO.2601. 86th
Cong., 2d Sesa., pp, 1P16 (1858).
" Deparhnent of S t a t e Bulletin, December 16, 1868, PP. 872-881.
*oo PllOB
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The sentiment of the Legislative branch was also expressed in
the Political and Security Committee of the United Sations when
Senator Lyndon B. Johnaon, Senate Majority Leader and Chairman of the Spmial Committee on Space and Astronautics, appeared at the resuest of the Secretary of State to show the
unanimity of our government's suppart of the resolution. The
portion of the Senator's remarks which could possibly be construed as reflecting on sovereignty, is as set forth below:
"Today outer space 1s free. It i s unscarred by conflict. Yo nation
holda B c ~ n e e ~ ~ there.
ion
It m u d remain this xwy.
"We of the United Stare? do not acknowledge t h a t there are landlords
a i outer spsee who e m presume to bargain with the nations of the E a r t h
on the price of aceem t o this new domain.""

This language should be considered in light of Senator Johnson's preliminary remarks emphasizing the current day's primitive status with regard to knowledge Of outer space. He vividly
depicted this by stating: "At this moment the nations af the
earth are explorers in space, not colonizers."sB Is not this
another way of saying that the question of sovereignty in outer
space is currently "premature"?
I t is difficult to glean the true meaning of these statements
without exploring the activities which preceded the United
States' sponsorship of the resolution to foster the peaceful use
of outer space. As previously mentioned, the same subject matter had been the subject of a resolution of the 86th Congress in
June, 1958.5n The resolution is brief and self-explanatory.
Since the congressional committee hearings and reports on the
resolution, which will be discussed, reflect the real intent of both
the Executive and Legislative branches, the following aense of
the Congress as expressed in the resolution, is worthy of close
inspection.
"That i t is the ienie of the Cangreas:
"That the United States should strive, through the United Nations or
w e h other means as may be moat appropriate, for an international
agreement banning the m e of outer space for military purpmes:
"That the United States should seek through the United Natiena or

. " .

to mio1ence;
"That the United Ststea should press for am international agreement
providing for j o i n t cooperation in the advancement of aeientifle developments which can be expected to flow from the exploration of outer epwe,
**'*.I'.1 (undeneoring supplied)
"lbid.
Ibid
" H. Con. Res. 332, 55th Cong.
-1bid.
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The primary purpose of the resolution was to give congressional support to the proposal made by President Eisenhower on
January 12, 1958, in a letter to former Premier Nikolai Bulganin,
that the United States and Russia agree that outer space should
be used only for peaceful purposes.“ The entire text of the
resolution is devoid of language concerning sovereignty in outer
space. However, let us look to the hearings conducted on the
aeaolution and examine the frank discussions between official
Executive department witneases and the congressional committee
members-with regard to the question of sovereignty.
When Mr. Loftus Becker, Legal Advisor to the Deparhnent of
State, appeared before the congressional committee I 2 to voice the
official endorsement of that department of the Executive branch,
he was queried in part, as follows, by Congressman Curtia of
Massachusetts :
“Mr. Curtis. I would like to repeat my question, Mr. Chairman. If
i t is B fact t h a t no national elaims to outer e ~ a e ehave yet been made,
la not this B sew appropriate time to face the question whether we
bdieie t h a t national claims t o outer space ahovld not be made?
“Mr. Beeker. I am n o t BY^ I am aware t h a t B number of people
have said t h a t outer apace should be like the open 8ea. free t o all.
not sure t h a t national claims in outer space m e unmitieated evil. For
8x8mpIe. if today, to foilow up my answer to the Isst question, the
Wnlted States were able to assert and maintain complete aorereignty
,over outer apace. I would h a w the assurance t h a t outer apace would
never be devoted to warlike purposes.
“I am not sure t h a t would happen if i t were open t o all, because there
m e other nations t h a t do not quite feel the way the United States does.
“I think our primaiy objective is to aee that outer w s e e is devoted
t o peaceful purpones. If f o r t h a t wrpoiie it is neeessary far U P b
a m e r t claims of sovereignty or a right in outer wmce, I think we should
(underseoring supplied)

wm

I n an attempt to ascertain what national policy is being developed within the Department of State as to sovereignty in
outer apace, we should not give excessive weight to such extemporaneous remarks made by an Executive department witness
during the course of probing cross-examination by a cangresaionai committee. However, it is learned that the same official
witness presented a written prepared statement to another congressional committee s( which clearly removes any doubt a s to
No. 1728, 86th Cang., Zd Sesa., p. 2 (1958).
-Subcommittee On National Seewity and Scientific Developmenti AReet“Sen. Rep.

ine Foreign Policy of the Committee On Fareign Affairs of the House of

Repreeentatirer.
L. Hearing8 befors the Sukcommiitee on National Security and Scisntifie
Drvaiomnanta Agecthg Foreign Polioy af the Committee on Fomign Agoire
OIIhs H a w s a t Repmsentatiws on H . Con. Rea. 806, 86th Cow., 2d Seas..
p. 81 (1958).
AGO M10B
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the official position of the Department of State. The pertinent
part of the statement which corroborates the foregoing testimony
is as follows:
"Now, l e t me speak for B moment on the Signifleanee of D definition
of the s.iiipa.ce. I t has many times been mggeited t h a t i t is imperative
t h a t a t the earlieat p o m b l e moment n e shall have an internationally
agreed upon definition of airspace. T'iis is related to the suggestion
t h a t such definition is requisite in order to delimit ares% of national
rovereignty. I believe t h a t from ivhat I have already stated i t will be
a p p a r e n t to you t h a t I do not share ~n this >.iew, nor has the United
States Government ever conceded t h a t i t s sovereignty w w m d WBP
restricted to the airspace above i t s
iunderscarmg aupphed)

To the reader who would ask whether or not an official witness
of an Executive department appearing before a congressional
committee is declaring national policy by making such statements, the most informative and authoritative answer can be
found in an official congressional committee report '#-commenting on the testimony of the witness concerned. The following
extract of the report also gives us our government's policy concerning the question of what legal effect the activities of the
International Geophysical Year had upon the previously recognized complete and exclusive sovereignty of each state over the
air space above its territory.
"Existing international agreement3 refer to Sovereignty only in the
airspace over national territory and territorial waters. and hence do not
apply, in terms, to outer spsee. .As Ilr. Beeker testified, the United
States has never agreed to sn upper limit t o i t s o m sovereignty. In
addition, he argued t h a t satellite flighk up to now m e sanotioned only
by an implied international agreement. This is based an the tacit
aeqvie~eence of 811 gwernments io the announcements of the United
Stater a n d the Soiiet Union t h a t sstellites would be launched in C O ~ R .
tion with the International Geophgnieal Year. I t is therefore limited
to the types of sstellitei eontemplated in those announcements and to
the duration of the International Geaphrsieal Yem. hlr. Beeker'a
statement to this effect constitutes B msjar declaration of national
W''i u n d e m o r i w supplied)

The committee advisedly used the word "declaration" of
national policy. However, just as stated a t the beginning of
this discussion, there has been no "announcement" of any
national policy on the subject other than the desire to insure the
Peaceful use of outer space. This writer can only ask, but not
answer, the question as to what is the national palicy of the
United States concerning satellites which have been launched
since the termination of the International Geophysical Year.
*Note 46, B U P I ~ ,a t PP. 1273 & 1274.
* Ibid.
*H.R. Rep. No. 1758, 85th Cong., 2d Sesa., (1968).
Ibid, a t p, 22.
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Perhaps the Soviet Union had the same question in mind when,
on January 2, 1959, it launched into orbit around the sunsatellite "Lunik." complete with Russian flag-just one day after
the termination of the International Geophysical Year.03
The military implications of such national policy, in its development stage, are molded by the necessities of adequate self
defense. Article 51 of the United Sations Charter reserves ta
its members the "inherent right" of individual or collective selfdefense against armed attack. Accordingly, the Executive
branch of the gwernment has a0 advised the Congress that the
United States is prepared to defend itself against an armed attack
originating in territory which is unquestionably subject to the
sovereignty of another state or on the high seas; and B fortiori
would be prepared to defend against an attack originating in, or
passing through, space outside of the earth's atmoaphere.aB Further, it is well recognized that today's rocket that boosts a satellite into outer space can be tomorrow's warhead-carrying vehicle,
and that the current earth-circling scientific satellites can be the
forerunners of even more effective earth-destructix7e veapons.
Accordingly, the Department of Defense transmitted to Congress
ita endorsement of the resolution on the peaceful exploration of
outer space-qualified a s follows:
"Further. we must condition our eoneuirenee upon the need to eontinue t o develop military weapons sygtems for Outer space Yntii such
' t i m e as adequate safeguards cam be estabiiahed to make abaolutele
certain t h a t others cannot do what we relinqmah the r k h t t o do.""
(underscoring supplied)
~

~~

So stands the development of the national policy of the United
States concerning sovereignty in space. It appears that i t is
indeed one of caution. However, i t has awarded to the United
States the role of world leadership in the cause to devote outer
space to exclusively peaceful purposes, and has thus f a r cul.New York Times, January 4, 1959, p. 1, Section 4. It appears t h a t both
the Soviet Union and the United States have continued apace exploration
mince the terminstion of the IGY, without the consent of the underlying
statea. See Andrew G. Haley, Low and the A g e of Space, 5 Saint Louis
University Law Journal 1 (Spring 1958). wherein i t i i contended t h a t a
valid and binding world pact emerged from the acts of agreement and
cooperation during the ICY. Aecordinp t o >h Haley, "On the b a s s of
sound principles of international law, the nationn of the r a r l d msy not
protest the flight of 8. nan-military artificial satellite over their territories
when the purpose of such flight is the aecnmulation and disieminstian of
aeientiflc data whieh shall be made available w t h o u t restriction t o ell t h e
nationa of the world." (Howelor, how much of the posLIGY asientifle data
will be mads available t o ail nations of the world is not known a t this time.)
'Note 46, supra, a t p, 1270.
"Note 6.3, BUWZ, st p. aa.
*oo
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“Peaceful use” has been announced to the world as our goal.
Military strength must escort us there. However, neither claim
or disclaim to sovereignty in these upper areas has been made.
The height of this nation’s present sovereignty has not been
declared. Further, the need for such a declaration has not found
its place a t this stage of policy formulation. i i o present restriction on the upward limit of sovereignty is recognized. Only the
unknown results of our efforts to devote outer Space to peaceful
purposes can mark the limit of sovereignty needs. Such needs
will control.
The conclusion of this writing can thus be stated by a slight
modification of its title,
“COSFLICTISG SOYEREIGSTY ISTERESTS IS O V E R
SPACE: PROPOSED SOLDTIOSS JUSTIFIABLT R E J I A I S
IS ORBIT!”

*oo
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THE ROLE OF THE PSYCHIATRIST IN
MILITARY JUSTICE
BY MAJOR
JAMES J. GIBBS.
I. AS AN EXPERT IN THE FIELD OF XENTAL DISEASE
The rumbles and eruptions of discontent heard in recent years
about forensic psychiatry have come to the attention of those individuals interested in and responsible for military justice. However,
before voicing new ideas and possible changes to the military code
pertaining to insanity, i t would first be wiae to look critically a t
the psychiatrist's role in military justice under the present syatem
to determine if an alteration in our way of doing things is really
necessary. Change in and of itself has no virtue unless it corrects
errors and would in this instance enhance the value of the paychiatrist to the court.
The test for mental responsibility mast widely used in the
United States is the right and wrong test imbodied in the
M'Naghten Rules formulated in England over one hundred years
ago. For an accused to be abaalved of responsibility for his act,
it is necessary to prove that the accused "was laboring under such
a defect of reason from diseaae of the mind as not to know the
nature and quality of the act he wais doing: or if he did know it,
that he did not know he wa8 doing what was wrong."'
In 1886, in the case of Parsons v. State,l Judge Somerville of
Alabama wrote the decision which established the "irresistible impulse" defense in which i t was recognized that though a person
knew he was committing an act which was wrong, he nevertheless
was not criminally responsible if he lacked the power to resist
the impulse.8
From a re\,iew of Winthrop it is indicated that the WNaghten
Rules and irresistible impulse defense were adopted by military
law soon after their inception.4 Thus, the psychiatrist today in a
military court of law is asked, "Was the accused at the time of the
offense so f a r free from mental disease, defect and derangement
as to be able to distinguish right from wrong, and adhere to the
'Assistant Chief Psychistry and Neurology Consultant, Office of
Surgeon General, United States A m y .
1 Mae Donald, Psychiatry and the Criminal 26 (1958).

The

a Weihafen. Insamty 8s a Defense in Criminal Law 44 (1933).

'Ninthrap, Militam Law and Precedents 29P296 (Zd Ed., 1920 reprint).
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right? If 80. is he now so f a r free from mental disease, defect or
derangement a s to be able to cooperate intelligently in his o w n
defense?' Furthermore, according to the present military code
the psychiatrist must testify that the mental disorder completely
impaired the accused's ability to distinguish right fvom wrong or
adhere to the right.5
TM 8-240 "Psychiatry in Xilitary Law" was written in September 1950, and later revised in Xay 1963, to assist the psychiatrist.
It enables him to more properly understand military justice and
t o effectively discharge his responsibilities as a psychiatric examiner and expert witness before a court-martial. The psychiatrist
must realize that his function in forensic matters is to offer advice
&9 an expert in the field of mental disease, He first must determine
the presence or absence of mental disease. If he determines that
no mental disease exists, any further opinions that he might express regarding matters of intent, premeditation and the like cannot be regarded as those of an expert. The psychiatrist would then
in effect invade the domain where others are the experts, or unknowingly aet himself up as the judge and jury.B TM a 2 4 0 has
enjoyed more prestige than its writers ever imagined, and for a
time was given Ule status of a legal document comparable to the
MCM, 1951.7,8However, in the COMA ruling in U. S. v. Schick,
it was stated that TM a 2 4 0 could not be introduced in evidence
but merely occupies the same place in law a s a text or treatise.8
I t has also been attacked as the responsible agent for structuring
and restricting psychiatric testimony in a court-martial to the
detriment of the accused and the miscarriage of justice.'Q
In actual practice the military psychiatrist appears infrequently
as an expert witness in a court-martial, and when he do- appear,
he is usually called by the prosecution. As a rule when the defendant 8 8 the result of pretrial psychiatric examination is found
to have a mental disease, defect or derangement that renders him
unable to distinguish right from wrong, adhere to the right, or to
cooperate in his own defense, he is not brought to trial, and he is
released to the medical authorities for treatment and ultimate
disposition. The illness in question is invariably of psychotic proportions and not the result of misconduct, such a s alcoholic overindulgence.
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Most of the criticisms of military forensic psychiatry have come
from our civilian colleagues in the legal and medical professions
and a r e based on their dissatisfaction with the X'Naghten Rules.
The point of view adhered to by these individuals is best illustrated
by the praise they have given to the "Durham Decision" rendered
in 1964 by the United States Court of Appeals for the District of
Columbia.11 Thia decision in effect adapted the New Hampshire
rule of 1870, which atates that an accused is not criminally responsible if his unlawful act was the "product" of mental disease
or mental defect.12 I t W M anticipated that this rule would soon be
adopted by other jurisdictions. This has not come about, however,
even though the rule was based on enlightened psychiatric concepts.
In order to understand the current unrest among many psychiatrists about criminal responsibility and why they would enthusiastically support the Durham Decision and oppose the M'Naghten
Rules, we must first go back to the time of Freud. He gave paychiatry a dynamic theory of psychopathology of everyday life and
emphasized and clarified the importance of unconscious processes
in the development of mental illness and deviant behavior. AI.
t h o u h psychoanalytic theory has changed through the years, it
still stresses the importanee of a child's instinctual drives and his
relationships with the significant people in his environment durinn the developmental year6 a~ the major determinants of adult
behavior. In this day and age the psychiatrist need not adhere to
psychoanalysis, but he must a t least be able to discuss psychoanalytic theory intelligently if he hopes to achiet7.e certification in
his specialty. Furthermore, even though he may forcefully claim
to be anti-pychoanalytic, he does in all probability utilize psychoanalytic theory in his therapeutic management of patients.
Through the years psychiatrists have gained greater understanding about their patients and human behavior in general, and paychiatry has become a potent sacial force in our society. Psychoanalysis has contributed significantly to thie advancement in
psychiatry.1*
The relevant issue is that psychiatrists who are dissatisfied with
the M'Naghten Rules by and large view behavior as predetermined
by paat life experiencea and by the manner in which individuals
cape with their instinctual drives. Furthermore, they do not give
sufficient import to the influence of the group and current interpersonal relationships on behavior. Such thinking cannot be
reeonciled with any concept based on freedom of choice. So-called
11 Durham V. United States, 214
18 Mae Donald, OD, 6 4 .

u Thompson, Paychoandgnia:
*BO
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Fed. 2nd 862 (D.C. Cir., 1954).
Evolution and Development (1960).
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paychic determinism and freedom of choice are not compatible
concepts, and improved communication and relationships between
the members of the legal profession and psychiatry will not alter
this fact. Psychiatry, then, Views criminal behavior as a manifestation of Some type of psychopathology. I t then follows that
it should be possible to restore the individual concerned a s a useful,
harmless member of society through psychiatric treatment rather
than by isolation and punishment.wl6
Another point worthy of mention is that many psychiatrists
violently dislike testifying in court as expert witnesses and flatly
refuse to do so. They object to not being able to speak freely about
their evaluation and opinions in regard to the accused and abhor
the necessity of making positive statements in answer to questions
that defy such categorical responses. Although this complaint is
rarely voiced, they alsc do not relish the idea of being subjected
to cross-examination and becoming involved in the courtroom
drama where opposing attorneys do everything legally permissible
to win a c a e including attempts to discredit the testimony of an
expert witness. To the uninitiated psychiatrist this is often taken
a s a personal affront and an assault on his professional competency.
I t is no wonder than that many psychiatrists would support any
change in the judicial system that might obviate this eventuality.le
Few military psychiatrists are advocates of the Durham Decision. Far the most part we have not experienced any limitation
on our testimony before a court-martial and have been spared the
frustration that comes from only amwering a few specific legal
questions. The military psychiatrist also writes many certificates
of psychiatric evaluation. Many of theae are subsequently introduced in court by stipulation. There are no regulations curtailing
what the psychiatrist incorporates in such a certificate. He is free
to include any pertinent information he so desires. Apparently,
many cir7ilian psychiatrists have not been so fortunate and looked
upon the Durham Decision as a legal principle which would allow
them to testify freely as to their findings and recommendations
regarding the accused."
Another reason mhp military psychiatrists have not been
staunch supporters af the Durham Decision can perham be explained by the nature of psj-ehiatric practice in the military. Patients with the so-called character and behavior disorders comprise
a large percentage of this practice. Civilian psychiatrists see rela14 Group far the Adrancement of Psychiatry Report No. 26, Criminal Rerponaibilitp and Psychiatric Expert Testimony (1064).
2 s Guttmaeher & Weihafan, Psychiatry and the Law 3-12 ( 1 0 5 2 ) .
I 6 Group for the Advancement of Pnychiatn-, a p . u t .
17 TM 8-240, Aug 57, pp, 01-103.
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tively few of these individuals particularly when in private practice. These disorders are not considered to be mental diseases or
defects by the military. They do not form the basis for a plea of
insanity and an individual who is unable to perform effective military service because of such a disorder is not entitled to disability
compensation. His separation from the service, when necessary,
is through administrative rather than medical channels. Character and behavior disorders appear in the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders of the American Psychiatric
Association" and are listed under the broad heading of "Personality Disorders." There are 12 different diagnostic entities included in this broad category. Similar diagnostic categories can
be found in SR 40-1026-2.1e In recent years cases of sociopathic
personality, which is one of the character and behavior disorders,
have been called mental diseases by some psychiatrists for forensic
purposes.20 I n general, personality disorders are manifested by
lifelong patterns of action or behavior rather than by mental or
emotional symptom. Individuals with these disorders are less able
to maintain their emotional equilibrium under stress and frequently come to the attention of law enforcement officials and the
court. Many of these people externalize their problems and do not
operate within the conventions of society. Their behavior is clearly
anti-social. Therapeutic intervention with them is most difficult,
and in some cases impossible with our present state of psychiatric
knowledge. As f a r as the needs of society are concerned, i t is necessary that the law not consider these conditions to be mental diseases or defects. Psychiatry has not advanced to the degree that
it can reasonably guarantee any remedial assistance and in many
cases confinement is the only answer.z1.22In this area psychiatrists
are not the experts, and the problem must be dealt with by judicial
authorities and penologists. Psychiatry, therefore, cannot assume
the function of law in maintaining order in human relations. It is
believed that the Durham Decision in its consequences was a step
in that direction and, a s such, it was premature. I t is understandable why society would not feel secure if it relied upon such a. legal
principle. In the future perhaps the psychiatrist and the penologist may develop a therapeutic milieu within a confinement facility
that will be effective in reaching people with personality disorders,
such as the sociopathic peraonality, to the degree that they can be

1,
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returned to society with assurance that they wiil not be a menace
to their fellow man.2s
There is, however, one aspect of the Uniform Code of Military
Justice pertaining to mental responsibility that requires revision.
Except with respect to the ability to premeditate, form a specific
intent, or have knowledge of a certain act, complete impairment
is required to absolve an accused of responsibility for hie act. The
psychiatrist can rarely state that the accused had a mental diseaae,
defect or derangement that completely impaired the accused's
ability to distinguish right from wrong or to adhere to the right.
This concept is contrary to current medical knowledge. Our daily
management and observation of psychiatric patienta with major
mental illnesses such a s Schizophrenia clearly show that the
mental functioning of these patienta is not completely impaired.
They care for many of their own basic needs and obey hospital
rules and regulations. In fact, they are often more aware of their
surroundings than we give them credit for, and they respond to
group pressures and staff attitudes. While these patients have
delusional thoughts and auditory haliucinatione, they simuitaneously may comprehend that if they do not discuss such matters
with the hospital staff, they might possibly be given additional
privileges and even discharged from the hoepital. They know what
others consider to be "craw" thinking and can be extremely clever
in withholding this information. The psychiatrist, therefore, cannot in all honesty state that even an accused with a n acute, Bevere
achizophrenic reaction is completely impaired. This is a subject
about which there is general agreement among psychiatrist4.z'
In order to correct this so-called one hundred per cent concept,
The Surgeon General and The Judge Advocate General had considered the adoption of a tentative American Law Institute Code
pertaining to mental disease or defect which would exclude criminal responsibility.zs This Code was :
a. A person is not responsible for criminal conduct if, a t the
time of such conduct as a result of mental disease or defect, he
lacks substantial capacity either to appreciate the criminality of
his conduct or to conform his conduct to the requirements of law.
b. The terms "mental diaeaae or defect" do not include a n
abnormality manifested only by repeated criminal or otherwiae
anti-social conduct.
*B Weihofen. Mental Disorder 8 s B Criminal Defense 21 (1864).
*a ALI JIodei Pens1 Code, $4.01 ( A p d 1955 Draft).
0 Annvsi Report of The Judge Advocate General of the Army
Period Januam 1,1861 to Deeember $1, 1951.
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Opposition to the adoption of this Code was based on the following:
a. The term "subatantial" is too indefinite.
b. The introduction of such terminology as "to appreciate the
criminality of his conduct" was viewed with alarm since it was
felt that a court-martial or jury would have difficulty in understanding theae terms whereas right and wrong are terms that have
more meaning for a lay person.z6 In order to overcome objections
to the ALI Code, the following revision has been suggested?'
"A Person is not responsible for criminal conduct at tha time of iveh
emdust if w a resuit ai mental disease or defect he medominnntiy iaeka
capacity either to distinguish right from wrong 07 to adhere to the right
as to the PaetieYlar set charged. The terns "mental dinease or defect" do
not include an abnomaiity manifested only by criminal or otherwise antimid eonduet, Although there need not be complete jmpsjrment of the
accused's mental capacity in order to wnditnte lack of mental responsibility, there must be pvedominant impairment. This degree of i m p a i m m t
cannot be identified with precision, other than to 8-y that capacity must
bs greatly impaired. The maaswe of piedminant impairment i n data?m i d by tha m m t . The court weighs the evidence on the issue of the
accused's eapaeity b diatingvirih right from wrong and to adhere to the
right.

The above-proposed change to paragraph B o b , MCX,1961,has
many merits. In addition to conforming to current medical knowledge, i t will eliminate the need to subtly circumvent the MCM.
As things are now, the psychiatrist when asked if an accused's
mental capacity was completely impaired a t the time of the offense
can iake three courses of action when his evaluation has shown the
aceused to have a mental disease or defect which severely impaired
his mental capacity. First, the psychiatrist can give an affirmative
response in which caae he really means predominant impairment.
Secondly, he can give a negative response which could then result
in conviction and incarceration which would truly be a miscarriage
of justice. Thirdly, he a u l d beg the issue and attempt to qualify
his opinion to the court if given the opportunity. What is a courtmartial to do with such an opinion as this when it is followed by
the law officer's instructions that impairment of mental capacity
must be complete to absolve the accused of criminal responsibility?
The adoption of the proposed change would eliminate this dilemma.
If the one hundred per cent concept were eliminated as suggested, the conflicting psychiatric opinion that is generated in some
cases would still occur, but it would be more reasonable and would
86 Briefing on 9 July 1958, Office of The Jvdge Advocate Gorerai, U. S.
Army, attended by The Judge Advocate Generals of the three Armed Services
and memb~rsof their staffs.
27 Meeting on 27 May 1969, Office Chief Psychiatly and Nevroiom Consultant, OTSG, attended by Colonel Harvey J. Tompkins, MC, Captain Julia"
E. a n i r k , U G C , and the aut$or.
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give the court-martial testimony to weigh that was less contami-

nated by a psychiatrist's prejudice against the legal system.
11. AS AN EXPONEKT O F PREVENTIVE PSYCHIATRY
The contributions of the psychiatrist to military justice go beyond the confines of the courtroom and involve his associations
with the chain of command and other keg figures in the military
community. Xilitary preventive psychiatry has evolved into a
definitive program with recognized objectives and methoda of
operation which by their very nature focus the psychiatrist's attention and interest an the non-effective member and the military
offender.2'.2'
The methods employed in preventive psychiatry are:
a. A staff advisory relationship with command.
b. The early detection and elimination of potential non4Tective personnel.
c. Mental health education of groups by a variety of methods.
d. Individual case assesment far the purpose of classification,
assignment and utilization of problem personnel.
e. Professional visits and inspections by senior psychiatrists
and civilian consultants.
f. Program analysis in order to produce indices of effectiveness.
g. An operational research program to improve methods of
preventing nan-effectiveness.s0
Primary emphasis is placed on the early identification of the
member whose method of solving a problem is detrimental to the
military organization and to the individual. Enlightened management of such a person before his behavior patterns and attitudes
became fixed has a reasonable chance of preventing a sickbook
rider, psychiatric patient, or a military offender.
The Stockade Screening Program which was established jointly
by The Provost Marshai General and The Surgeon General is an
excellent example af the benefits that can be derived from the psychiatrist's staff advisory relationship with command and the important figures in the military environment. This program was
developed to eliminate the recidivist from the stockade and to come
UP with a meaningful retraining program. The psychiatrist and
his staff act as members of the confinement officers' advisory staff.81
The results of the Stockade Screening Program have been gratifyPar. 3.4, 15. AR 40.216, 18 June 1959.
TJI 8.244.
57, p. 21-38.
Group for the Advancement of Psychiatry, Preventme Pslehiatry in the
Armed Forces f i n preparation)
81 par. z , 4 , 1 i , AR 210.181,21 September ~
i
.
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ing.an.aaHowever, experience with this program has shown that by
the time a soldisr reaches the stockade he may have already been
rejected by the military community and that he has lost all motivation to be an effective person in the military organization. This
set of circumstances often results in the soldier's elimination from
the service. It seemed logical then to devise a method whereby
such an individual could be evaluated a t a time when he still had
some potential for effective service or could be eliminated from the
service before his actions necessitated his being given a less than
honorable discharge and/or a sentence to a long period of confinement.
A number of commands have established a first court-martial
screening program as a. method of earlier identification of the
problem soldier. This program is now in effect on many posts
within CONUS and involves all offenderswho are facing an initial
Special, Summary or General court-martial. The objective is ta
provide command with a psychiatric evaluation of each offender a t
the time of his first court-martial. Such an evaluation is not intended to interfere with the court-martial or usurp command authority. I t does, however, provide the commander with additional
information at a time that it will have some positive value.8~.aW
Psychiatric efforts such as those described above are believed to
be one of the significant factors responsible for the reduction in
court-martial rates, stockade rates and the admiBion rates to hospitals for psychiatric reasons.
111. SUMMARY
The role of the psychiatrist in military justice, both a8 an expert
in the field of mental disease, and as an exponent of preventive
psychiatry, is discussed with particular emphasis on the rationale
behind the dissatisfaction of many psychiatrists with the current
military code for criminal responsibility. A change to the military
test for insanity is presented which it is believed will enhance the
psychiatrist's value to the court.
The psychiatrist's indirect influence an military justice through
his associations with the chain of command and other key figures
in the military community is commented upan and illustrated with
definitive examples af preventixw psychiatric programs.
"Burhard & Dahlgren, A Teehnio / o r .M$h:aw
8 U. S.Armed Forces 1.
J. 16161631. 1745-1760 (1
8 8 Cooke, Soldiers, S t o e k d i s , ami Psychlain, 10
569 (19583.
Circular Kurnber 40-1. Hesdqusrieri U. S. Army Air Defense Centm,
4pril 1959.
40-3, Headquarteri, XVIII Airborne Corps and Fort
3la.Y 1959.
40-4, Headquartera Fort Gordon, Fort
800 15108
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COURT.I)ZARTLU. JURISDICTION OF CIVILIANS-A
GLIMPSE AT SONE CONSTITmIONAL ISSUES
BY MARION
EDWYNHARRISON*

I. INTRODUCTION
Sir Walter Scott once wrote: "The sun never sets on the immense empire of Charles V."1 What Sir Walter wrote of the Holy
Roman Empire in the Sixteenth Century could also be said of the
United States in the Sixth Decade of the Twentieth Century, for
whether or not one desires to admit it, the resources, infiuence and
power of the United States appear everywhere outside the Iron
and Bamboo Curtains. In particular, the American military arm
is ubiquitous. Called a communications zone, a military assistance
group, a special task force, a mutual defense army, or whatever,
American soldiers, sailors and airmen, together with civ'ilian employees and dependents, are scattered across the face of the globe.
It io axiomatic that wherever there are people, there must be either
law or anarchy. The question with respect to these several hundred
thousand Americans who are abroad serving "in" or "with" the
armed forces Is simply: What law? Specifically, absent applicable
diplomatic agreements, of which there are many) the precise question is: Are those persons who are not uniformed military personnel subject to court-martial jurisdiction? And that, in turn, is
essentially a constitutional question, for Congress has already
clearly indicated an affirmative policy answer.
On May 6, 1960, the Uniform Code of Military Justices became
law.' It was effective on May 31. 1951, together with the aecomPawing Manual for Courts-Martial,6 an explanatory and procedural set of regulations. The Code introduced new concepts of
Captnin, JAGC, USAR. Special Assistant to the General Counsel and
member Bmrd of Contract Appeals. Post OWee Department. B.A. UdverdQ
of Virginia; L.B., LL.M., The George Washington University. M h b e r , D.O.,
Virginia. Supreme Court Bars.
1 Scott, H i s o i Napohon, 1807.
zE.g., The North Atlantic Theatre of operatima Status of Farces Agreement, and aptcifieally Art. VI1 thereof, known a8 NATO-SOFA, TlAS 2846
(71191613, ratified99 Cong.Ree. 8837-8838 ( 7 i l 6 l 6 3 ) .
8 "An Act to unify, conmlids.te, rediae, and codify the articles a i war, the
srtielei for the government of the Naw, and the dirciplinarg laws af the
Cosat Gusrd, and to enact and establish s uniform code of military justice."
4 10 USC $0 801-940 (1952 ed. Supp V)
6 EO No. 10214,8 F'eb 1961.16 FR 1303.
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military justice.' I t also reaffirmed a tradition, namely, that certain persons not actually serving as uniformed personnel of the
armed forces would be subject under given conditions to military
jurisdiction. Thus, Article 2(11)' provides that: "All persons
serving with, employed by, or accompanying the armed forces
without the continental limits of the United States" shall be subject t o military jurisdiction.8 Because of the uncertainty generated
by the Supreme Court's decision in the combined c a m of Kinsella
v. Krueger and Reid v. C o ~ e r tholding
,~
that the civilian wivea of
military personnel who murdered their spouses overseas were not
constitutionally amenable to court-martial jurisdiction, and cases
now on appeal relating to variations of the Same issue, it is the
purpose of this paper to discuss the history and constitutional
questions implicit in the problem of military jurisdiction over
civilians located overseas. Ninimum consideration will be given
to questions of policy.10
11. THE PRESENT STATE O F UNCERTAINTY I N THE
LAW, A PLETHORA O F PEXDING APPEALS
I n the cases of Kiasella v K ~ u e g e rand Reid V. Couert, after a
tortuous appellate history," the Supreme Court decided that the
civilian wives of uniformed military personnel who committed the
capital offense of murdering their spouses while "without the continental iimits"'2 were not constitutionally amenable to courtmartial jurisdictian.'3 In so deciding, the Court, acting upon a
P1-1-2 split, failed t o adjudicate ather isme8 which it now appears likely will be heard a t the October 1959 Term.I4 In the
K R M ~ Eand
Y Conert cases, the Supreme Court mas confronted with
the problem whether a wife Iq-ha was charged with a capital crime
a See U. S.Y . Clay, 1 L'SCllA 7 4 , 1 CYR 74 (1961).
7 10 USC D 802(11) (1862 ed. Supp VI.
8 Complete relevant text rends B I f a i i o s i : "Artieie 2. Perions subject ta
the code. The fallowing persons ape subject to rhls eode:
(11) evbjeet
ta the p r o ~ i r i o n rof any treaty or agreement t o which the United Stater
IS or may be a party or to any accepted rule of international law, ail perions
~ e r v i n gwith, employed by, or ~eeampan)mg the armed foreea without the
continents1 limits of the United Srarei snd without tke following territories:
that part of Alaska east of longitude 172' west, the Canai Zone, the main
p o u p of the Haxsiian Islands, Pureta Rim, and the Virgin Idands."
e354 US 1 (18571.
1OPolicy is a cangreiaional prerogative. In the face of conflicting court
decisions, Congress-confused
perhaps-hsr not elected t o change its policy.
Yihtsry officials stili feel the miiitai) must have eriminal jurisdiction over
those civilians enumerated in Art. 2(11), for I O B $ D ~ I of sound militsry
administration.
11 361 U S 470 (19551.352 L'S 901 (19663.
11 see in. 8, mpra.
13 364 US 1 (1967).
14 Infra, Part VI.
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and who was not an employee of the Cnited States but merely a
dependent of her military Spouse could be prosecuted by courtmartial. Four justices held that she could not. T m others concurred in the decision for special reasons. The remaining two
dissented.
Mr. Justice Frankfurter, concurring, stated that he did not
understand the Opinion of the Court to hold that a civilian overBe@ could not be prosecuted by court-martial. Rather, he felt that
the question of the trial of a civilian dependent in a capital ca8e in
Peacetime was the sole issue.15 Mr. Justice Harlan, the other concurring jurist, similarly limited the Scope of his opinion."
From the language of the two concurring opinions and from
Some of Mr.Justice Black's o m language,'? it appears obvious that
the Supreme Court opened a Pandora's box of questions when it
finally resolved the Covert and Kmeger cases. If one thinks otherwise, he should note that the interpretation of Nr. Justice Black's
ruling has already been disputed by eminent judicial minds.18
I t appears that the Supreme Court will have to cansider a minimum of five caaea presenting in one form or another a canstitu-

.

16".
. In making this adjudication, I must emphasize t h a t i t is only the
trial af civilian dependents in a capital case in time af peace t h a t is in
question. The Court has not before it, and therefore I need not intimate
an? opinion on, situations inrolwng civilians, in the sense of peram8 not
having B military status, other than dependents. Nor do we have before
us B ease involving a nonca.plts.1 crime. This mmow delineation of the isue is
merely to reaped the important rentrietione binding on the Court when paaaing
an the constitutionality of an act of Congrees." 364 US 1, 46 (1557).
16''. .
Again, I need not go into details, beyond stating t h a t except for
capital affenles, such 8s we have here, to which, ~nmy opinion, special eonsiderations apply, I am by no mean3 read? to say t h a t Congress' power to
provide far trial by court-martial of eiwlian dependents overseas is limited
by Article I11 and the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. a h e r e , if a t 811, the
dividing line should be drawn among C B E ~ S not capital, need not now be
decided. We are emfronted here with eaprtal offenses alone; and i t s e a m
t o me Partitularly unwise now to decide more than we have to. Our far-flung
foreign military establishments are a ne-. phenomenon in our national life,

..
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involved in maintaining the effeetivenesa of these national outposts, in the
light of eontinump experience with these Problems. "Sa far BJ capital easel
are eoneerned, I think they stand on 9 u t e a different footing than other
offensel. I n such case8 the law is e i p e e ~ a l l gienrltire to demands f a r t h a t
procedural fairnear which inheres in B civilian t r i s l where the judge and
trier of fact are nor rerpannive to the command of the convening authority.
I do not e o n c e i ~ et h a t whatever pmcena i s 'due' an offender faced with a flns
UT a prison sentence neeeaiarily natiihea the requirements of t h e Conetihition
in B capital case." 314 US 1, 7 6 7 7 (1817). Query: Are these distinetions
a8 to procedure or substance?
17 364 US 1, 83-36 (1557),
1 6 But cf In the Matter of Wiilism K. Yokoysrna, 170 F. Supp. 467 (S.D.
Cai. 1969); and U. S. as vel Guagliarda V. JlcEiroy, 265 F. 2d 827 (1868).
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tional question concerning overseas court-martial jurisdiction over
civilians. These cases are Grisham V. Taylor,'o U.S. e x vel Guagliardo v. MCEI.TO~I,Z~
U.S. e x vel Wilson V. Bohlander,2L I n r e Yokouama.la and Kinaella v. U.S. e x re1 Singleton.'s I n another case:'
the Government decided not to contest petition. Thus, the petitioner was released in Germany to the German authorities, who
have prosecuted. All the other cases involve the filing of writs of
habeas corpus after the clients had been transported to the United
States, 80 that, if freed, they could not, as a practical matter, be
tried by an alternative jurisdiction.
111. SOME PRELIMINARY CONSTITUTIONAL CONCEPTS
Before discussing either specific cases upon appeal or the history of court-martial jurisdiction, it s e e m appropriate to consider
briefly several aspects of Constitutional interpretation as they relate tc court-martial jurisdiction.
At the outset, one should note that the principle of atare decisis
has been severely limited and progressively weakened in constitutional adjudications since the Supreme Court proceeded to correct
"a century of error" in the case of Pollock v. F a n n e d L w n and
Trust Company.Pa History has shown the difficulty in amending
the Constitution and perhaps for this r e a m the Supreme Court
has long taken the position that it will reverse its previous decisions on constitutional issues when convinced thy are erroneous
more speedily than it might in other types of cases.z6 There has
undoubtedly been a considerable loosening of past precedents by
the Supreme Court since 1937.%' Indeed, after tracing the history
of the Kmeger and Covert cases, one wonders if the late Mr,
Justice Roberts were not correct when he wrote that too frequent
reversals of earlier decisions tended to bring Supreme Court constitutional adjudications "*** into the same claw as a restricted
railroad ticket, good for this day and train only."an What effect the
liberalization of the concept of stare decisis will have on the future
for miltarv. .iurisdiction cases remains to be seen: a t least. that
1s 261
10 269
11 167

P.Zd 204 (1868).o i i t . granted.
F.Id 927 (1868). oert. gmnted.
F. Supp. 791 (1958). appeal docketed.

see f". 18, supra.
164 F. Supp. TOT (S.D. W.Ys. 1953).
Cheaves Y. Brueker, CSDC, UC, unreported (19681,
157 U S 428,67&579 (1895).
ZaE.g., Burnet V. Coranado Oil and Gas Compsny, 286 US 893, 4 0 6 4 1 1
(19321 : Helverinq V. Griffitha, 518 US 371, 401 (1943) i Smith V. Allmight,
921
TTS
M 9 <19*d,
....-...
....,
a i schwsru, The Sup~emeCourt 102 (1967)
18 Smith V. Allmight, OP. fit., at 669.
*I
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liberality opens the door to divergent arguments as to constitutionality based upon varying facts.en
It is well jettled that indictment by grand jury and trial by petit
jury, neither of which have ever been a part of an Anglo-Saxon
court-martial system, may be waived by the i n d i v i d ~ a l . ~ ~
"Caaes arising in the land and naval forces" are exempt from
indictment by grand jury directly, and by implication and history
from trial by petit jury.31
I n all these discussions, one should note that jurisdiction over
cases arising "in the land and naval f o r ~ e s " 3is~ independent of
Article I l l of the C o n s t i t u t i ~ n .This
~ ~ is true whether or not one
feels a court-martial may be considered analogous to a legislative
The only basis for review of a court-martial action in the federal
courta is by writ of habeas corpus, and the jurisdiction of the courtmartial is fundamentally the only issue then.86 Such devices as a
writ of prohibition will not lie.$'
Venue for habeas corpus lies in the judicial district in which the
subject of the petition is present.3' If he is outside the judicial
system, venue generally lies in the District of Calumbia.3t The
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pernon against whom the writ is directed must produce the person
upon whose behalf the petition was filed unless the issue raised is
solely one of law or unless the court directs atherwise.se
With these preliminary concepts in mind, i t may be easier to consider the constitutional problem which are involved in the basic
question of court-martial jurisdiction over civilians, beginning
with some military history.

IV. BRITISH AND AMERICAN COURT-MARTIAL
JURISDICTION
I n our ordered contemporary society, everything and everyone
is categorized.'Q Whether it would be so in event of another war is
problematical. But it was not always SO.
"The military court arose in the days of feudalism, when the
line separating civilians from soldiers was not well marked, and
when any subject, when under ann8 serving the King, might be
tried by martial law.""
I t is common knowledge that military jurisdiction was widely
and somewhat indiscriminately utilized by the Tudors42 for swift
and effective's justice. Courts-martial were effective in keeping
order among the mob by methods evidently considered even aurer
than those employed by the iniquitous Caunciis of the North and
of the Star Chamber. When the Stuart8 succeeded the Tudors,"
they did not hesitate to employ courts-martial on a wide scale to
maintain order in the realm. But James I and Charles I lacked the
popular support of some of their Tudor cousins, and SO by 1628 the
latter sovereign was forced to accept the Petition of Right," a
document touted by many historians as a noble link between Magna
Carta40and our American Constitution. Just what the Petition of
Right forbade is unclear, although presumably its supporters
wanted less indiscriminate use of martial law over civilians. And
8 8 28 USC $2243.
4 0 Same might say regimented. But whether we drive down the street (In
B traffic lane), or serve in the Army (with an ID card), m belong to an
Army reserve unit (with B pink ID card), or work f o r the Army oveme8s

(yy;;;i:; ~ ~ 2 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ; ~ ~ l h 4 "

42 Henry VII, Henry VIII, Edward VI, Yary I, Elizabeth I (1485-1601).
( 8 Probably nobody known for emtsin that the percentage of canvictiona
higher in mwti-martisl than m other types of courts. However, the
publie distaste for courts-martial presumably had some factual bases, and
WBB

thia was doubtless one.
44James I and Charles I (1603-1649);the Cromiell Commonwealth (16481 6 6 0 ) : Charles I1 snd James I1 (1660.1688).
66 3 car. I, e 1.
46 1215. Hsgna Carta had nothing to do \i.ith military jurisdiction either.
66
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they apparently got a relaxation under the Restoration," (although they had to live through the Commonwealth's to get i t ) .
Finally, in 1689, came the Glorious Revoiution and the Bill o i
Rights. William and M a 4 did not promise a thing of immediate
pertinence to this aubject; however, i t is generally thought the
Bill of Rights and the subsequent political climate compelled the
Crown to drastically reduce the use of courts-martial for punishment of civilians. One would be missing a most significant point
in English history, however, if he did not carefully note that Englishmen's grievancea about extraordinary types of judicial jurisdiction were almost invariably directed against the Crown and not
against Parliament. When extraordinary steps were taken, they
were taken by the executive, and not, as with the enactment o i the
Uniform Code, by the iegislative. The same may be said of the
remonstrances in the Declaration of Independence, which were
directed primarily against George III'a and his executive agents.
The history of court-martial authority-British and Americanis a repeated recitation of broad jurisdiction. Thus, James 11'8
Articles of War of 1688 provided that victuallers and sellers of
spirits were subject to court-martial jurisdiction.zo According to
George Ill's Articles of War of 1765 sutlers and camp retainers
were similarly liable." The attitude of our colonial forefathers
was no different from that of their English kin. Articles of War
of the continental Congress included "All sutlers and retailers to
a camp and all persons whatsoever, serving with the continental
army in the field , , as long ago as 1775.62 That provision was
re-enacted in 1776.63 Similar language was reenacted in 1806.54
It has been retained in substance ever since.6c So, too, the British
have kept such inclusive
Many of the older statutes have used phraseology similar to or
including "in the field" when defining jurisdiction. Some advocates
have contended that "in the field" is a term of art, having a pecu-

."

47

166&1689.

63 Id. a t 956.
68 I d . a t 867. The language "continental army" WBL changed to read "armies
of the United States."
.167, 951.
66 Art. 6:1, AW of 1874, 2 Rev. Stat 236 (2d ed.. 1818): A W of 1916 (89
Stat. 651): AW of 1920 (41 Stat. 757); and the Code, OD. cit., fn. 4, BYPIB.
66 E.g., the Army Act of 1956 ( 3 & 4 Eiiz. 11, ch. 15, Fifth Schedule) ; The Air
Force Act of 1955 ( 3 & 4 Eliz. 11. ch. 19, Fifth Schedule). These at.hites
provide detail to include virtwllY every eidlian having m y c ~ n n e c t i mwith
the milltam outside the realm.

_.
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liarly limiting definition.<' To them, "in the field" inevitably connotes either wartime, operations in areas where there are no mu&,
or maneuvers leading to or from war operations. This contention
cannot be quickly brushed aside. However, tu-o facts tend to overcame it. Firjtly, some of the statutes haxw specifically applied to,
and civilians have been tried in, places nhere there were no war,
Secondly, are Americans
civil courts, and no war
stationed in Berlin or on Taiwan or in northern South Korea in a
place where there is neither war nor war maneuvers? The nature
of warfare has changed: its ubiquity has not.5P
Phraseology has changed. We no longer speak of "camp fallowers" and if we do, we tend to disparage thase to whom we apply
the phrase. It was not alivays so. "Camp followers" and "retaine d ' included everybody in the train of an army, from wives and
mistrases'o to drivers of wagons and caissana and even to expert
artillerymen." Ci\,ilian employees performing one chore or another have long accompanied our armies-and equally long been
subject to court-martial jurisdiction. On a t least one occasion the
Supreme Court has given recognition-if under unusual circumatances-to the concept that a civilian can be "in the land and
naval farces."e3
If we knew for a certainty what the Framers intended when they
incorporated clauses 14" and 18'5 into Article I, Section 8 of the
Constitution, we should have less trouble determining the extent
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to which they considered themselves to be following historical
precedent. The best evidence available is tangential.
Firstly, i t is reasonable t o assume the Framers were conversant
with contemporary colonial practices. Those practices were not
restrictive of military jurisdiction. Thus, the language of the Fifth
Amendment60 is relevant. I t has been written t h a t :

".

. . evidence that the d r a f t e r s . . . did not intend court-martial jurisdie.
tion to be limited b s the Conititutian t o those persons actually in the armed
aervieel i s contained in the Fifth Amendment's language t h a t the requirem e n t j of a grand j u r y should not apply to cone8 srising in the land or
naval forces. State Conititutiona adopted about the same time w e d similarly broad language . . . [citing Penn~slvania,Delavare and New Hamp.
driire constitutional pravi3ionsl . . . T h a t under the general scheme which
was adapted both by the Stater and by the United States the legislatures
were to have power to expand court-martial jurisdiction to the extent
necessary for the government of the force$ i s made dear in the Massschusetts Constitution of 1780:

....

"XXVIII. KO person can in any case be subjected to law-martial . , .
except thole employed in the army and naiy, and except the militia in
aetuai sewice, but bu ihe authoriiy of the lrpialaturs. [Emphasis
added.]" 67

Secondly, repeated efforts were made in the Conatitutional Convention t o restrict draatically the military, one way or another.
Each effort to do anything more than put the military under congressional control WBS overwhelmingly rebuffed,&n I t seems clear,
therefore, that the Framers knew what was going on and that they
did not object to it, so long as the military XVBJ under connessianal
contral.eg

The late Judge Augustus N. Hand has supported this view, and
carried it further, contending that the Framers also intended a
( ~ " Sperron
O
shall be held to answer for a capital. or otherwise infamom

61 Supglemenfai Brief for Appellant and Petitioner an Rehearing, October
1965 Term, no%.701, 713, pp. 78-79, See in. 57, supra.
(8 Id. a t 66-67,
s a i d . a t 68: ". . . the basic decision made by the eonrtitutional convention.
repeatedly, was to obtain protection from the sort of military abuses suffered
in the p a i t a t the ha& of the British crown, not by tying the hands a i the
military, but by making the military subject to control by the popularly
elected [siel legislature ***."
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liberal interpretation to be placed upon the language of Article I,
section 8.
"Section 8 o i Article I of the Constitution is the source of authoriw for
the Artrcles of War. Cangresi is thereby given p w e r to r a i ~ eand support
armies, t o make rule%far the government of the land and naval forces.
and t o make all l a w which shall be neeesbary for carrying into execution
the iongoing power$ and ali other powers vested by the Constitution in the
government oi the United States. The Articles were enaeted in pursu~nce
a i the general PBF p m m , and ought to be given a broad scope in order to
afford the fulleat protection to the nation." 10

V. THE BEGINNING O F THE CONSTITUTIONAL
CHALLENGE, THE WORLD WAR I LITIGATION

Nothwithstanding the fact that provisions for jurisdiction similar to the present Article 2 (11)" have been in our law antedating
the Constitution, their "constitutionality seems never to have been
questioned prior to [TVorld War I] ."iz
These cases were few, arose upon varying fact patterns, and
none is genuinely relevant in considering the cases now on appeal.
Thus, Ex parte Gerlaeh,'a involved a cirilian employee of the nowdefunct Shipping Board who signed aboard a r e ~ s e and
l
then re.
signed his position. While being sent h o m e a n d being somewhat
in the status of a passenger-aboard an Army vessel, he volunteered to stand watch. Subsequently, he refused to continue. An
officer ordered him to continue. For steadfastly refusing, he was
tried by court-martial pursuant to the Articles of War..' Judge
Augnstus S. Hand dismissed his writ of habeas carpus, using some
broad language in so
Because Mr. Gerlach committed his
offense in time of war, most of Judge Hand's comments may be only
dicta. Howerer, proponent8 of iq-idely circumscribed jurisdiction
mer cix,ilians usually cite the holding. Ex parte Falls'6 involved a
civilian who signed aboard an Arm.>,transport as chief cook. While
still in port, he jumped ship, w8.8 apprehended in S e w Jersey, and
tried by court-martial. The Court discharged the writ. The Judge
held that Xr. Falls was "in the field". He also distinguished be70 EE p w l e G d a e h , 247 B. 616, 618 (1817). For further discusdon of this
and related eases, see Part V,infra.
71 10 USC i E O Z ( l 1 ) (1012ed. Supp. V).
7s Iforgan, C w r t - X a 7 t d Jwisdirtion, 4 Mim. LR 79, 06 (1820).

78247

F.616

(1917).

A B 2 ( R S 61342, as amended by 39 Stat. 651).
See Part IV and fn.TO, supra.
74251 F. 416 (1018).
14
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tween service "in" and service "with" the Army," a distinction
which is still at issue 41 years later, Because Mr. Falls jumped ship
during World War I, it is again questionable what authority the
case may be. Ez parte Joehen7i is of interest not because i t provides any more clear authority than the others but for t v o different
reasons: (1) The Judge discussed some valuable judicial history ;?
( 2 ) The Judge held, that even if Mr. Jachen's service was not
really "in the field", i t was under conditions akin to wartime-a
very interesting holding if one were to compare the scene a t
Brownaville, Texas in 1917-1918 to that in mans places where
American civilians now accompany the military.i0
Other World War I eases are similarly iimited.3' That is natural,
for when the hostilities ceased, Americans returned home. Only
after World War I1 have our forces remained abroad.
And 80 we come to the cases now on appeal.
VI. THE PENDISG CASES
Professor Morgan wrote :PI
"The elawe making these persona [eiuiiian~] amenable to military Isw
when without the territorial jurisdiction af the Umted States is, whew the
offense occurs and the trial is had either in the t e r n t o r s of B foieign
Sovereign or upon the high mas, unquestionably eanititutlonai. The con~ t i t u t i o n a lguaranties with reference to indictment, presentment, and trial
by jury have no extra-territorial effect.*a They m e aperatire only in
territory incorporated into the United Statea."sP

Professor Morgan may have been right. But in the wake of the
Covert and Kmeger decisions, nobody could now be that certain.
An analysis of the cases Ts-hich the Supreme Court may consider
later this year or next may not restore certainty but next to a long
wait i t offers the best alternative.
7 7 " . , , A distinction is made between 'the officers and saldiera' belonging
t o the Regular Army of the United Ststes--j(a)-and
serving 'in' the A m y
and 'perrons' ~ccompanyingor eersing v ith the
in the field. The farmer includes officers and
both volunteers and
draftees, serving 'ir.' the Regu:nc Army: the
des ail 'retainers
to the camp,' and. in time of war, ail 'persons.' including d'illbns, BQ distinguished from 'officers and soldiers,' 'aeeompanylng or %erringw r h the armies
of the United States in the field.' The former elail refers to those 'in' the
service of t h e 'Regvlar Army': the latter t o rhore serving 'with' the armies
of the United States 'in the field,' and nor 'in' the 'Regular Army' . . 2' 251

F.415, 416 (1918).

78257F.200 (1019).
I s Z d . a t 203-207 (1018).
1 0 E&, the Autobahn inro Ber!in; Morocco; Lebanon. Of eaurse, any distinetion--e.#.. "in the field," "time of vsr''-can become technical. See direw8ion
in Lee Y . l a d i g a n . 368 US 2 2 8 . 2 3 0 l1059).
8 1 Other Warid V-ar I c m e i include Hinei j. Uikeli, 269 F. 28 (1919);
Ez p a ~ Fs e i U , 256 F. 5 8 (19191.
**Morgan, Couit.Mla7tial JZLILBdiotmn, 4 hlinn. LR 78, 06 (1020).
83 [Professor Morgan'% fn. 731 In re Rair, 140 US 453 (1881).
84 [Professor Dlorgan's fn. 741 Hawaii Y. Mankiehi, 190 US 187 (1908);
Dorrv. Unitedstates. 195 US 138 (1904).
A00 lb108
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The factual situation presented in each ease must be considered
in the various lights of the spectrum underlying the Covert and
Krueger opinions.
In the original Supreme Court holding,i6 Mr. Justice Clark wrote
f a r a majority of five justices. Citing the cases of American Insw?.
5nce Company v.
Haxaii i-. .lfaniiehi,8: Dorr o. U. S.,pB
and Balrac 1,. Po7.10 Rim." Nr. Justice Clark concluded that Can.
gress may establish legidative courts outside its Article I11 authority and that this proposition id "clearly settled". In greater
detail he discussed the case of Ross V. Mclntyv@?' which had aimilar facts in dissimilar s u r r o ~ n d i n g s .The
~ ~ Opinion of the Court
rested not upon congressional power under Article I, 58 but upon
an analogs to the former System of consuiar courts.? Thus, there
no clear conatitutional holding.OJ
Following a rehearing, the Supreme Court approached the combined cases from a different viewpoint in an opinion by Xr. Justice
Black!& Kith the startling though clear introduction, "At the beginning w e reject the iden that when the United States acts against
citizens abroad it can do so free of the Bill of Rights,"gS 31r. Justice
Black discussed the in~lusivenature of the Fifth and Sixth Amendments. Healso opined that the language of Article 111, 52 made its
applicability world-wide and quite clear. He extolled the jury system.90 distinguished but stopped short of disapproving the case of
8;

351 OS 410 119j61,

B

6-1-3

apllt

190 US 107 (1003
196 us 138 (1904
258 US 298 11922
140 US 463 (1691

prand jur) indictmenr and petit jury
WE
one of B number 17. a scattered "stem A i 311 J u h e e Frankfurter
strongly abreiued in his reaeriaban m the C o i e r t a ~ . d Kmeper C B B ~ P ,mid20th Century diplavatic conditions have diaSuesllg changed, and the United

... -.
. ...
9; DIr. Justice Black'$ "hfeadfaa: bulaark" theory has been critmred as
recent:? a s l a r c h 1069. Y e h r e n . Const*+u+iannl Lou : .Mili+ory Tsiak oi
Cimlians, 45 A W A Jour. 2% 308-300 (1959)
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In r e Ross?' and then pointed out that treaties must be wnstitutional, citing Geofroy Y. Riggs.88 Mr, Justice Black then held that
Article I, $8, clause 14 does not encompass wires of military personnel within the United States and cannot include them when they
are abroad.ss His holding was predicated upon the Fifth Amendment. In so holding, he specifically avoided pasaing upon the rights
of a civilian employee in the same set of facts. The eases cited are
interesting because of what they stand for and because of what
they do not atand for. Thus, every case appears to involve (1)
soldiers, (2) persons within the King's realm, (3) wartime, or
(4) persons clearly not in the military "forces."'oo The learned
Justice also relied upon some colonial cases and attitudes.101 Before
concluding, he held distinguishable the cases of E x parte Mil&
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Q ~ 7 Z e s . 1 ~His
4

conclusion is reserved for a mild assault upon what
he has characterized as the "harah law" of the military and a
quotation from Colonel Winthrop:
" A statule o m n a t b e i r o n cd b y w h d i u ez~ilwncan hwiuliy be mods
amenable f o the militoiy iu?hdktiun in f m e of peafe." LO6

Justices Frankfurter and Harlan concurred in the result on the
ground the case was capital. The former strictly limited his
opinion to the precise facts a t bar.1o6
Assuming arguendo that one may examine Article I in isolation,
Mr, Justice Harlan held that one cannot say military jurisdiction
over petitioners would involve an arbitrary extension of congresSimal power. To him, history and the "necesaary and proper"
clause107 buttress the view.
"It seems ta me d e w on such a basis t h a t these dependent., when sent
overseas by the Gaiernment, become pro tanto B p a r t of the military C m .
munity." 1 0 8

Mr. Justice Harlan felt that a due process question was involved
and that one could not say, as Mr. Judice Black had said, that the
Bill of Rights always has extraterritorial e f f e c t - o r that i t never
does. Because capital eases are few, and for other somewhat
esoteric reasons, he concluded by concurring in the holding."@
Justices Clark and Burton maintained their earlier position.
Again discussing some history110 Mr. Justice Clark cited Madsen v.
Kinsella,'Ll and asserted it was relevant to the case a t bar.112 He
also opined that the Supreme Court had already recognized the
to exercise jurisdiction
"well established power of the military *I*
104 350 US 11 11953). See in. 168. infra.
10sWinthiop, op. tit., a t 107. Query: Was Colonel Winthrop writing about
civilian8 accompanying the m i l i t a v ouersean? I t seems not. See U. S. Y .
Burney, 6 USCEA 776, 797,21 ChIR 98 (1936).
108 Mr. Jvrtiee FrankEurter a i m produced a scholarly historical glimpse
into In re Ross, the Insular Cases, and the atary of the extrateirlt0rid
iuriadiction our countrv. in eomrmn with others. once exercised.
mu. S. const. art. I, 13, CI. 18.
108 354 US 1,73 (1957).
108 see f". 18, IYPTS.
110 In this opinion Mr. Justice Clark kept principally t o court-martial
hiatory, relying-more by reference on his previoui analogy t o c~nsularcourtd
particularly and to legislative courts generally.
n I 343 US 341 (19E2).
111 In hladsen v. Kmseiia, the Supreme Court austained the jurisdiction of
B military ommission to t r y a eiriiian wife for the murder a i her husband
in occupied G e m a n y in 1949. hlr. Justice Clark observed that thsre might
have been more need t o dustain military jwisdiction in Japan in 1952 ( t h e
Krueger C B P ~ I t h a n in Germany in 1949. He then reminded of Congress'
tremendous war powers, citing Ashivander V. T.V.A., 297 US 288 (1936);
Silesian-American Corp. Y. Clark, 332 US 468 (1947).
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over persons directly connected with the Armed Forcea ***."113
His discussion of possible alternatives to court-martial jurisdiction is provocative but too remote for the purpose of this paper."'
The case of Kinselh v. U. S . e r r e 1 Singleton116 in\wlved facts
auktantially similar to those in the Cosert and Klueger cases except that the prisoner involved, Yrs. Joanna S. Dial, was convicted
of a non-capital offense, manslaughter.ll8 The late Chief Judge
Ben Moore granted that writ of habeas carpus brought on Mrs.
Dial's behalf on the ground he was bound by the Couert and KrueQer decision to do so, "much as [he] may disagree with it." He
was unable to fathom the legal-much less constitutional-princiPle which separates the non-capital from the capital offense.
"Xoreover, I can think of no logical dirtinerion, insofar 81 the eonstih t i o n a l power of Congrea? ir concerned, between its asserted power,
denied by the Supreme Court, t o subject dependenti of members of the
armed farces wer3ess to the juriadictian of eaurti-martial f a r eapitai
offenses, and the like questioned power in eases of man-capital offenses. Of
eour~e,where matters of life or death m e inuolved, the facts must be
scrutinized elosely and the deeiiion carefully weighed, but when arrived
at, the applicable principle appiiea alike in ail iimilsr c a ~ e b ? ' 1 1 1

If Mr. Justice Black and those who joined in his opinion are
consistent, it would appear that those four justices would not distinguish a non-capital from a capital offense. Whether one of the
new justicaolls will join them to comprise a majority for petitioner
in the premises is left to the Delphicl'Q oracle.
There is a second type of dependent pertaining to whom no litigation is pending-& dependent of a civilian employee who is acwmpanying him abroad. It is possible to apply the rationale
applicable to a dependent to these people; i t is 8180 possible, though
118 U. S. ez vel Mmbley V. Handy, 176 F. 2d 481 (1949) ; Pearlatein 7 . U. S.,
151 US F. 2d 167 (1946); Grew V. France, 75 F. Supp. 433 ( E D Wis.
1948); In TB Bern, 54 F. Supp. 252 (S.D. Ohio 19441; Hines V. Mikeli, 269
F. 28 (1919); E x parte Joehen, 257 F. 200 (1919); Es p w i e Falin, 261 F.
416 (1918) ; Ez p w t e Geriaeh, 247 F. 616 (1917); U.S. Y. Bumey, 6 USCMA
776, 21 CMR 98 (18561,
114 For B thoughtful study of the possible alternatives, see Note, 71 Ham.
LR 712 (1958). Xleither Congress nor the Defense Department aeema to wish
to BntieipBte S u p ~ e m eCourt action on the pending esies.
1 1 ~ 1 6 4 F . S u p p 707
.
(S.D. W.\'a.19581.
m L i k e Mra. Covert and Xrs. Dorothy Kruegor Smith, Mrs. Dial had
traveled abroad a t povernmmt erpenae an military orders and wan iiwith h e r huaband who was on duty BI a uniformed member of the militarp.
Mrs. Dial and her husband, m e James W. Dial, were convicted of beating
their m e - y e a r d d son to death. Eseh pleaded guilty and was aenteneed to
three years eonhnement. Dlrs. Dial's canvietion was sustained upon appeal
upon the pleeise iinue of the court-martial'% jurisdiction. U. S. V. J m n m
S.Did.SUSCMA541.26CMR321 (19581.
117 1 6 4 F . SUPP.701,709 (S.D. W.Va. 1958).
111 Justice m i t a k e r and Stewart.
119 Or any other oracle who would volunteer.
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perhaps lass facilely, to content that they hold the same status a s
their civilian employee suouses. Whatever rationale would be ap.
plicabie, the issue will not be raised soon.1~0
In the Matter of William K . Yokoyamal21 involved a civilian
employee of the armed farces at Camp Zarna, Honshu, Japan, who
was convicted by court-martial of larceny.122 His petition for a
writ of habeas corpus was denied. Judge Yankwich reviewed historical authorities, dissected the Covert and Kmeger opinions,
noted the Supreme Court's tendency to construe strictly militaly
jurisdiction, and concluded with these words:
"The Supreme Court . . . by declaring unconstitutional the application
ai the 'dependents' cIau4e to the wife of an officer charged with a capital
offense d l d not intend t o declare the elauw BP to e i w l i ~ nemployees YDEOOstitutional.
"Absent a binding contrary 'ding, I am of the % ~ e w
that the 'civilian'
~ l s u d ein the statute under dijcusrian ii a proper exercise of Congreiaional
power under the conrtlturionai g r a n t ta make rules or iegulations f a r the
government of the Armed Farces, or under the 'neceriars and proper'
clause, or both.
"Invalidation of Cangreiiiaral enactments by judicial hat should be the
rare exeeptm. For this n a a a n , Yr. Justlee Frankfurter'? e~neumenee
war bared an the s r i u m p t m t h a t the court was mat determining the
an' ciause. 80 the aitusban calla f o r the application
of the principle, already alivded to, t h a t if a Statvre coc.els swersl
enumerated groups and 1s declared invalid as applied to one moup mi%
t h e remainder ~ u ~ i v epmvidrd
i,
it d a t e s t o digerrnt Catogone8." 128

Thus,Judge Yankwich predicated his decision upon his interpretation of the Supreme Court's Covwt and Krveger ruling (as apeeifieally defined by the concurring justices) and upon his belief that
the law is firmly settled that when a Statute has a severability
clause that portion of i t which applies to one category of pwple
must be severed and sustained if i t is per ne ~ o n s t i t u t i o n a l . ~ ~ '
The caw of 1'. S. EZ re1 Wilson V. Bohlande+ involved an Army
civilian employee living and working in the American Zone of
West Berlin in 1956. Following the usual pretrial investigation and
one day hefore his trial was scheduled ta beein.
- . 1Mr. Wilson tend-

.~
120hat ~ n l yare there no esse% yet in which an employee's dependent has
been sentenced to confinement and petitmnd for a writ of habeas FDTDYP,
but, furthermore, rhere m a r ne&
be any, for many civilian emploiees
o ~ e i s e a s either 818 without aeeampanyiny dependents or e l m are married
to persans who are not American eitizena.
1st 170 F. Supp. 467 (S.D. Gal. 1 8 5 9 ) .
122 S~eeineally,~ r Yakoyama
.
was Convicted of appropriating eight military
payment eertifieates worth 560.00 apiece. He was sentenced t o 4 yeare confinement and fined $3,000.00.
128 Slip mio on. PP. 17-18. Fmtnoter omitted. Underscarins is the Judee's.
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ered his resignation as an Army employee. I t was not accepted. The
next day he pleaded guilty before a court-martial to several lewd
acts.12' His conviction was affirmed upon appeai.'27 In its opinion,
the Court of Military Appeals declined to consider the argument
of the Army counsel that Berlin constituted an occupied area in
1966 but rather grounded its opinion upon the provisions of Article

Z(11).P
Upon petition for a writ of habeas corpus the matter went before Judge Arraj, who dismissed it, He concluded that the Frankfurter-Harlan interpretation of the Opinion of the Court in the
Covert and Krueger decision was correct, and he then analyzed
some precedents for court-martial jurisdiction. Lumping the cases
involving paymaster personnel together for reference purpases,129
he opined that these people *** appear, on the facta, to have been
comparable to the present class of Department of Army civilians,
with the exception that they wore uniforms."l80 He then cited the
World War IL8'and World War 11*82cases although those eases, as
he noted, dealt with crimes committed in wartime or during a
clear-cut military occupation.138 After citing a few cages in which
military jurisdiction was denied,'B' he referred to 8evemI of the
cases now on appeal. Before concluding with some practical con.
siderations, he quoted three pertinent statements by Mr. Justice
Black:
From &man V. Kehommoku: "Our question does not inwive the wellestablished power of the military t o exeieise jurisdiction over members of
the armed force$, thoaa dimctly connected %ith such forces, or enemy
belligerents, primners of war, or others charged a i t h vialsting the laws
of war." 185
128 Speeihcally, three acta of s d o m y , two lewd acts with pemonii under tbe
am of 18 years, two acta of displaying lewd pietllres t o minom with intont
to rouse their sexus1 desires. He "88 sentenced to 10 years confinement;
the convening authority reduced the aentenee to 5 gears.
121 9 U S C P A 60, 25 CMR 521 (19581.
128 See in. 1 of the Opinion of the Court of .Military Appeals.
LEI In 71 Thomas, 23 Fed. Cas. No. 13,888 at 931 (N.D. Miss. 1889); U. S
V. Bogart, 24 Fed. Cas. No. 14,616 a t 1184 ( E D . K.Y.1869); In 7s Bogarb,
a i . 1875) i In ?e Reed, 20 Fed. Car.
No. 11,688 a t 409 (C.C.C.D. Mass. 1878). See %Is0fn. 63, aupra.
IJo1S7F.Supp.791,794 (D.Colo.1968).
Hines V. Mikell, 269 F. 28 (1819); EZ parte Gerlaeh, 247 F. 616 (18171 ;
E= w?ta Falls, 251 F. 415 (1918): 1 s p m t e Hochen, 257 F. 200 (1919).
18% Pearlstein V. C.S., 1 6 1 F. 2d 167 (1945) ; In re Di Bsrtoio. 60 F. Supp.
929 (S.D. N.Y. 1943) ; McCune Y. Kilpatriek, 53 F . Supp. 80 ( E . D. Va. 1948) ;
In re Berue, 54 F. Supp 252 (S.D. Ohio 1948); G r e w V. France, 76 F. Supp.
458 (E.D.
Wis. 1948).
l 8 J I t is submitted that Weat Berlin in 1966 we8 not a truly owupied area
since dipiomatienlly, the situation was-and is-more clo~elyrelatod to t h a t
of Weat Germany.
In4 All readily distingllishable upon the facta.
111 327 US 804, 818 (184S), Judge A r r s j ' ~
underscoring.
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F r o m U.S. e~ vel Toth V. Quorhs: "For given its natural meaning, the
power granted Congress 'To make Rules' to regulate 'the land and n w a i
Form' would see to restrict court-martial ivricdietion t o persons who are
aetuallp members or part of the armed farees."la6
From Reid V. Cauait: "Even If i t were possible, we need not attempt
here t o precisely define the boundary between 'eiviiians' and members of
the 'land and naval farces.' We reearnlie t h a t there might be eireumstances where a person could be 'in' the armed services for purposei of
Clause 1 4 even though he had not formally been inducted into the military
or did not w a r a uniform." 187

"Presuming that this language has some meaning,"isr Judge
Arraj concluded that a civilian employee such as Mr. Bohlander
was not within the scope of the Covert and Krueger decision, and,
therefore, in view of the historical precedents and the needs of the
military community, he dismissed hi8 petition. In so doing, the
Judge did not specifically mention the problem of the severability
of Article 2(11), so ably discussed by Judge Yankwich, apparently
tacitly assuming it to be severable.
The case of Grisham v. Taylor138 involved an Army Engineers
civilian employee a t OrlCans, France. He was charged with the
capital offense of premeditated murder, and, after arguing before
a court-martial that he was amenable only to French jurisdiction,
he was convicted of the non-capital offense of unpremediated
murder.140
Mr. Grisham filed for a writ of habeas corpus and Judge Follmer denied the writ. After reviewing the opinions in the Covert
and Kmeger decision, Judge Holtzoff's opinion in U. S. ez: vel
Guagliavdo v. MeElroy,lhl and Judge Latimer's opinion in U.S. V.
B~rney,l42Judge Follmer ruled that:
"In the light of the divergent ~pinioniin C o r e d and the self-defeating
aitemativeQ48 enumerated and evaluated by Mr. Justice Harlan in Covsrt
laa360US 11, 15 (1855).
187 364 US 1, 22 (1857).
U. S. 7. Bohlander, 167 F. SUPP.791, 797 iD. Colo. 1858).
1 8 8 161 F. Supp. 112 ( I . D . Pa. 1958).
140 Mr. Grisham w a b charged with killing his wife, one Dolly Dimples
Grisham, following B cocktail party, a t their French residence. Mr. Grisham
v a s aenteneed B life imprisonment; the sentence was subsequently reduced
to 35 years imprisonment. The eonvietion was affirmed by the Court of MUit a r ? Appeals. U. S. Y. Grisham, 4 U S C l A 684. 16 CMR 268 (1854). Mr.
Grisham, like the other civilian employees involved in these e ~ a e i ,traveled
B his duty paat under government orders and received variou~ military
benefits (e.&, CommissBrP, post exchange) while employed abroad.
141 158 F. Supp. IT1 iD.C. 19581 ; see infra.
$ 4 2 6 USCXA 716, 21 CMR 98 i18561. This opinion contains perhaps the
beat leeitation available of the history of ~ ~ u r t - m a r t ijurisdiction
d
over
civilians.
148 Whether tho alternative%are "sell-defeating" haa not yet been empid~slly
proved. Military a u t h o r i t i e think they would be. See appendices B Govern.
ment Briefs i n Kos. TO1 and 718, OetBer 1865 Tern.
7s
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. . . I eonelude, paraphrasing Mr.Jurtiee Black. . , t h a t this i s

B cirwunstance where petitioner W P in the armed aewieei far p u ~ p o i e sof Clause
14 [of Article I, 8 81 even though he had not been formally inducted Into
military and did not r e a r B uniform.
"I further conclude, in the light of the %bow obren-ations, t h a t civilian
employees sttaehed t o the armed f o x e s of the United States abroad may be
subjected to tFid by eoufl-mmtisi, e l e n 3% capitol onsss, and that Article
2 [ll]
in so far 8 8 i t relate8 to the facts of the instant cane is cons t i h t i o n a l . . ."I44

...

Judge Follmer's decision v a s appealed to the Court of Appeals
for the 3d Circuit.'46 For a unanimous panel Judge Goodrich
affirmed the judgment.
The appellate opinion began with reference to the Covert and
Krueger opinions,"t noted Judge Holtzoff's opinion and the 2-1
District of Columbia Circuit deciaion by which i t wad overruled on
nonconstitutional grounds,'47 and then discussed the matter of
severability. Concluding on the basis of the severability c l ~ u s e ~ ~
that sub 0 (11) w.88 severable, Judge Goodrich then looked to the
distinction between an employee and a dependent, believing that
the language of the Supreme Court permitted him to do g0.1'Q He
then concluded, on grounds of reasonableness and practicality, and
taking due note of the military benefits afforded Mr. Grisham,'so
that:
"Griaham was in the position of the person deasribed by Mr. Justice
Black and quoted sbove [see footnote 149, supral. He had not been
formally inducted, he did not wear B uniform, but he was 88 io8ely connected with t h e A m y BJ though he had." 161
The final case to be analyzed, and in a sense the most important

because of Judge Holtzoffs ruling followed by a split reversal on
I* Underscoring mpplied. Judge Follmer obyiously felt that whatever line
of demarcation existed separating capital from noncapital offensoa far dependent. did not m i s t 8 8 to civilian amp!oyee. Query If i t exists as to
one, why would i t not apply BP t o the other?
11261 F. 2d 204 (1958). The Repmter refers to the DistIict Court Judge
as having been John W. Murphy. Thin is erroneous. He waa Frederick V.
Foilmer
lu''0ur difficulty in this ease [Griaham] is to make up our minds haw far
Reid Y. Covert takes US./' Id. a t 205.
147 230 F.2d 027 (1868); see infra.
14S"If B part of this Act is invalid, all valid parts t h a t are severable from
ths invalid p a r t remain in e8eet. If a part of this Act ia invalid in one or
more of its appiieationi, the p a r t remain3 in effect in all valid Bppiioatime
t h a t are severable from the invalid applicstioni." Query: Should not everabiiihi be pre8Ymed in any statute absent leginlatian history contra?
148 Speeiflcriiy. MY.Justice Black's language quoted from the Covert and
Krveger opinion. supra.
160 Judge G w d r i l enumerated I r . Griiham's m i l i t a r y - m e benefits, vis.,
"He muid buy gwda a t the commissary; he could get medical and dental care;
he had the benefit of the special armed services postei facilities. e p e ~ i a l
customs privileges, etc." 261 F. 2d 204, 206 (1958).
16lId. a t 2 0 6 2 0 1 (1938).
~

.
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appeal, ia that of U . S. el: re1 Guagliardo V. McElroy."2 Mr. Guagliardo was an Air Force civilian employee a t Nouasseur Air Depot,
Morocco. He was convicted by a court-martial af
The
conviction was approved upon appeal by a board of review in the
Office of the Judge Advocate General, Department of the Air
Force.lj'
Prior to affirmance by the Board of Review, Mr. Guagliardo had
filed for a writ of habeas carpus and Judge Holtzoff denied the
application.1Es Before discussing the subatantid merits of the case,
the Judge disposed of the Government's objection that Mr. Guagliardo had not exhausted his adminiatrative remedy. He conceded
that the case of Gusih F. SchilderPe standing alone, would completely sustain1S7the contention. However, he painted out that the
Supreme Court in both the Toth16%and Co7;ert and Rrueger decisions failed to require exhaustion of administrative remedies.Is9
On that basis, he stated:
"This eourr cannot reasonably reach any conclusion other than t h a t the
@L& ease has been overruled s u b sdrntzo by the Toth and Reid cases,
insafar as i t applies to the n r e e m t y of exhavetlug ocher available remedies
in a c a w in which the jurisdiction of a c o ~ r e m a r t i a lLJ ehsiienged on
eamtitutionai grounds
.I' 160

...

Proceeding to the merita, he first reviewed some preliminary
constitutional concepm.'a' He then summarized the state of the law
1 6 2 1 6 8 F.Supp. 171 (D.C.D.C. 1858).
118 Specifieaiiy, he was convicted af stealing leatherette g o d s and olive drab
material worth $1,680.00and with can~pirlngto eommit larceny. He was fined
$1,ouO.oU and sentenced to 3 years confinement. The convening authority,
upon zmiew, diiapproved tho guilty finding as tc the larceny but approved
i t otherwise and also approved the sentence. An Ai? Force b a r d of review
redveed the sentence to confinement f o r 2 yean.
154 Thereby terminating the revier within military channels.
15s Op. cit.. in. 162, supra.
158340 US 128 (1860).
117 158 F. Supp. 171,173 (D.C. D C. 1858).
161 U. S ax re1 Toth Y Quarks, 360 US 11 ( 1 8 5 5 ) . The District Court had
freed I r . Tath. Tath Y. Talbart, 114 F. Supp. 468 (D.C. D.C. 1953). The Court
of Appeals far the District of Columbia Circuit reversed. Tsibott V. U. S.
ex rei Toth, 215 F. I d 22 (18541. The Toth ease i a aim of interest wbatant i v d y in t h a t the Supreme Court extended the narrow holding of the District
Court t h a t a civilian could not be removed t o a distant point f o r trial for
an offense allegedly committed while he was in the rerviee--ta hold t h a t on
eonatitutionsi grounds B ewilian veteran eauid not be tried by c o u r t m r t i i l .
One who I% interested in the Toth holding would slm be interested in Wheeler
V. Reynolds, 1 6 1 F. Supp. 851 (N.D. Fla. 1868). mmlving a Reservist no
longer on s c t n e duty when apprehended.
150 Perhaps the word "admmiafrative" is L misnomer in these eireumatanee~.
C o u r t m a r t i d iuriidicrion i s w i i o z a l . Appeai to B board of review and to the
Court ai P i l i t a r y Appeals is a iwizoiai praeesl.
160158F. Supp.171, 173 (D.C. D.C.1858).
see Part 111, infra.
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on the general subject of civiiiana.leP Observing that “The use of
civilian employees is necessary and sometimes indispensable for
the operations of the armed forces” and that “To the extent they
may be deemed part of the armed forces”, Judge Holtwff reviewed
the Covert and Rrueoer decision. He continued with a discussion
of the fact that the need for general language in the Constitution
had long been established. He opined that Article Z(11) wan the
Progeny of pre-Constitution articles of war, all of which the
Framers doubtless had in mind when they wrote the Constitution.1a8 Judge Holtzoff concluded by holding that Article Z(11)
was a “necessary and proper” method for governing the milltaw
farces abroad.
The District Court’s denial of the petition waa, however, suecessfully appealed.’a‘ Judge Fahy, after d i s p i n g of the matter
of exhaustion of remedies, turned to the Covert and K w g e r
opinion. He held that:
“The basis for the decision was t h a t the wife was e n t i t i d to a jury trial
by Article 111, $ 1 of the COniltihltion and to the dfegulrdi of
the Fifth and Sixth Amendments." 166
81 provided
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Proceeding from that interpretation of the decision,"' he opined
"*** that legislation bringing some civilian employees within
court-martial jurisdiction for some offenses would [not] necessarily
be unconstitutional" because of the "necessary and proper''
clause.16' Just what legislation, or what category of civilians, he
did not say.'eS Indicating "the wisdom of refraining from unavoidable constitutional pronouncements","Q Judge Fahy concluded that
inasmuch as it was impossible to determine just how the Supreme
Court would have wanted to 8ever sub 6 (ll),the preferred courBe
was to invalidate the entire subsection."^ Accordingly, the Court
reversed and remanded, graciously leaving Congress free to legislate in more specific terms.ll1
Judge Burger dissented essentially upon four points. Firstly,
he reviewed the Covert and Krueger opinions, noting that they
were limited to dependents and that Mr. Justice Black had alluded
to the concept of being "in" the armed services. He then looked
to court-martial history, concluding that it justified court-martial
jurisdiction over civilian employees. Thirdly, he held that clauses
14 and 18 of Article I, 8 8 were sufficient foundation upon which
Consress could have enacted the code."# Finally, he considered
the nonconstitutionai problem of
He summarized
his position vis-a-vis that of the majority thusly:
I b B I t is suggested t h a t is I a m a n t i t orereimpiifieatian. If the wives were
entitled ta those constitutional privileges, why were they? Piesumably beaure
the language of Art. I 8 8 ci. 14 and 1 8 in the light of court-martid history
was inadequate to o v e & m ~ the weight of Art. 111, 6 2 snd the F i i t h end Sixth
Amendments.
187269 F. 2d 927, 830 (1868). Vame standards 818 enumerated a t 923. Just
what the eonititutional difference between jurisdiction over all civilian employees abroad and jurisdiction over B ~ would
B
be was left in doubt.
168 The key words about which Congress might be specifio were "aerurib",
"di~eipline", and "effectiveness".
118 Query: War i t less B "eonstitutional pronouncement" to invalidate sli of
sub I ( l 1 ) as being unconstitutional than i t would have been to declare it
severable and anstain on constitutional grounds t h a t portion whieh appiiw
only t o civiiim employees?
110 Judge F a h y did not feel the aeverabiiity ciause made ~eversbilitymend*.
tory.
111 269 F.2d 927, 93s (1868).
171He quoted at same le&
from The Federalist NO. 23. thought to have
been m i t t e n by Alexander Hamiitoh This paper IUPPOIB the Contention tbst
the F r a m e r s intended to give Cong~essvirtually unlimited contioi over the
militen. and t h a t thin control extended beyond the "army" to sIi "forees". The
paper is p e m u s i v e dicta because i t wae m i t t e n in explanation of the newly
penned Canatitlition to attempt to induce state legistures to ratify it. For
further pertinent q m t a t i m i e x c e r p t d from it, aes pp. 11-19, the Government
Brief cited in fn. 143, supra.
118 seein. 115. supra.
82
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"I am unable to join this kind of judicial negatidiam which strikes down
sound, historically Bvpported legal action and leaves P v a c w m which cannot be Allid." 174

VII. THE FOREIGN SOVEREIGN
The purpose of this paper has been achieved. The reader may
now join the speculation as to what the Supreme Court will do
with the pending eases.116
However, without speculating upon what alternatives Congress
might provide were the Supreme Court to strike down Article
2(11) en toto,'?' i t is interesting to note that notwithstanding the
treaties the United States has entered with foreign sovereignties,
by general international law, an American civilian abroad would
not be afforded any constitutional rights if tried by a foreign
power for commission of a crime within its jurisdiction.
It now seems quite clear, if indeed it was ever seriously in
doubt, that an American citizen abroad has no rights unless the
foreign sovereign-by treaty or by individual election-chooses
to accord them.'" For "each nation has jurisdiction of the offenses committed within its own territory." 178
Because all the cases now pending involve American citizens
who committed crimes on foreign soil, it has been suggested that
their constitutional rights, if any, be considered in relation to the
alternative of foreign jurisdiction.

..

'I.
While, in dealing with an American citizen in t h e United Stateswho normally has P eonatitutianal right t o trial by an Article I11 courtani military exception to t h a t Article III jurisdiction may hare to be
strictly limited to military neeeaaity, a wholly difserent question is preaented when the person . . is on foreign mil and has no constitutional
right to be tried by American law a t 811. Re is tried by American law on
forelgn soil only beeause the Unlted States
. obtaina the eonaent of another nation *** by agreement 'foreign nation8 have relinquished jurisdie.
+ionto American militwy suthoritiea' (851 US at 479, emphasis added) .1'17(1

.

..

If the military authorities are judicially restrained from acting,
and the only cessions of jurisdictions are to the military, it appears
obvious that, absent the successful negotiation of new diplomatic
agreements, American civilians abroad would be tried by foreign
COUrts."0

1 7 4 269 F . 2d 927,940 (1968).
I ~ E . ~~ . ~
, t27eGW.
~ ,Wash. L. R ~ a45
~ (1958);
.
15 wash. Q heL. R ~ ~
918 (195a).
171 Reef". 114, supra.
171 T h e Schooner Exchange 7 . MeFPddon, 11 US (7 Crsnch) 116 (1812);
Wildenhua' Cam, 120 US 1 (1881); Wilson V. Girard, 364 US 524 (1957).
171 K i n d l a 7. h e g e r , 351 US 470, 479 (1966).
I,( M e m a r a n d m in Reply to Petition for Rehearing, Covert and Krueger
WS,
October la65 T-, NW. ~ 0 1 , T i a .a t 5.
180 which might improw our diplomatic relations anmay.
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RESTRICTIOKS UPON USE OF THE A R W IMPOSED BY
THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT *
BY MAJORH. W. C. FURMAN"
I.

ISTRODUCTION
A. General

As a result of a protracted struggle between a Republician
President and a Democratic Congress o\wr federal interference in
elections in the South, the only legislation attempting to restrict
the power of the President in the use of the national forces was
passed.' Congress limited the employment of the Army as a
means of law enforcement in the Army Appropriation Act for
the fiscal year 1819, providing:
"See. 16. From and after the passage of this act i t shall not be iawlul
to employ a n y part a i the Army of t h e United States, 8 s a posse omitatw,
or otherwise, f o r the purpose of exeeutinq the laws. e x c e p t in such canes
and under eireum~taneei as such employment of said f o m may be ex.
prensly authorized by the Consiitution or by act of Canpress; and no
money appropriated by this act shall he used to pay any of the expenaes
incurred in the employment of any troops in vialatian of this section and
any person wiilfully violating the provi~iansof this aeetim shall be deemed
guilty of a. miadmeanor and on conviction thereof shall be punished b s
fine not exceeding ten rhauPand dollars or impriionment not u e e e d i n g t w o
years orby both such fine and imprisonment." 1

I n 1966, incident to the enactment of title 10, Cnited States
Code, as positive law, the so-called "Posse Comitatus Act" was
repealed and its substance reenacted a8 section 1386 of title 18,
United States Code.
The enactment of the Posse Comitatus Act was the oceaaion
f o r lively debate and much political wrangling but in the intervening years it has seldom been construed by the courts or the
Attorney General. Nevertheless. it has moduced many trouble*Thie article vas adapted from a thesis presented to The Jndqe A d v m t e
General's School, U. S. Army, Charlottesville, Virginia. whde the author was
member of the Seventh Adranoed Clars. The Opinions and ConclYsioni D ~ O Sented herein are thaie of the author and do not n e e e 9 ~ a ~ i I represent
y
the
viewe of The Judge Advocate General's School nor any other governmental
B

..
The Preadsnt: ORoe ond Powere, 1787-2067 127 (1967).
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mme questions to be resolved by The Judge Advocate General
of the Army and the judge ad\wcates of Army posts and units.'
As a means of protecting the nation from that hardy spectre
"the evils of a large standing army"-as
was claimed by some
of its proponents-the
act has been largely unnecessary and
j the President
ineffectual. As a meani of limiting the p o i ~ e r of
to employ armed forces to execute the laws, the two exceptions
contained in the statute have been its own undoing, though (in
the authar'r opinion) it would hsve been unconetitutional otherwise.'. The act has succeeded in preventing the misuse of troops
by commanders who might have performed some law enforcement
functions viewable as an unwarranted invasion OP civilian affairs.
It has sheltered the Army from odious duties foreign to its normal training or operational misrion. Unfortunately, the act has
inhibited commanding officers in their responsibility for maintaining favorable community relations and f a r taking all necessary measures for the welfare and discipline af the command.
While no person appears to hare been prosecuted for a violation
of the Posse Comitatus Act, this should not be taken as evidence
rhat the conduct which it prohibits is well defined or understood.
The variety of interpretations it has received suggest that the act
is so vague and indefinite that, as a criminal statute, it might be
unconstitutional.
The Passe Comitatus Act, in its present form, provides:
"Whoever, except in cased and under eimumstanees expresily authorized by the Constitution OF Ac: of Congress, aiiliuily uses any part Of the
Army or the Air Force as a pome cmnitatua OT otherwise to execute the
laws 6hail be fined not mare than $10,000. or imprisoned not more than
mo years, or both. This seetion does not apply in Aisska."4

Merely reading the statute serves to indicate 8ome of the issues
with which this thesis is concerned. What constitutes a "part of
the Army or the Air Force"? Is it the individuals, the organizations, the reserve components, only the regulars? Why are naval
forces omitted? To whom does "whoever" apply? How broad
is the term "or othenr-ise" and what does it mean to "execute the
laws"? Purportedly, the statute does not apply in Alaska but
what is the impact of Alaskan statehood? Does it apply in
Hawaii or the overseas commands? What are the exceptions
8 This thesis topic was auggsded in iettera to the Commsndant, The Judge
Advocate General'r Sehaoi, U. E. A m y , from the Staff Jvdge Advocate, U. S
Army Engineer Center, Fort Beivoir. Virginia, 10 Jul 1%8; The Skip Judge
Adnacate, Headquartern Third U. S . A m y , Fort MePherson, Georgia, 16 Jd
1868; The Sta.5 Judge Advocate, K. S . Army Signal Center, Fort MonmovWl
llew Jersey. 11 Aug 1%8,
8' Dircuiaed in detail in f n 408 and Seetion V.
418U.S.C.1386 ( 1 9 5 2 E d . , S u p p . V ) .
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"expressly authorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress"?
Finally, can the requirement that the constitutional and statutory
exceptions be express limit the power of the President in fulfilling his duties to "take care that the Laws be faithfully
executed"?
B. Posse Comitatus Defined
The posse comitatus derives its name from the entourage or
retainers nhich accompanied early Rome's proconsuls to their
places of duty and from the comte or eounte courts of England.
It was a summons to every male in the country, over the age of
fifteen, to be ready and appareled, to come to the aid of the
sheriff for the purpose of preserving the public peace or for the
pursuit of felons.'
I n the United States, a sheriff may call on the posse for aid and
those persona called are required to assist or be punished.' Those
states having statutes delineating the use of the P O S S E comitatus
have merely affirmed the common law.8
From section 21 of the Judiciary Act of 1789: the United
States marshal derived implied authority to summan the military
forces of the United States as a posse comitatus. Although sanctioned by long practice and thought to be fairly inferred from
the provisions of the Judiciary Act, no such authority wa3 expressly conferred by statute,'O and now such summons are forbidden by the Poase Comitatus Act."
C. Chief Executives' C S E of Avmy in Enforcing Laws
The President, as Chief Executive, swears that he will faithfully execute his office and that he will preserve, protect and
defend the Constitution.'i In exeeuting his office he is required
5 U.S. cannt. art. 11, rec. a.
6 15 C.J.S.245 (1030); Black, Law Dzotionavy, 4th ed. 1524 (1051); Eneyelopedia Britannica, 1917 ed., Val. XVIII, 302. For details of the ear.]? Ellgliah
origin 01 the ~ 0 8 8 8codtatw, ne8 Lorenee, The Comt%tUtianal%ty
a i thr Porn
Comitrtua Act, 8 Kansaa Ciry L. Rev. 164 (1940),
7 Coylea V. Hurtin, 10 Johns. 85 (X,Y,
1813): Sutton v. Allison, 47 N.C. a38
(Ie.55); W'arth V. Crsven County, 118 N.C. 112.24 S.E.77s (1806);Commonveaith Y . Martin, 7 Pa. Dist. 218 (1808):Pereon V. Northampton County, 18
Pa. Dist. E91 (1910);McCarthy V. Anaconda CODPBT
Mining Co., TO Mont. 809,
225 Pat. 391 (1024);57 C.J. 775 (1032).
8 Comanweaith V. Martin, aupmnote I .
~Aet.ofSsp24,173O,ree.27,1Stat.73,28U.S.C.647(h).
10 President Pierce's Attorney General, Caleb Cushing, emresled an opinion
that B Federal marshal's authority to summon the pos98 comilotw ineluded
authority to summon omcera, eoldierr, Bailors and marines. 6 OD. Atty. Gen.
466 (1854) ; 15 OP. At@. Gen.152 (1378).
1117Op.Atty.Gen.71 (18S1);17Op.Atty.Gen.242 (1881).
11 u. s. canat. art. 11,see. 1, El. 8.
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to "take care that the l a w be faithfully executed." A Since the
Debs decision," it is clear that it is the Chief Executive who must
enforce the provisions of Article IV, section 4, of the Constitution,
guaranteeing to the several states protection against "domestic
violence." 'I
The Chief Executive's power to employ the Army in enforcing
laws has evolved through a combination of statutory provisions,
administrative and judicial determinations and rigorous action
on the part of the office holder.
President Washington overcame an anti-Army Congress sufficiently to get legislation, in 1792, permitting him to call forth
the militia "whenever the laws of the United States shall be
opposed or the execution thereof obstructed, in any state by combinations too powerful to be suppressed by the ordinary course of
judicial proceedings or by the power vested in the marshals." IT
The President had to be "notified" by an associate justice or district judge of the United States and he had to issue B proclamation
to disperse, before udng the troops."
The Third Congress, by the Act of February 28, 1195,'* revised
the earlier measures by eliminating the judicial notification and
made the President "the sole and exclusive judge" of the facts.
The provisions of the Act of 1795 were extended to the national
forces by a bill which provided:
"That in si1 cares of insurreetian or abstmetion to t h e lawn, either of
the United Stater or of any individual State or Territory, whew it i s
I s a f u l for the Preaident of the United States to call forth the militia for
the purpose of a ~ p p r e r d n gsuch insurrection or of causing the laws to be
duly executed, it %hailbe lawful for him to employ, foT the same purp08es.
Such p a r t of the land or naval farce of the United States a6 $hail be judged
necessary, haying first observed ail the prerequisites of the iajs in t h a t
reapeet." 20

When called upon to issue a proclamation to insurgents who
refused to obey certain Embargo Acts, President Jefferson ex-

u. s. const. a r t . 11, BeC. 3.
14InreDebs,158U.S. 564 (1891).
16 The so-called "guarantee elaure."
16 Milton, The Use ofPlesidentk1 Power 40 (1944).
17 Act of Nay 2,1192,lStat. 264.
18 Although thia act r e f e r r d to militia only. C o w i n swii that this is without
interpietatiw significance because of the &mail Regular Army af t h a t day.
Carivin, mpro note 1, a t 131. Washington acted under the authority of thia
statute to personally put down the Whiskey Rebellion. See Findlay, Htstory
a t the Insuvectwn in the Faur Wastam Cowtties of Psnnsylvonio (1786)i
Braskenridge, Hutom of the Westen in~urrection(1868) i Officeof The Judge
A d v a a t e General, Fedwol Aid in D m e s t z o D%stwbonoes, S. Doc. Voi. 18, 67th
Cang., 2d Sees. 26-34 (1822) (hereinafter cited 8
.
s F a d e d Aid).
18 Act of Feb e8.1785,l Stat. 424.
10 Aot of Mar 8,1801, 2 Stat. 443.
IS
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tended the Act of March 8, 1807, by ordering "all officers having
authority, civil or military, and all other peraons, civil or militry, who shall be found in the ricinty" to aid and assist "by all
means in their power" in putting down the insurrection.21 Such
all encompassing language implies that the Chief Executive could
and was calling an the entire populace to serve a8 a posse
emitatus. This line of reasoning was affirmed by President
Fillmore in 1861,1* Attorney General Cushing in 1854,'% and
President Pierce, xhen he permitted soldiers to aid the marshal
during the Kansas disorders.*(
During Andrew Jacksan's term as President, in 1832, South
Carolina threatened to secede. Realizing that the Governor would
not request Federal aid in this instance, Jackson prepared to seek
iegislation that would permit him to ude force against the insurgent state. Until such legislation was forthcoming, he began to
act on the posse comitatus theory, alerting military forces and
sending warships to Charleston. "Old Hickory's" prompt, strong
action temporarily preserved the Union.2a
Twenty-eight years later, when faced with a similar situation
and armed with the Same legislation
plus Jackson's precedent,
James Buchanan failed to exercise his powers. A weak President,
attempting to play both sides against the middle in the impending
rebellion, he took no effective step to nip it,za
Although he acknowledged that the law permitted him to utilize
militia or the Army xvhenerer the laws "shall be opposed, or the
execution thereof obstructed," he noted that the Federal judge,
the United States District Attorney and the United States marshal in South Carolina had resigned. He reasoned, therefore,
that there had not in fact been any opposition to the laws nor
any obstruction to the execution thereof because there was no one
present to execute the laws and therefore there could be no
opposition to them.:'
$1 Federal A d , m w a , nate 18, a t 41.
22 Richardson, .liessogea and P a p m of the Presidents, 104-S (18961 (hereinafter cited 81 Richardson).
23 6 Op. A t e . Gen. 466 (1864).
2 4 6 Richardson, aupra, note 22, at 353, One w i i ~ e rsay8 it ia erraneoua to
elarr mldierh with cii.ilians 8 s posii members because the roldier has d u e
only when armed and under his upe en or'^ orders. Bmkhimer, Military Government and .Martial Lou (3rd. Ed.1 412 118141. Present Arm"
do
. Reeulations
not permit relinquiahment of control to &.illan6 when the Army 1) required to
intervene in domedie disturhancei. A m y Reguiationn 500-SO. 22 Mar 1856.
e5 Miltan, B I ( P note
~
16. a t 80-94.
16'Aot of Feb 28,1796, 1 Stat. 424: Act of Alar 8, 1807, 2 Stat. 443.
26 I d . a t 102-106.
37 Cong. Globe, 88th Cong , Zd Seis., app. 3 (1860).
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Lincoln took office from Buchanan with no greater authority
but, as Chief of State, he did not hesitate to embrace the Jacksonian concept of his independent power and duty, under his oath,
directly to represent and protect the people, irrespective of States,
Congress or Courts.lB He appealed f a r 75,000 volunteers to help
put down the Southern insurrection. Congress ratified this possecalling concept with the Act of July 29, 1861.'8 The Buchanan
interpretation was no longer possible, f a r without the necessity of
proclamations, the President was empowered to employ national
military forces whenever he determined that unlawful obstructions, combinations and 60 forth made it impracticable "to
enforce, by the ordinary course of judicial proceedings, the laws
of the United States." In
Although i t had always been assumed that "United States" in
the "guarantee clause" of the Constitution was referring to Congress,i' President Hayes laid the Cornerstone for the concept that
the Chief Executive was included in the term by furnishing w m s
and transferring troops to danger areas without prior congressional approvaLi* Grover Cleveland, in 1894, overriding the
objections of Governor Altgeid of Illinois, dispatched troops to
Chicago to prevent rioting Pullman strikers from destroying
Federal property and to "remove obstructions to the United
States mails."
The Supreme Court approved of Cleveland's
use of national troops without Congressional authority when they
held in the Debs case:

". , , the entire strength of the nation may be used to enforce in any part
the land the full and free exeieiie of all national powers and the security
of all rights entrusted by the Cor.rriturian to I t s care./' 8 4
Of

Woodrow Wilson completely ignored the formalities required
by Article IV, section 4 of the Constitution by making troops
zp !!lilton, =ma,note 18,a t 107.
20 12 Stat. 282; since reenseted at 10 U.S C 332 (1952 Ed., Svpp V I .
80 Attorney General Cuihing had already effectively evaded the proclamation
requirement by holding that United States manhsls could inelude militiamen
and regular soldiers in their possre 6 Op. Atty. Gem. 466 ( 1 8 5 4 ) .
81 A theory ratified by Chief Juatice Taney in Luther v. Borden, 48 US (7
Hoiv.) 681 (1849).
82 "The influence of their presence" contributed "to preserve the peaoe and
restore order:' Federal Aid, wma note 18, st 176, Carinn, aupnz note 1, at
1? A
.-.
35 F s d w a l Aid, 8upm note 18, at 196-203; Wiener, A Practical .Mclnud of
lMortia1 Low 54 (1940)i MlcDoiveli, Milltam Aid t o the Civil Power 193 (1925)
(caveat: YcDoweii's book 8 8 s rejected B Q a text for 'West Point because "some
of I t s Part8 re unaound and nilleading in important partlculsrs." JAG
351.051, 15 .4ug 1929).
84 In re Debs, wpra note 14.
ajI.e., application of the Lepmlsture, or o f the Executive (when the Leginlature cannot be convened).
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available for settling domestic disturbances directly on the requests by state authorities to local commanders.8B
The opening phrase of the Poase Comitatus Act permits an exception ta its impoaition "in case8 and under circumstances
e z p ~ e s s l yauthorized by the Constitution or Act of Congress".
(Emphasis supplied.) The exwnts recited in the foregoing paragraphs establish that the President has, by implication, the power
to guarantee every State protection from domestic violence. He
has an implied duty to enforce not only those laws resulting from
acts of Congress but thoae that are included in the so-called "law
of the land." Treaties are in this cntegory,%' as are obligations
inferred from the Constitution and thoae derived from the general
code of duties of the President.Pb There are many other situations in which action is neither expressly authorized by the Constitution nor by any statute of Congress. I t would be absurd t o
require express authority in caae of sudden invasion, atomic
attack, earthquake, fire, flood, or other public calamity before
Federal forces could be employed." I t is clear that the word
expressly cannot be construed as placing a restriction on the
Constitutional power of the President, because even though
not expressly named, such power cannot be taken away by legisIstion.'O It is the author's opinion that the Posse Comitatus Act
could not, and does not, limit the constitutional authority of the
86 Troop8 were furnished an more than 30 ~ ~ e a e i o nbetween
i,
1017 and 1822,
when sereral of the States were atnpped of their llstionai Guard unite as a
result of World War I. Corwin, w w a note 1, at 136-6.
87 u. s. const. art. VI, see. 1,el. 2.
88 In re "eagle. 1%U. S. 1 (1890);Lagan V. United States, 144 U. S. 269

(1881).
SB The Deparhnent of the A m y reeognires the absurdity of B prohibition
against use a i troops to eieoute the laws in such an emergency $itustion. A m y
Regulations 500-60, mpm note 21.
(0 An oninion shared by Pmsident Taft who said:
"The President is made Commander-in-Chief of the Army and Navy
by the Constitution evidently for the puwose of enabling him b
defend the country against inv8iion, t o suppress insurrection and b
take care t h a t the laws be faithfully exeeuted. If Congreas were to
attempt to prevent his use of the A m y f a r any of these purponsa.
the action would be void . . . he is t o maintain peace of the United
Statea. I think he would have this power under the Constitution even
if Congresn had not given him expiers authority t o this end. . .I'
Taft, Our Chiei .Magistrate and His Bowers 128-0 11816).

.
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Chief Executive, whether that authority is expressed or is
implied.'o*
Because the Posse Comitatus Act would be unconstitutional if
applied to the Commander in Chief, it does not fallow that this
would be so with his subordinates. There is little doubt that
the statute reatricts everyone eise."; It is important t h a t the
legal advisor8 to troop commanders be thoroughly familiar with
the history, terms and interpretations accorded the Act by The
Judge Advocate General of the Army, the Attorney General and
the Federal Courts.
11. EVESTS LEADISG TO ENACTYENT O F THE POSSE

CORIITATUS ACT
A.

Cse of the Armp, i r e 8 - i w o

The United States Army was reluctantly sanctioned by a populace overly familiar with despotism and thoroughly afraid of
"standing armies." ( ? Congress preferred to rely on an undepend-
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able militia system,'# not recognizing the Army until 1789, when
they authorized it a force of 700 men and two companies of
artillery. Indeed, until recent years, the Army remained small
and weak." Surprisingly, it was required to take part in some
seventy wars and campaigns between 1775 and September 1878,'"
and it was involved in an additional seventy domestic disturbances:5 including labor disputes, racial disorders, lynchings,
natural disasters and reconstruction elections."
B. Incidents That Led to Proposal of the Act
Probably no two incidents directly influenced the passage of
the Posse Comitatus Act as much as did the "Kansas disorders"
and the supervision of post civil war elections in the South.
Kansas was split on the question of slavery and its first election
as a new territory resulted in the seating of a pro-slavery iegislature with an appointed anti-slavery governor. By August,
1855, the anti-slavers were demanding statehood and pro-slavers
had taken up small arms and artillery. Federal troops were
instrumental in restoring order, acting as a posse oomitatua in
aid of the civil authorities, until Kansas was admitted to the
UlliOIl."
When the War Between the States had been concluded and the
southern states sought reentry into the Union, they were sub-
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jected to an humiliating period of reconstruction. During this
period they were divided into military districts under the command of general officers of the Army whose duties including
registering the voters, aupervising the election af delegates to
constitutional conventions, supervising the conventions and superrising the ratification of the Fourteenth Amendment to the
Constitution.'a
Afier the ex-Confederate states had submitted to ratification
of the Fourteenth as the price f a r readmission, Congress continued to interfere with their internal affairs. Into the raceconscious districts came "carpet-baggers" in the highest governmental positions and "scalawags" and negroes in the 10wer.'~
Not until !he General Amnesty Act of 1812 were the ablest
southern citizens permitted to take part in politics,bYand, with no
relief expected from Congress and the Supreme Court, the
ariaiocracy was forced to form secret societies, and to terrorize
and coerce their oppressors, to free thern~elves.~'Drastic legislation, enforced with Army troops, repressed the whites and secured
civil rights for the freedmen.'* The passage of the General
Amnesty Act permitted a Democratic recovery in the South.
Republicans lost nationally despite reconstruction laws, amendments ta the Constitution, federal election laws and party patronage. By 1874 Democrats had control a i the House."
Despite a "deal" made between the managers of Republican
Presidential candidate Hayes and southern Democrats," the election of 1876 was an exciting race with Hayes' victory depending,
finally, on the single vote of a pro4epubliee.n Justice of the
Supreme Court.'& The outcome was so unsure that 4,863 supervisors and 11,610 deputy-marshals were appointed to oversee the
race and troops were ordered into Florida, South Carolina and
Louiaiana, to guard the canvassers and prevent fraud.''
This
Fsdarol Aid mp7a note 18 at 90.
4 9 Schieainger,' Political and'sooiol Hiatmy of the Unitad SatdB 244, 248
(1926).
601d. at 262; General Amnesty Act of 1872, A d of M a l 22, 1872, a. 193, 17
Stat. 142.
51 Id. at 248.
I 2 Sparks, Nalicnd Develapmmt, 1817.2885, 23 The American Nation 120
(1907).
68 I d . at 119.
I 4 Milton, mpra note 16, at 161.
I b For B detailed account nf the electoral Vote dispute settlement, SPB SehieSinger, mpra note 49, at 301.
61 7.000 of the deputies were itatiened at polis in the South. Sparks. aupm
note 62, at 124.
I?
President Grant ordered the soldiers to t h e polla. 7 Richardson. mP?s note
22, at 422-24.
a4
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outrageous meddling in elections was the moving cause of the
Posse Comitatus Act's proposal and passage.

C. Legislative History of the Aot
Democrats were so exasperated with the machinations of the
Republicans and with Grant's use of troops in the Hayes election
that the House of Representatives sought a detailed report from
the President of Army activities in the three southern states
where the "crime of 76" took place. Grant denied that soldiers
were made available as a posse except where it was necessary to
preserve peace and prevent intimidation of voters.ls
The President contended that soldiers were utilized only sparingly, but the Democrats ignored him and debated ways and
means of preventing further abuses,5n Their attempts to reduce
the strength of the standing army by adding restrictive "riders"
to the annual appropriation biil were not acceptable to the Republican Senate.'o The resulting stalemate left the Army temporarily without any appropriation."
When the annual "Army Bill"n* came up for consideration by
the 46th Congress, Honorable William Kimmel (Maryland)
sought to amend it, providing:
'"That from and after the pasiiage of this Bet it shall not be lawful to
01.naval f o r m of the United States ta execute the
e.8 B posse mnitatw or otherwise, except in such case as may
be e x p r d y authorized by act of Congreis."'8
use any part of the land

laws either

An smendment offered by Honorable J. Proctor Knott (Kentucky) was the first to have a punitive clause and it referred t o
58 Grant, Use af tha A m y in Csitain of tha Southern Stotes, H.R.
Exec. Doe.
Xo. 80,44th Cong.,l a t Sena. (1811).
I B.
I C-n
2111.8
..n.c Rem
...- 2111-20
......, .
... . (1817).
W I d . a t 2151-2 2159.82
2171 2213 2216 2217 2241 2247-50. Justice
David Dudley F i d e , in I&s
to the Ediiar, w & &a1
of'the 44th Gang. for
i& handling of the "Army Bill." It is of interest to note that he declared the
President to be on17 an executing s m of Cong~ess.16 Albany Law Journal
181 (1877). Ibid, 108.
II 5 Cong. Ree. 2 2 5 1 6 9 (1877). Hayes had to call B Ppeelal Congressional
8esdon to get salaries f a r soldiers who had gone unpaid since the prwious
June, On Nov 21, the Democrats, having Rered their muaeles, bowed t o necessity and pasaed an appropriation bill with no reduction in force or posse
canitatus rider. Sparks.auwa note 51, at 12L-6.
0s A.R.4887.45th Cong. (1878).
~
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the "Army of the United States" instead of "land or naYal
forces":
"From and after the P P B B B ~of~ this act i t ahali not be lawful to employ
a n y p a n 01 the Army af the United States s i B posse Cmilntw or otherwise under the pretext or for the p ~ r p o of
~ e exemting the Isws, except in
such wee%and under rveh circumstaneea as auch empioyment of said force
may bo w r e a s l y authorized by a d of Conpress; and no money appropriated by this shall he used to pay any of the expenses incurred in the
emplo-ent
of any troops in violation of this section; and m y person
violating the provisions of this section shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanor, and on eonvietion thereof ahall be punished by fine not exceeding $10,000. or imprisonment not exceeding two years, or by both iuch Rne
and imprisoment."

Changes were made by the Senate but, after a joint committee
conference, a version suitable to both parties was evolved a s and
pasaed. The Posse Comitatus Act was approved by the President
on 18 June 1878.aa
The Posse Comitatua Act has been amended twice. The first
e%pressly provided that the act shall not be Construed to apply to
Alaska." The second occurred when the Army Air Corpa was
granted autonomy and became the United States Air Force."
The laws pertaining to the Army and suitable to the new service
were made applicable to the Air Force en mmse at the time of
the transfer of appropriate functions, powers, duties, personnel,
property and record^.'^ The Air Force was included within the
prohibitions of the Passe Comitatus Act when the statute waa
reenacted in 1956.'v

D. Using the Army in Law Enforcement Since

1878

Before the Passe Comitatua Act wad finally passed, the Senate
inaerted the "exception" phrase, thus opening a way to keep the
64 I Cong. Rec. 3845 (1878). There is no clue in the record as to why there
was 1. provision for such am e n o r m ~ u sfine. (The Vice-President's d a r y t h a t
year was only $8.0OO.l.
06 Id. a t 4239, 4248, 4295-4307, 4358,464746, 468566, 4719.
(IId. a t 4876.
6, Act d Jun 6. 1900. e. 786, nee. 29, 31 S a t . 330. An attempt wan made,
prior ta i t s original p a ~ a a g e .to except the application of the act "on the
Mexican border or in the execution of the neutrality laws elsewhere on the
nations1 bovndnry line." Hon. Gustave Sehleleher (Tex) had rustler trouble
in his district and he also worried over the ability to maintain neutrality iawli
on the Canadian border (England and Russia ware a t war w t h each other).
7 Csng. Rec. 3848 11878). The Alaskan exception is ineluded in the Cade of
Criminal Procedure f m Alaska. 800. 6 6 2 2 - 4 6 Alaska Compiled Laws Annotated 1949 (formerly Charitsn Code 363 or Carter Code. set. 363).
18 The National Security Aet of 1941, IK. 207-208. 61 Stat. 502.
I P S , Rep. Ne. 2484, 64th C o w 2d Seas. 1151-1116, F N 5 11956); Id I-.

9_ _0_Kli_. ,1 .

WAct. of Aug 10, 1956, aec. 18, 7OA Stat. 826, 18 U.S.C. 1385 (1952 ed.,
S"PP.V).
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Chief Executive from becoming embarrassed by the Act's prohibitions." This phrase has rimer been needed by a strong Executive,
in the opinion of the author, an opinion evidently concurred in
by one of the Senators, who said that the bill "contains nothing
but truisms." 7* Certainly, vigorous Presidents and others (presumably acting under the "exception" phrase also) have employed
the Army on numerous occasions to execute the laws.'3 President
Hayes considered the Posse Comitatus Act to be little more than
a restraint on the power of the United States marshals and not
applicable to the Chief Executive, because less than four months
after he had signed the bill he sent the Army to enforce judicial
process in New Mexico." Subsequently, troops have been used
in dozens of labor disorders; to keep order after the San Francisco earthquake; to guard Federal property, and to proteet
dignitaries. Because the passage af the Posse Comitatus Act
did not halt all operations of the Army in law enforcement, but
merely erected a maze to be threaded by each Commander at each
request for troops, it behooves his legal counsel to become familiar
with its ins and outs
111. INTERPRETATION O F THE POSSE COJIITATUS ACT

A.

General

Analysis of the Posse Comitatus Act involves the same five
elements employed by newspapermen and military message
writers. Who is precluded from using the Army (or Air Farce)
to execute the laws? What part of the Army (or Air Force)
may not be so used? When does the Act apply-in a11 cases, or
are there emergency exceptions? Where doea the Act apply (Le.,
is i t extraterritorial)? Do the reasons why such restrictions
were imposed indicate how the Act should be construed?
B. To Whom Does The Act A p p l g ?
When Congressman Knott argued in support of the Posse
Cornitatus Act, he made it clear that he intended that the word
"whoever" include everyone who successfully ordered the Army
to execute the laws. He said that the Act's restrictions reach
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"from the Commander-in-Chief down to the lowest officer in
the Army who may presume to take upon himself to decide when
he shall use the military force in violation of the law of the
land." is I n the author's opinion, this is not accurate, for the Act
cannot restrict the President's Constitutional powers and, as to
others, it need not be confined to members of the military. Certainly, if a marshal or ather civilian willfully took command of
troops in the execution of the laws, he could be punished. A very
real problem occurs when an apparently responsible civilian requests military aid and the senior military commander orders the
troops to execute laws. Who has "used" the military force?
Probably both parties. The civilian has initiated the action and
the soldier has carried it out. While the defense of "superior
orders" Y would prevent prosecutions af all the subordinate commanders, the senior officer would have to rely on "military
necessity" i7 as a defense.
C. What Do "Aimy" And "Air Force" Mean?
The Passe Comitatus Act imposes no restrictions on the Navy,
the Marine Corps or the Coast Guard. Basically, this is because
the Act was propared 8s B result of misuse of the Army and a s an
amendment t o an A m y Appropriation Act:'
The Air Force has
subsequently been included.~'
7s I Cang. Ret. 3347 (18i8).
78 "The defense of 'superior orders' is ordinarily available to a11 military
personnel who act under the order of a military ~ u p e n a r . Under emergent
eircumstancea, the military commander ewperates with the eisil authoritlea,
but I P subject to no authority but t h a t of his military m p e ~ i o r s . The defense
of superior orderr is sbrolute, u n l e ~ ian order is so obviously illegal t h a t any
person of ordinary understanding would instantly perceive It t o be SO. If the
eommands m e illegal, but not obviously IO t o the ordinary understanding. the
inferior will not be held liable if he obeys." Par. 506.14 b, Air Force Manual
110-3, 1 Jul 1955. Also see eh. 3, par. 24, FJI 19-15, Civil Disturbance8 and
DisnJterJ, 8 s e p 1958.
?'"The emergency sivee the right, and if hindsight rather than foresight
shown t h a t better methods available ta the officer would have sufficed, nonethelesa the officer will still be held innocent of legal reeponribiiity." Id. a t par.
ii"R
d.
a
...I..
> % T h eJudge Advocate General of the S a w has expressed the opinion t h a t
the Posse Comitatus Act daen not restrict llarines from m s a l a t i n g thomrelver
with e i ~ i l i a npolice reserves, ''as the act is relative to the A m y " and "does
not apply to S a v a i personnel." JAGN 1964,213, 6 Apr 1954, 4 Dig. Opi., LOD,
see. 15.1. The lame resuit might have been reached (and to soldiers or airmen, too) on the p o u n d t h a t the Act doesn't apply to offduty employment.
See FB 248, m i r o
19Note 63, mpra A unique theory has h e m advanced t h a t "actually the
force and e R w t of the act ceased with the exhaustion of the supplies t h a t i t
appropriated." If this theory erer had any validity, i t has lost i t "01s t h a t the
reenactment of the Parse Comitatus Act rea&ms the Congreaaional intention
t h a t it is still effective. See Corrvin, iupra note 1, a t 138.
en xota 70,8Up70.
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RESTRICTIONS UPON THE USE OF THE ARMY
The following table sets forth the components '' of the affected
services and notes whether the Act is applicable:
A*.?

1. RemIar A m y

Abm.0.

'

Active
Retired
2. Army Renerve

Active Duty
Not an Active Duty
3. Militia

***

National Guard
Unorganized Mllitis
State Gunda
4. Army National Guard
In Federal Semiee
In s t a t e service
5. Army National Guard
Of

u. s.

Active Duty
Not on Active Duty
US.without
component
Active Duty
Not on Active D U B
1. Others **e*
Cadeta, U.S.M.A.
Cadets. R.O.T.C.
AuxiIi& Military
Police
8. Civilian Employees
6. Army of

Regular Air Force
ACtiYe
Retired
4 i r Force Reserw
Active Duty
Not on Active Duty
Militia
Air National Guard

Yes
NO**
YOS

NO
NO
NO
NO

Air National Guard
In Federal Semire
In state Service
Air National Guard
of u. s.
Active Duty
Not on Active Duty
Air Force of U.S.
vrithout Component
Active Duty
Not on Actire Duty
Jtbers
Cadets. U.S.A.F.
Cadets. Air R.O.T.C.
Cidiiipn Employees

Yes

NO
Yen
NO

Yea

NO
Yes

NO

1

YO
No

The Army consists of the Regular Army, the Army National
Guard of the United States, the Army National Guard while in
the service of the United States, and the Army Reserve; and all
persons appointed or enlisted in, or conscripted into, the Army
without component.d*
The Regular Army consists of persons whose continuous
service on active duty in both peace and war is contemplated by
81 For a chart depicting t h e eampoaitian of the Army, m e Appendix C. (This
i p p e n d h was contained in the original thesis but has not been reproduced in
thili article.)
I* 10 U.S.C.a082 (1912 Ed., Supp. V). An almost identieally worded .-tion
avbrtitutes "Air Foree" for " A m y " in 10 U.S.C.8082 (1912 Ed., Supp. V).
*co 11108
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law, and of retired members of the Regular Army. I t includes
the professors and cadets of the United States Military Academy,"
the Women's Army Corps of the Regular Army,l' and those
Phillipine Scouts still remaining in service.86 In the original
words of the Posse Comitatus Act it was not lawful to "employ
any part of the Arms of the United States, as a posse," a phrase
that would appear to refer to all members of the Regular Army,
active or retired. Considering the statute as a whale, it ia seen
that the appropriation forfeiture clause referred to the "employment of any troops" in violation of the Act,+ Strictly construing
this criminal statute, it is clear that the prohibitions were meant
to apply only to those individuals who use troop8 on active duty
for the purpose of executing the laws.is Buttressing this interpretation are the debates of the House of Representatives a t the
time the bill 5 q - m presented.lo Retired Regular Army perBonnel
not an active duty appear to be exempt.
Regular Army officers may be detailed as Chiefs of Staff of
Sational Guard Divisions and are authorized to accept commissions in the Guard without prejudicing their commissions
a8 Regulams' If the Sational Guard unit is ordered out on strike
duty, for instance, it may not be accompanied by the Regular
Army instructors assigned to it,'* but a Repular, commissioned
in the Guard;( i s conaidered to be a Guardsman, his Regular
status being held in abeyance for the time being, EO that he is not
within the statutory re~triction.~'
*I

Ibid.

B(10 U.S.C. 3071 (1962 Ed,, Supp. V ) . Aa to Air Farce see 10 U.S.C. 8071
(1962 Ed., Supp. V ) .
B E JAGA 1966!4731, 31 M a y 1965.
86 Note 63, ~ u p m
$1 I b d
1 8 Sueh B e ~ n e l u ~ i ow
n . ~reached by the Judge Advocate General a i the
Army in opinions to L e effect t h a t there in no obiectm to retired R e a l m
Army e n h i e d men taking municipal law enforcement jobs. JAGA 1947l7744,
6 O e t 1941; id. 1947'8393, 21 Nav 1947. This was a m e i s s i of an emiier
pinion which had adimed a retired Regular Army m s j m that he should inrite
the attention of a sheriff to the Posse Comitatus Ast in order TO avoid being
deputized to climb mountains 8 s a member of a p o m e aiding in the imatim
of iiileit whiakey Jtiiln. JAG 210.861,11 Ocr 1826, Dig. Op. JAG 1912-40, B_.
480. (The maim had been retirsd for a heart ailment.)
8 ) See Appendix D.
80 32 U.S.C. 104 (1962Ed., Supp V ) .
91 32 U.S.C.316 (1962 Ed., Svpp V ) .
01 Dig. Op. JAG 1912-30, see. 21.
Q8 32 U.S.C. 315 (IS52 Ed., Supp V).
D( ~ i gop.
. JAG m - a o , lea. 21.
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RESTRICTIONS UPON THE USE OF THE ARMY
Members of the Army Reserve; those persons in the Army
of the United States without component;se the Army National
Guard of the United States; and the Army National Guard
are ail subject to the same tests applied to retired Regular Army
personnel. In other words, they are not to be considered as
"troops" unless they are an active duty in the service of the
United States. Consequently, they are not a part of the A m y
far purposes of the Pasae Comitatus Act.38
When the Army National Guard is in the service of the U n i t z
States it is a component of the Army.'oo At other times, it is a
part of the militia,1o1subject to the commands of the Governor
and the normal iaw enforcement agency for quelling domestic
disturbances. When serving as a state force, it is not a part of
the Army and is not within the purview of the Posse Comitatus
Act.'nz
From time to time, States have been permitted to keep t r o z ,
for internal security, when their National Guards were in active
eE The Army Reserve includes all Reiemea of the A m y who are not members
of the Army National Guard of the United States. 10 U.S.C. 3076 (1952 Ed.,
Sum. V I . As to Air Foree. see 10 U.S.C. 8076 (1952 Ed.. S u m VI.
80 War time eniistees and draftees m e in this cstegary. 10 U.S.C. 3062 (1952
Ed., Supp. V ) . As to Air Force, see 10 U.S.C. 6076 (1952 Ed.. Supp. V ) .
I7 The r e x m e component of the A m y emsiiting of Federaiiy recognized
units and organization8 of the A m y National Guard and members of the
A m y National Gvard who are alm Renervea of the Army. 10 U.S.C. 3077
(1952 Ed., SUPP,VI. As ta Air Force. bee 10 U.S.C. 8077 (1952 Ed., SWP. V).
08 The A m y National Guard id a component of the Army While in the a e n i e e
of the United States. 10 U.S.C.3078 (1962 Ed., Supp. V ) . As to Air Force,
see 10 U.S.C. 8078 (1952 Ed., Supp. VI.
BQ The same conclusion applies to the Air Foree components. Caveat: "Active
duty" includes "active duty f a r training." 10 U.S.C. 101 ( 2 2 ) : S. Rept. 2484,
mpla note 69 a i 3 4 ; ci. 37 Comp. Gen. 264 (1957): as amplified by 38 Comp.
Gen. 251 (1958).Accordingly, the Posse Comitatus Act Would appiy to units and
individuals of the USAR during Such periods 8.3 t h e two-week annml
ACDUTRA in ahieh they eustomsrily engage. On the other hand, units of the
National Guard u ~ v a l l yt r a i n in their rtatvs 8 s State fareen (rather than BL~
NGUS or Federalized N G ) . See eh. 5, Txtie 32, U.S.C.At such time$, they m e
considered ta be performing s e n i c e in B Federal Statui only f a r the purpose
of certain laws proiiding benefits for members.and them dependents and beneficiaries. 10 U.S.C.3686.
100 Note 98, ~ u p i a .
101 lo U.S.C. 311 (1952 Ed., SUPP. V ) . The militia consists of the National
Guard, the i i s v a i Militia and t h e unorganized militia, canlisting of the members
of the militia who are not in the Kational Guard or Naval M h t i a . (There are
the able-bodied males of s t least 1 7 yesra of age, under 46 years of age and
who are, or who have made B declaretion of intention to became, citizens of
the United States.
1mExempt from militia duty are Members of the a m 4 foroes. except
membera who are not on active duty. 10 U.S.C. 312 (1952 Ed., Supp. V ) .
*GO PllDB
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Federal service. These State forces cannot as such be called into
Federal service and are not a part of the Army.loa
Cadets of the United States Military Academy or af the United
States Air Porce Academy are members of their respective Remlar services and are affected by the Posse Comitatus Act.'O*
Reserve Officers Training Corps cadets, on the other hand, are
not yet a part of the Army or Air Force and the Act does not
apply to
During World War 11, industrial plants were protected by
privately employed Auxiliary Military Police. In many cases
they were armed and uniformed with Army equipment. Early
opinions regarded these men as persons serving with the Army
in the field,'Oi but the Attorney General has subsequentiy denied
them this status.'.i
Until recently, it haa not been clear as to whether the civilian
employees of the Army are subject to the Posse Comitatus Act.
I n both war and peace, the Army has had "civilian guards," same
of whom have been legally authorized to carry guns.'o1 When
the legality of having these guards direct traffic on an off-post
public roadway arose, the question u-as apparently settled. The
Judge Advocate General of the Army noted that the original
version of the Act had referred to the "Army of the United States"
and then turned to the Revised Statutes for the precise technical
definition given that term. The definition referred only to various
108 A typical a u t h o r i t j f a r B state guard was 32 U.S.C. 194 which authariied
any Stale to maintain military farces orher than "nits of the Xationsi Guard,
until S e p 27, 1952. while t h a t State's K a t m a l Guard was in Federal service.
I t is now executed, of ~ O U I P ~ .
104 Note 83, mpra.
106 JAGA 1956l8655, 26 Nov 1956. Cadets from Culver Aeademy ( i t is immaterial whether they were in the R.O.T.C. or m ~ r e l yin D private military
organization1 were used as gnardi by the Governor of Indians when Terre
Haute and other citiea were flooded. Kew York Times, Mar 266, 1913, p. 1.
Nor are members of the Civd Air Patrol B part of the United States Air Force.
A letter of instructions w h j e c t : "Civil Air Patrol Psrtioipation in Law Enforcement" dated 15 July 1854, citing CAP Reg. 900-3, snd stating t h a t formal
rmtieipstian i n law enforcement by CAP or ita members is B direct violation
of the Posse Comitatus Act is erroneous. Op. JAGAF 102-40.1, 5 Aug 1964.
106 SPJGA 1942/6113,24 Dee 1942 eiring Circular 52, Headquarters Services
of Supply, 28 Aug 1942; SPJGA 1943,6439,25 May 1943.
107 Had these men been in the Army but accepting industry'e pay, the receipt
of the salary would have been illegal. See JAGA 195717037. 30 Aug 1867. A
bill wag introduced in the 76th C o w to m e n d the Nat. Dei. Act to provide
for B National Induntrial Defenie Carps, a limited service component with t h e
misaion of s l a r d i n q industrial plants. JAG 381, 20 dun 1940.
losJAGA 195612356, 13 P a r 1956; CSJAGA 195011376, 7 Feb 1960. B u t
their s u t h o r i t y ~ t oarreat civilians who live on post is no greater t h s n m y other
citizen's. JAGA 196218326, 3 Dee 1952. And they had iem authority than
military pickets. SPJGA 194517167, 25 Aug 1946.
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classes of military personnel, leading to a conclusion that civilian
employees are not a part of the Arrny.'OB

D. When Does The Posse Cornitatw A c t A p p l y ?
The Posse Comitatus Act is applicable whenever snyone, unless
he be within a Constitutional or statutory exception, uses "any
part of the Army or the Air Force as a posse o m i t a t u s or otherwise to execute the law&''
What is the meaning of "part"? What
does "otherwise" connote? Of what does "execute the laws"
consist? Are there never any times of emergency that permit
exception to the Act?
There are a number of statutory exceptions to the Posse
Comitatus Act, but the mast important ones are designed to
supplement the President's constitutional posers. He may use
the armed forces to suppress insurrection8 when requested to
do so by the legislature of a State (or the governor, if the legislature canot be convened)."O He may suppress rebellions and
enforce Federal laws when unlawful obstructions, combinations,
or assemblages, or rebellion make it impractical to do so by
He can prevent civil
ordinary course of judicial proceedings."'
righta from being denied the people by insurrection, domestic
violence, unlawful combination, or conspiracy when the State is
unable, fails or refuses to do m"*
Other statutory exceptions include such diverse objects as
ousting unauthorized persons from Indian lands; preservation
of natural curiosities in certain national parks; enforcement of
customs and quarantine laws; and protecting the rights of
discoverers of guano islands."3
Any "part" of the Army means not only that the entire Army
aurame
or Air Force mav not be used for the arohibited .
. but aim
109 JAGA 195616462, 11 Sep 1956. The opinion nates, however, t h a t the
Arms's ei~ilianp a r d s directing traffic outaide the past would hare no greater
powers of arrest than an ordinary citizen. It appears t h a t the guards could be
deputized, however. See Op J A G A F 1P51.3. 19 De0 1958 (AFAG Bul Po.209,
12 Jan 1969) citing a constmetion (by the Cwil Service Cammisrion) of see.
6.103 (m),p a r t 5, eh. 21-236.01 Federal Personnel Manual, 8 s authoriiing
aa depnty sheriffs if
Federal employees to accept appointmenta o~ eommiss~un~
such i e r ~ i e edid not interfere with their Federal duties.
110 i o U.S.C. 331 (1852 Ed., supp.
v).
111 10 U.S.C.332 (1952 Ed., Supp. V ) . This U,BQ t h e e x p r e ~
authority
~
used
by President Eiaenhower t o remove the ahatructions of justice m the State of
Arkansas with respect to matters relatine to enrollment and attendance a t
public schools in the Little Rock ( A r k ) School District. Ex. Ord. No. 10730.
Sep 24, 1957, 22 F.R. 7828; 41 Op. Atty. Gen. No. 67, NO" 7, 1967, released
Dec 29,1958; 27 U.S.L. Week 1111 (1969).
m 1 0 U.S.C.333 (1962 Ed., Supp. VI.
lls AR 600-60, 21 Mar 1856; Military L a r s of the United States, nee. 480505 (1949).
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that specific organizations, such 8s regiments, battalions, companies and individual members, such as individual military policemen may not so used."' The Washington Herald Post of 7 May
1930 reported a probable violation in an account concerning 100
mounted troops and 2 officers from Fort Myer, Virginia, who
aided civil authorities in a fruitlesj search for a murder suspect
reported t o be in the vicinity of Arlington and defying arrest."b
While the above mentioned incident would fall into the classical
concept of the posse, and it is clear that the Army and its members
may not be considered a part of the emergency power of the communii? in the ordinary signification of that phrase, the Act goes
further. "Or otherwise" signifies that the Army and its members ma? not be considered a part of the ordinary law enforcement apparatus of the community either."i The prohibition ex-.
tends to assisting the police in in\,estigating a crime committed
by a civilian, notwithstanding the fact that any resuiting arrests
would be made by civilian police accompanying the military.".
In practice, "to execute the l a w d has been construed t o mean
the execution af the civil laws, that is, the laws enacted by the
Federal, State, or local governments for the governments of the
community as a whole, without regard to the military or civilian
status af the individual members thereof. This principle has been
sometime8 stated in terms of enforcement of the laws against
civilians. This is believed to be inaccurate, hawever; the Act
makes no mention of the persons against whom the Iawd are executed but merely prohibits the employment of the Army to
execute the laws. Thus it is the character of the l a w executed
and not the person against whom they are enforced which is
The Uniform Code of >lilitary Justice I l 0 is a
xtatutory exception to the Posse Comitatus Act, making possible
the enforcement by military personnel af the laws required for
disci pI in e.
In the event of national calamity or extreme emergency-such
as an A-bomb attack, invasion, insurrection, earthquake, a fire,
or flood, the interruption of the U.S. mail, or any calamity
disrupting the normal process of Government-which is so
imminent as to render dangerous the awaiting of instructions
1 1 4 JAGA 1966/8555,16 Nov 1956.
116 TJAG declined t o render s.n opinion BQ t o the legality of iueh use on only
the newrpaper'a statement of facts. JAG 310.6, 17 May 1030.
111 JAGA 195618566, 26 B o v 1056.
111 JAG 370.6, 8 May 1930. 2 Dig. Op. A r m y see. 81.5; zd. 370.6, 15 Jun 1926.
118 JAGA 196Sl8656, 26 Nov 1956. See Section 11' and f n 230, infra.
11s 10 U.S.C. 801-940 (1962 Ed.. Supp. Y).
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from the proper military Department, an officer may take whatever action the circumatances reasonably justify.'sD
The best example of prompt action and good judgment is the
universally commended activity of Federal troops in the San
Francisco earthquake and fire in April, 1906.'21 Soldiers moved
promptly and captured President McKinley's assassin in 1901,'2a
and, in 1920, the commanding officer of Governor's Island rushed
a battalion of infantry to the scene of the Wall Street bombing."'
On Sunday, March 18, 1928, 150 Chinese, detained by immigration
authorities on Angel Island in San Francisco Bay, assaulted a
matron and started a mutiny. The commanding officer of nearby
Fort McDowell properly sent troops and restored order.'"
While the Angei Island incident may be justified on an emergency basis i t could have been sustained as an action necessary
to protect government property. The right of the United States
to protect its property by intervention with Federal troops is an
accepted principle of our Government. The exercise of this right
is an executive function and extends to all Government property
of whatever nature and wherever located, including premises
possessed, though not necessarily owned, by the Federal Government. Intervention is warranted where the need for protection
of Federal property exists and the local authorities cannot or will
not give adequate protection.'nE
1x0 AR 500-50. 21 Mar 1656; 24 Op. Atty. Cen. 549 (1902); S3 Op. At@. Om.
562 (1923) ; POT. 50609, A F M 110-3, 1 Jui 1956. The Air Foree sponsored

National Search and Rescue plan compieted 129 ~ E S C Y B , relief and dissster
misriana between 1 Sun 1857 and 14 Aug 1957. Kew York Timea, 15 Aug 1957,
p. 21. For a partial liat of Army aid in disasters see Appendix B. Aa D general
mie, if a calamity is designated 88 a "national disaster" the Army will haw
tendered aid. Although AR S O C S O permits emergency use of t m q a when the
" c i r c u m ~ t a n e ereasonably
~
justify", B sounder t e d is t h a t of "neceasity." Currently the dmtrine taught at the Judge Advocate General's School, U. S. A m y .
this concept b bared an the forerunner of AR 500-60, General Order Number
26, Headquaytea, Army, 1894,PI cited in Winthrop, Militwy Iaur and P7ccedents 866 (2 Ed, 1910 Reprint). Certainly it Would be much safer to use
"nweisity" 8s criteiia bsavse there i 8 danger of baring to j w t l f y past actions
in order to avoid criminal or civil liability.
l2i"In a daperatB aitvation Gen. Funatan B ~ Wclearly the thing that
necem.ry to be done and did it." Rept. of See. War, 19 (1606), cited in F d e d
Aid,ouwa note 18 a t 309-10. Wiener, awn note 33 a t 62.
111New York Times, Sep. 7,1901,p, 1.
I I ~ D Y P Y YG
, o v e m d s Island, Ita Histom and Dsvelepmsnt, 1637-1637, 36
(1937), cited in Wiener, = p a note 3a, a t 55.6. The t m p s were aeuanpaoied
by the Stas Judge Adsmate, Major Allen W. G u l l h , who later h a m e The
Ju&e Adsmate Genera of the Army.
184 JAG 370.6,13 A P ~ 182s;
.
~ i g op.
. JAG 191%30,
la; wiener,Nplo
note 33 a t 56; par. 506.09, AFM 110-3.1 Jui. 1966.
186 AR 6 0 0 4 0 . 2 1 Par 1958.
A00 lllOB
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Intervention must be restricted to temporary needs and should
not be on a permanent basis. Thus, in 1933, there was no objection to furnishing troops to guard the United States mint a s a
matter of emergency but their permanent assignment for that
purpose was deemed to be inadvisable and contrary to the established policy of the Government.'zo This rule has now been extended to prohibit detailing Army personnel to answer emergency
calls to various Government buildings in the District of Columbia.'l' Because the need was temporary, soldiers have been properly furnished to guard the residence and office of the United
States High Commissioner to the Philippine Islands;'Zd to protect the last resting place of the late President Franklin D.
Roosevelt;'a8 to protect funds used to pay Chanute Field soldiers
while such monies were in Post Office Department hands between
the train and the bank;ISoand to guard gold in transit if on an
emergency basis."'
By Executive Order 8912, 12 December 1941, the President
directed the Secretary of War to maintain military guards and
to take ather appropriate measures to protect from injury national defense material, premises, and utilities. While this au128

J A G 370.61,21 Dee 1833.
185515613,15Jun 1865

117 JAGA

LP* The Commanding General of the Philippine Isiandr Department deter-

mined t h a t the number of civilian guards WBI inadequate to protect public
property due to unusual conditions and t h a t the need was temporary. J A G
083.7,21 May 1840. The provisions af the Posse Comitatus Act were applicable
to the Philippine Islands a t t h a t time. JAG 370.6. 15 Jan 1824; id. 13 May
1881; id. 321.4,11 dun 1823.
1x8 The Hyde Park, N.Y.. gravesite had been presented to the United States,
and the Department of Interior had had no ehanee t o arrange for permanent
protection. SPJGA 194.5110728, 18 Oet 1845, citing opna. J A G 088.7. 21 May
1840: id. 370.61. 18 Jan 1834: id. 870.61, 27 Dfc 1838: id. 870.6. 14 Sep 1825.
J A G 370.6.28 Jun 1924.
lsl JAG 370.61, 19 Jan 1824: but m JAG 370.6, 14 SOP 1825. where I
permanent detail of three soldiers was requested to guard shipments of m e n q ,
by regiatered mail, through uninhabited New Meriesn eountry. There being
no actual or threatened robbery. the request was denied. The Anny's position
was set out in 1826,in B iettep t o the Provost Marshal General:
"The dictum of Justice Miller in the case of In ?e Nsaple, 13.5 US. 8.5.
declaring the power of the President t a provide 1 ivmcient guard of
soidiera ta insure the protection of the mail, has not been overimked
such authority . . . does not extend t o the general policing of all mail
trains by United Stater troop% but only to the protection of the mail
following advice to the Federal autharitiea of P particular and imminent
d a n g e r . , .I'

...
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RESTRICTIONS UPON THE USE OF T E E ARMY
thority is still cited in Army Regulations, it is doubtful if its
validity can be extended into periods of peace."2
The Posse Comitatus Act, it may be concluded, is normally
applicable to military organizations or individuals operating a s
a part of the emergency power of the community or of the ordinary law enforcement facilities executing any laws against anyone (unless excepted by statute or the Constitution). Neverthe
less, emergency circumstances may justify the employment of
troops even though not normally permitted.

E. Act Limited To Certain Geographical Locations
So f a r as territoriality i8 concerned, the Posse Comitatus Act
applies in the continental United States, its territories and its
possessions (subject to express exceptions discussed below). I t
does not apply in foreign countries, where military forces of the
United States are frequently stationed.
Until a Federal court decided to the contrary in Chandler v.
United States. 'sa The Judge Advocate General of the Army was
of the opinion that the Act did restrict Army activities in foreign
countries."' Accordingly, he disapproved requests that the Army
hold a civilian prisoner pending trial before the United States
Court in China a t TientsinIsi and ta transport to the United
States, in Army vessels, those Americans whom the court convicted.'," Troops were not permitted to execute the laws in the
JAG 370.6, 1 B Oct 1026; 6 Comp Gen. 741 (1027).
la2 AR 500-60, 22 Mar 1956. President Roosewit promulgated his Executive
Order 5 days after the bombing of Pearl Harbor and under the authority d
the Act of 20 Apr 1918, 40 Stat. 633, (now 18 U.S.C. 21561, the World War I
anti-nabatage act. The Preaident relied on thin Act to permit him t o p o a t guards
en Private property, during war time, when civilians were unable to guard
the property themrelvea. In the author'e opinion, the normal peacetime lima.
tion would not justify aueh intervention, but the authority i i tacitly still there.
A more thorough disevrsion of this paint is beyond the mope of this theais.
188 171 F. 2d 821 (1048),
denied 396 U.S. 918 (1949). reh. dmied 388
US. 947 (1049).
184 Some of there earlier mpiniana were eked to ~ u s t a i nan opinion t h a t t h e
Poase Comitatus Act forbade use of military police in regulating t m 3 e in the
T a d t o r y of Hawaii. JAGA 1056!1192, 16 Jan 1966. The same coneinaim
might well have been reached without resorting to authorities which h a w k e n
so definitely weakened. SOBf n 130,infra.
185 In t w o c a w the Conaul General aakad and was refused anything more
than a eeli in the gusrdhovse or some other secure room f o r the prisoner. He
was told t h a t h e would h a w to have t h e marshal or aueh other civilian gnard
BLI the Cawt might designate retain custody of the prisoners. JAG 014.5, 21
Oet 1823; id. 014.6,20 Deo 1823.
la( JAG 541.1. 6 Mar 1024.
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Philippine Islands"' and they were restricted in the field of law
enforcement in Puerto Riea.'is
The Chandler case arose shortly after World War I1 had ended
when Chandier, an American citizen, was charged with treason
and arrested in Germany by Army authorities acting for the
Department of Justice. Presented with the issue of applicability
of the Posse Comitatus .4ct, the court said:

". .

, thin is the type of criminal statute which is properly preaumed to
have no extrs.territorial application in the absence of stahitor? language
indicating B contrary intent. * * P a ~ t i e u l a r l y it
, would be unwarranted
to s s ~ u m esuch 8. stat&
intended to be applicable to o c c v p i d enemy
territory, where the military power is in Control and Congress has not
set YP a civil regime." 190

Accordingly, i t s e e m reasonably well-establiahed that the Posse
Comitatus Act imposes no restriction on employing the military
services to enforce the law in foreign nations. In recent years
the Army has been requested to (and The Judge Advocate General
of the Army has approved) take such actions in overseas areas as
making identification of persons suspected of committing, in the
United States, certain civil offenses, giving lie detector examinations and interviewing suspects.'*
187 Denpits the pmvisions of Sec. 6 of t h e Act of Aug 29, 1916, Philippine
Organic Act. (39 Stat. 545) t h a t the ststvtory laws of the United States should
not apply to the Philippine Islands except when they Bpecifieally so p r d d e .
The Governor General was denied 500 Philippine Semts ( a part of the United
States Army) needed ta enforce quarantine regulations. The apinlan dilerentiated between land s n d ship quarantine ( t h e latter i s eXpreSSly provided for
by Cangroan). JAG 370.6, 16 Jan 1924.
181 The A m y considered barrowing convict labor, t o be guarded by soldiers,
in Puerto R i m to fill holes on the rifie mnge. The Posse Comitatus Act problem
was never fully resolved (although i t was recognized), because t h e land was to
be soon transferred and The opinion suggested waiting on the t r s n d e r . J A G
684.1 Apr 1925.
181 Chandler V. United Statea, mpra note 183 a t 936. In similar eases, convictions of "Axis Sally'' and ''Tokyo Robe" were euntained. See Gillsrr s.
United States, 182 F. 2d 962 a t 972, 973 (D.C.C n , 19501, and Iua Ikuko
Taguri DlAquino Y . United States, 192 F. 2d 338 a t 350 (9th Cir., 1951). e d .
denied 848 U.S. 995 (19521, reh. denied 343 C.S. 958 (1952). Using the
Chandler case 8 8 authority, Army guards and military transportation were
appl'oued for deporting an undesirable alien. provided t h a t agents of the
Naturslizlltian and Immigration Semiee retained emtadg until the ship left
the territorial limits of the United Ststei. JAGA 195219649. 5 Fsb 1953. Land
or naval force. m a y be employed f o i the safekeeping and protection of an
accused extradieted from a foreign country to the United States. 18 U.S.C.

8182.
140 JAG 014.18, 1 Apr 1919 (eompariaon of photo of forgery iuapeet with a
soldier in France); JAGA 19541S140, I D Jun 1964 (identification of soldier
stationed in Korea) i id. 196416516, 29 J u i 1964 ( p e r i o m i n g lie detector teat
on soldier stationed in Europe and accused of violation of a State l a w ) ; a.
195712176, 8 Msr 1957 (taking statement of soldier etationed in Germany for
s t a t e police).
108
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RESTRICTIONS UPON THE USE OF THE ARMY
The applicability of the Posse Comitatus Act in Territories
must be differentiated from that in foreign areas. A number of
earlier opinions of The Judge Advocate General of the Army to
the effect that the Posse Comitatus Act applies in United States
Territories and Possessions are based an the overruled concept
There is abundant
that the Act was applicable worldwide."'
authority f a r the proposition, though i t would be difficult to
attempt to generalize as to ail of the areas concerned. With the
exception of the Alaskan excluaion, the Passe Comitatus Act is
not restrictive within its own terms. I n the Chandler ease there
is dicta that the Act should sppiy in those areas where the military power is not in control or where Congress has set up a civil
regime,"' and there is an implication of applicability in certain
Federal legislation.
Such legislation permits the Governors of Hawaii, the Virgin
Islands and Guam to receive aid from the military or naval
forces of the United States to prerent or suppress lawless violence,
invasion, insurrection, or rebellion."a Formerly, the Governor
of the Canal Zone was responeible for control there 1u and permitted to call on the military for aid similar to that accorded
I'IJAGA 196611192, 16 Jan 1966; id. 1966l6281, 6 Jul 1956 ( A r m y tramc
patrols on aff.pont highways are forbidden); J A G 370.16, 24 Feb 1921 (an inference t h a t i t WBB uniavful for soldiers to have gone abaard a Ruaaian ship

ci,ion-wa, based an comity r a t h k than inapplicability of the Act. J A G 370.6.
16 Jun 1826. Subsequent opinions owiruie, by implication, any conception
t h a t the Ant is not applicable. JAG 570.6, 8 May 1930: JAGA 195214810. 26
MBV 1862: a. 195316465. 25 AUZ 1833: zd. 1856l6723. 27 A u e 1866. B u t 8.r&ntly as 1866. The Judge A d & & General of the Air Force apparently
overlooked the Chandler ease and svrtained the opinion of a subordinate SJA
to the effect t h a t it would be a violation of the Posse Comitatus Act to hewe
an out of state notice of citation in a divorce suit against an airman stationed
in the Ryukyw Islands. Op. JAGAF 57-3.5,27 Aug 1956.
141 Supra note 139.
l l d Aet of Apr 30, 1900, s e a 67, 31 Stat. 153, 48 U.S.C.
632 ( A s w n i i ) ; A d
of Jun 22, 1836, see. 20. 8s amended, 49 Stat. 1812, 48 U.S.C.1406s (Virgin
Islands): Act of AUP 1, 1960, C. 612, see. 6. 64 Stat. 386. 48 U.S.C.1422
i b ) (Guam). The Judge Advocate General of the Air Force is of the opinion
t h a t the Pome Comitatus Act w88 applicable t o Guam, t h u i pmrenting the
OS1 from condnoting an inveatigstion (with a view toward eivilisn praneeution) into an allegation t h a t two Guam policemen wrongfully assaulted an
airman stationed there. The o ~ i n i o nnotes t h a t should B ledtimate militam
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those governors mentioned above."' Now, because of a proclamation of national emergency,IhGthe Commander-in-Chief, Caribbean
is superior to the Governor and charged with protection of the
canal and enforcement of the laws." Statutes which specifically
approved the use of military forces in aid to civil authorities in
Puerto Rim were repealed as of the date the Constitution of the
Commonwealth of Puerta Rim became effective. Puerto Rico
comes within the purview of the Act and military commanders
should be guided by the same policies governing intervention with
Federal troops as are applicable within the States and Territories
of the United States."* American Samoa was governed, under
the President, by the S a v y until 1951 when the Chief Executive transferred this responsibility to the Department of the
Interior.'j' Neither the Constitution nor the laws of the United
States applied when the Naval "Commandant-Governor" was in
power"' and the Passe Comitatus Act was inapplicable. The
transfer from one executive branch to another should cause no
change. The Pacific Trust Territories are governed by the Navy
and the Posse Comitatus Act is inappli~able.'~'
At the time af writing, legislation has been enacted to make
States of two former territories. One, Hawaii, has already
been mentioned as being one of those places where the governor,
in some instances, could apply directly to the military commander
for aid, Nevertheless, Hawaii is also a piace where the Posse
Comitatus Act was made expressly applicable by i e g i ~ l a t i o n ~ ~ ~
Certainly the Act will continue to apply when Hawaii is a State.
The only state where the Posse Comitatus Act does not apply
is Alaska. In the gold rush days of the then "District of Alaska"
a statute was needed to strengthen the authority of the law enforcement officials and to protect them from mobs. Such authority was granted in a. bill that exempted them from punishment if a rioter was killed and made all of the rioters equally
guilty if one of them killed or wounded any magistrate, officer
E.O.2382, M~~ IT, 1915.
Proe. 2914. Dec 15,1950, 64 Stat. A 454.
141E.O.10398,1 7 F d Reg. 854T.Sep30.1952.
148 AR 500-50,22 Mar 1856; JAG 6 8 4 , l Apr 1925.
M 4 8 U.S.C. 14318.
E.O. 10264, Jun 29,1961,ISFed. Reg. 6419.
111 Raid, Ovemeas Amwica 54 ( 1 9 4 2 ) ; Emerson e t S I . , Amerim'a Pwi&
~
~
p a 5 ~, i (1948).
~ d
e
~
~
15%Emerson et al., note 151 wma at 109,
166 The Aot was made applieable to Hawaii by subsection 6 (a), Act a i Apr
30, 1900, Rawsiian Organic Act. 31 Stnt. 141, 48 U.S.C. 496 which p a d d d
that the Conatitvtion and si1 laws of the United States not loeally inappllesble
shall have the same force and erect in the Territorg 8 s they h a w darabere
in the United States.
14:

140
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or persons who were acting in their aid.'j' An act was passed in
1903 to permit easier enforcement of the anti-riot statute by making the Posse Comitatus Act inapplicable.'se The admission of
Alaska to the Union has not, in the author's opinion, changed the
law."" The pertinent provisions of the Act permitting Alaska
l o become the forty-ninth state are as follows:

.

'I.
. Ail of the laws of the United States shall have the s a m ~f o r w and
effect within Said State PI elsewhere within the United States. 8 * * and
the term 'law8 of the United States' include. ail laws OT parta thereof
enacted by the Congress t h a t (1) apply to or within Alaska at the time of
the ndmisnian of the Stste of Alaska into the Union, ( 2 ) are not 'Territorid iawa' 88 defined i n this IIaaier%Dh.
. . . and (31 m e not in conflict with
m y other provisioni of this Aet."167

In drafting the Alaskan Statehood Act,':$ the framers realized
that some provision would have to be made to preserve all laws
in effect that were applicable to the territory of Alaska. The
abovequoted provision was included to prevent legal chaos and
was expressly included in the act in order that all laws applicable
to Alaska would be continued in effect until such time as they
should be changed by Congressional enactment. That this was
the intent of Congress is apparent from the statement in the
Committee report no that:
"Subaeetion 8 ( d ) is an amendment providing far the continuation of
laws which B W in effeet a t the date of admilimn."

The Departments of the Army. Justice, Interior and the Comptroller concur in the author's view that all laws (and regulations
implementing these laws) that were applicable to Alaska at the
time of the passage of the Alaskan Statehood Act, will continue
to be applied in the Same manner that they had been applied
previously. This situation has to do, primarily, with those laws
(and regulations) which are applied according ta the definition
of Alaska as being included in or excluded from the United States.
Alaska should be considered to be within or without the United
States depending on how it was considered in the application of
~~

~~

Mar 3,1888,e. 428, ieo. 263.30 Stat. 1316.
Jun 6, 1900, E. 186, see. 28. S1 Stat. 380, The anti-riot act is to
be found in Sw. 662246. Alaska Compiled Laws Annotated 1848. Even
though the Posse Carnitatus Act was dearly made inappiiesbie to Aiaaka, an
inquim WBI made BLI to th8 propriety of using troops to protect tha Aissksn
Railway (then wholly o w n d by the United States) during atrkea. The
opinion approued the Y B of
~ trwps, not on a hsaia (If supp~eaaingII d i s s r d u
but beeauae they would be guarding Federal property. for which no further
prmilmatlon or speoiai formality would be required. JAG 370.61, 5 Nos
1924.
111 The peason "continental United Stated' wa8 used in the opening mntenee
1Y Actof
166 Act of

of this section.
167 Alaskan Statehood Act, Act of Jul 7, 1953, S ~ C .S ( d ) . 72 Stat. S38.

na.
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the statute in question before the passage of the Alaskan Statehood Act. Conaequentlp, the Posse Comitatus Act continues to
have no application in Alaska.'~O
IV. APPLICATION O F THE POSSE COMITATUS ACT
A.

General

Some aspects of the application of the Passe Comitatus Act
have already been discussed but the day to day problems can
be more easily anticipated or solved by comparing cases, their
functions, and the reasons whv the restrictions were imposed.
Uost problems arise because of the "or otherwise execute the
laws'' clause and not the "posse" proviaion of the Act. Cansequently, this chapter will be devoted to exploring such issues as
Army criminal detection, guarding of criminala, service of
process, and the private employment of soldiers in law enforcement positions.

8. CTiminal 1nl;estigations
Congress has enacted B set of military disciplinary lawsobviously best administered by military personnel 'O'-and
it has
expressly consented to enforcing civil law to the extent of assisting in the criminal investigation and apprehension af military
personnel who are offenders.'62
The modern military post is populated by both soldiers and
civilians and entertains many civilian visitors, all of whom pose
a potential regulatory problem ta B commander charged with
security, safety, public health and crime prevention or detection.'os
How far can he go in investigating crimes, without violating the
Posse Comitatus Act, where civilians are involved?
> b O l b i d . See aim 38 Comp. Gen. 447 (1958); JAGA 1969/1200, 22 Jan
1919; 38 Comp. Gen. 418 (1858) j Fontla, 38 Comp. Gen. 261 (1958).
181 Uniform Code of Yiiitary Justice, 10 U.S.C. 801-040 (1952 Ed., Supp.
V). mikaty e n m i n d inve~tigarorsmay instigate valid searches by state or

11, 7 Feb 1957.
M S I d . , a t s e ~ .814 (Art. 14, UCXJ). The A? Feree expressed a willingness
to cooperate, where 10 requested, in matters relating to vioiatianr, b y airmen,
of state liquor iBw% "avbject to imitations of the Posse Comitatvs Act."
Op. JAGAF 57-81.4,20 Apr 1954,
l a * For B full dineusdon of t h e svbjeet see, Oliver, The A d m i n b t m t i a of
Military Installattans: S m A p c c t a of the Commandeis Regulatory Authmitv With R w w d t o ths Caw'uot and Propcrtw of Civdians and MUitary
P m o n n e l (unpublished thesin. TJAGSA, Charlottesville, Va., 1958).
112
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The criteria is whether the circumstances surrounding the
crime are such 8s to came an investigation of the offense to be
made by the military authorities for military purposes. For
instance, if military personnel are under suspicion, the employment of a lie detector on military or civilian witnesses, for the
purpose of determining the proper disposition as to the military
personnel involved, would not constitute a violation of the Posse
Comitatus Act."L
Military police may interrogate civilians, subject to their consent, when inr.estigating unlawful acts committed by members of
the Army,'B1 and they may give oaths to the civilians in connection with the interrogatlon.xae A military purpose is served in
investigating selective service registrants
and Department of
Defense employees who are not normally subject to military
jurisdiction."s Soldiers were not permitted to assist the Department of Justice in investigating charges of bribery against exchange employees
but, if a more recent opinion lT0
is correct,
a military purpose should have been found to permit the assiatance. The Judge Advocate General has expressed the view that
it would be permissible to give a blood alcohol test to a consenting
civilian suspected of intoxication arising on a military reservation elen though the sole purpose was in connection with investigations prior to bringing charges in a civilian court. The
rationale is that since any such intoxication is intimately connected with good order and discipline, the investigation is in fact
in connection with a military purpose and not precluded by the
Act."'
The Posse Comitatus Act prohibitions extend to assisting the
civilian police in investigating a crime committed by a civilian,
nohvithstanding the fact that any resulting arrests would be made
by civilian police accompanying the military."'
Thus, there
m J A G A 1963,6466. 25 Aug 63. And "the Provost Yarahal will Lniarm
the appropriate civilian poiice agemy, if in the ~ o u r s eof a criminal investigation it is determined that persons not subject to the Uniform Code of Military
Justice are involved. . .j.) Par. 9,AR 19E-10. 18 Kay 1961.
18cJAGA 186617606. 20 Srp 1865; id. 196214310, 28 Mag 1952.
186 JAGA 195318168. 23 Oet 1953. See also, UCMJ, Art. 196.
lei JAGA 196611617.23 Feb 1866.
ME JAGA 195015170,19 Jun 1960.
JAGA 196616723, 27 A U 1856.
~
1% JAGA 195911145, 16 Feb 1968.
1 7 1 I b d . But the practice of m i l i t a n medical pemmnei drawlng bioad
BBmpleS from members of the military establishment suspected of oe-pmt
drunk driving is condemned when the 801. purpose of the extraction ie m
furnish blood f a r use in e h i l courts in pmaecutinp. violations of state ~tatytes.
JAGA 186914634, 6 Jun 1969.
178 JAG a70.6,8 MPY isao; id. s10.6.16
J~~ 1926.
A 0 0 16608
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would be no violation of the Act to lend an army mine detector to
a civilian law enforcement agency to aid them in searching for
a criminal's gun but not proper if the detector operator were aleo
furnished.'Tn
When imaginative prohibition agents sought the use of an
Army observation plan and pilot to Ay over Maryland woods,
to make a trial survey a s to the feasibility of detecting illicit
whiskey stills from the air, the request was denied. The Air
Corps (so named as a part of the Army a t that time) was eonsidered to be 80 efficient that stills would be found, the prohibition
laws would be executed and there would be a violation of the
Posse Comitatus Act."* In the narcotics field, the law is no leas
relaxed. Military police may interrogate, investigate and aid
civilians only when investigating the suspected narcotics violations of military personnel.'."
Congress has passed legidation intended to combat prostitution
near military pasts'.' but in doing so they made clear that the
investigation and execution of the anti-vice laws were to be left
to the civil authorities:
"Nothing , , , shall be construed as conferring on the personnel of the
War or N a ~ yDepartments , , , any authority to make criminal imestip.19s JAGA 195715586, 25 Jun 1957. But BS to the legality of lending m i i i t a q
property aes F N 238 inim
114 J A b 370.6, 8 i a y 1930; ii. 370.6, 28 Apr 1930, noted t h a t while i t may
be poaaible for Air Corps ofleers to gain infomation of assistance to the
"border patrol" in the performance of their military duties, and it no doubt
would be their duty to give infomatien respecting the IoePtion of offenders
to the law eniereement officers in Situations where Air Carpa officer. observe
palpable violations of the lavs of the United States, eXiPtinp iaw dora not
expressly authorize or permit the one of the Ai? Corpa, or any other p a r t
of the Army in asniating the border patrol. A mggeation to use the Air
Corps 8s the eniareement agency of B proposd "United State8 Aerial Police"
was nezated heeause of Donnibie eanfliet Tlth the Posse Comitatus Act. JAG
370.6, is Apr 1984.
176 JAGA 185214810.26 May 1962.
176 The May Act of Jul 11, 1941, 18 U.S.C. 1384. One provost marshal failed
to head May's intent t h a t the Army not investigate vice, writing 81 follows:
"Where lmsl offieialr are u n d l l n g t o take the lead in eliminating vice
eonditima, the commanding officer, acting through his Provost Mnmhsl
and the Militam Police. must take the initiative. . , Military Police h p r e

.

_".
"..."...

Dillan. Militam Falioa Ftmrtione. 33 J. C r h . L., C. and P. S. 872 (1848).
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tions, searchen, aeimres, OF arrests of eiviiians charged with violation of
the law."

There would be a military purpose in aiding in vice investiga.
tion but Congressman May pointed out that he did not intend for
the Army to enforce the bill: 'Ip
"It is obviously contrary to our best traditions t h a t militmy and n m d
pemnnel should be endowed with inch authority."178

C. Arrest and Apprehension
An individual soldier or military policeman has no more power
to arrest than a peace officer,"* but persons belonging to the military service are not, by reason of their military character, relieved of their duties and liabilities or deprived of their rights as
citizens.'aY Consequently, soldiers may make the so-called citizen's arrests."'
The normal operational agent in military law enforcement is
the military policeman. In 1919, regulations of the Army
provided :
"A military policeman, as such, has no authority to arrest B civilian
autaide the boundary of B place subject to military juridiction f o r the
commission of B no"-military offenae, except when called upon to do so by
officers ~r agents of the Deparrment of Justice, in aid of the Federal civil
power." 1 1

This infers, improperly, that a military policeman has unlimited authority to arrest civilians far "an-military offenses committed within the boundaries of a place subject to military jurisdiction."' Of course, they have the same rights and duties as
any other soldier or civilian to assist in the maintenance of
peace"' and they may eject offenders from military reservations,
reporting the incident to the local United States Attorney.lB1 In
those rare situations where apprehension and detention become
necessary, the offender may be detained only long enough to effect
L17 Discussed

a207 (1841).

in JAGA 184211132, 27 Nar 1942. Also, see 87 Caw. Ree.

R.R. S99, 77th Congress (1941).
17QSPJGA 1845l7167, 26 Aug 1946, citing Hawley
178

(N.Y.)
490

V.

Butler, 64 Barb.

(1868).

IaOJAGA 186S18132, 20 Oet 186S, citing Allen v. Gardner, 182 X.C. 426,
109 S.E.260 (1921); 6 C.J.S. 418; S6 Am. Jur. 266. See also JAG (104.8, 1
May 1841; JAGA 19601S252, 31 Oct 1860; id. 194117187, 25 Aug 1845.
181 Note 108, *pro.
111 Par. 486, Army Regulations BQ cited In JAG 370.083, 25 Mar 1818.
188 JAG 014.15, 7 Apr 1919 announces the Army atand t h a t military pliw,
PP such have no authority over civilians and t h a t i t is u n l a v h l , with U E ~ P tiona, ta permit them t o assist the eiml autherites, Federal or state, in the
exemtion of the laws.
184Pm 5a, AR 60[cS20, 17 May 1961; JAG 014.14, S Sep 1819.
186 Par. 50, AR 600320,17 May 1861.
*a0
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his delivery to the appropriate civil authorities or to dispose
of his case before the United States Commissioner as prescribed
in applicable Federal s t 8 t ~ t e s . ' ~This
~
must be done immediately.'(' Civiliana may not be detained in the stockade or other
detention facility, even if awaiting trial,'3s
National security is weakened by the Posse Comitatus Act for
military guards are not justified in using force to prevent a
civilian from photographing military equipment, either on or off
a military reservation'bs though they would be permitted to
arrest for the offense if it were forbidden by competent authority.'" The restrictions impede the imposition of anti-sabotage
as it would be improper f a r Army military police to
form water patrols for the apprehension of persons not subject
to military jurisdiction.'8s
It is illogical, perhaps, that one part of the federal authority
should not be permitted to come to the aid of another, but almost
from the pas8age of the Posse Comitatus Act this has been the
interpretation. The Attorney General, in 1881, ruled that troops
could not be sent to aid the United Statea marshal in arresting
certain persons charged with robbing an officer of the Federal
government, the clerk of the engineer officer superintending the
government wwks on the Tennessee river.'?' Soldiers could not
be used to apprehend the "Cow Boys", a group of Arizona badmen,'84 nor could they aid the Indian Territory marshals in arresting bandits whose depredations were so extensive 8.3 to cause
18 U.S.C. 1, 3401, 3402.
Par. 5). AR 800-320, 17 May 1951.
JAGA 1953l8634.12 bov 1953.
169JAGA 1954/3865, 26 Apr 1954; id. 1953l7830, 21 Oet 1963. But see OP.
JAGAF 58-11 1, 1 Dec 1951, citing 18 U.S.C. 796 8 6 giving the power of
ceniorihb to the commanding officer of military and Naval aircraft snd citing
18 U.S.C: 7 9 3 ( e ) 8.5 authorizing the eonfiiealion of photo nesatives by thi
officer in chargeof the sireraft and making it a felony for B perran to refuse
to surrender them. An a citizen. the demandine officer could make an arrest
for such refuaai hut he eould not be ordered to-msks The srrert 8 8 hi8 right
of arrest 18 not eonneetedvith his military status.
110 JAGA 1954l8801, 6 Jan 1865, eonfirming the right to make citiren'a
arrests. Post regulations are not competent authority hut the variow a e e v r i t
and anti.iabotPge statutes would be.
191 Act of Sep 23, 1950, Internal Security Act of 1850, see. 21, 64 Stat.
1005,50 U.S. C. 797.
1 8 2 JAGA 195416902,20 Aug 1954.
1 8 8 1 1 OP. A t t b Gen. 71, (18811, citing 16 Op. Atty. Gem. 162, (1878)
denying aid to a ~ o l l e o r o rof Internal Rsvenue who wae faced with armed
reiiistanee in Arkansaa.
114 17 o p . A t t . GW. 242, (1681).
186

187
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express companiea to cease shipping on the Missouri Pacific Rail
Road.'ss
An Army or Air Force commander, responsible for the conduct,
morals and morale of his soldiers, or airmen is limited by the
Posse Comitatus Act, and is prevented from making prophylactic
arrests or in assisting civil authorities in so doing, although there
would be an indirect benefit to the military. During World War
I, troops could not be utilized to suppress vice and bootlegging in
the Federally established five mile prostitution and liquor control
zone which surrounded training camps.'88 Naturally, they could
not be employed in towns beyond the zone either independently
or in aid of civil authorities, in apprehending prostitutes, whiskey
sellers or proprietors af bawdy houses,'e7 nor could military
police search automobiles for liquor when the cars were outside
the territory within their jurisdiction and control.'8a
The Army policeman cannot "get their man" until after his
induction because military jurisdiction (exempt from the limitations of the Act) begins only then. As a consequence, soldiers
were condemned by the Attorney General for their participation
in "slacker raids" in S e w York City and elsewhere in 1918.
Wholesale arrests of suspected draft dodgers Were made by civil
and military police without Presidential authority and were
termed "unlawful" and "ill-judged." le9 Military police do not
have extra-ordinary authority over selectees when they are en
route from the draft board assembly m i n t to the induction
1~ 21 OP. Atty. Gem. 12, (1894); 19 Op. Atty. Gen. 283, (1889). Even
prior to the p ~ s i i s g eof the Posse Comitatus Act. the Attorney General had
decided t h a t a military officer, unless he was en Indian agent, or had been
edled upon to Bet by such an agent, had no power t o armst a fugitive from
justice who had escaped from a. state into Indiana territory. (The Texaa
Attorney General had requested Gen. Sheridan's aid in capturing a fugitive
who was hiding in the Indian territory near Fort sill). 16 Op. Atty. Gen.
601, (1377). The President could call on troops ta snppress unlawful arganirationa under See. 202, 204 of Title 60 (War), United States Code (now 10
U.S.C. 331, a33 (1952 Ed., Supp. V)) 16 Op. Atty. Gen. 162, (1878); 17 Op.
At*. Gen. 242, (1831) i 17 Op. Atty. Gen. 333, (1882). He could send soldiers
30 U.S.C.202 (now 10 U.S.C.331 (1862 Ed. Supp. V)) t o aid the marshals
in Indian territory; but the marahals couldn't snmmon t r m p s themaelvea. 19
OP.At@. Gen. 293, (1889).
lS0Letter from TJAG t o JA, 88th Div.. Camp Dodge, Iowa, dated 21 May
1818, Dig. OP. JAG, 1812-30, p r . 14. McKinley V. United States, 248 U.S.
so7 (1818).
l e i JAG 370.083, 25 Mar 1818.
lQ8JAG 260.1, 3 J u l 1818. When two aoldiera, on Y.P. duty, fired on and
killed an mwmt of an auto whom they believed wae violating certain liquor
laws, they could be tried for the killins. Dig. OP. JAG, 1819, p. 160; Castle
Y. Lewis, 264 Fed. 917 (1818).
188 New Work Times,E and 12 Sep 1818.
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center,zDD
and they cannot detain civilians in uniform, even until
they can be surrendered to civil authorities.lO'
More than once, Army aid in apprehending civilian law violators has been sought. Police in North Carolina wanted to
empower the military police a t a certain airfield t o arrest
civilians,*o2 Because of the Posse Comitatus Act, they were
turned down. A deputy marshal in Brooklyn asked the Army to
arrest and confine several civilians indicted f a r receiving stolen
government property. He, too, was necessarily disappointed.soa
Also more than once, seemingly, the Posse Comitatus Act has been
violated. Now and then a service news journal paints with apparent pride to occasions such as the chase of escaped civilian
convicts by an Army officer dispatched in a helicopter;"' or the
use of a bomb disposal squad to help civilian police search for a
hidden weapon.me
There is, of course, an understandable temptation t o help the
local authorities, barn of morality and the desire for good public
relations, but temptation may lead to subterfuge. Troops are,
8nd ought to be, trained in small unit tactics-marching
in a
200 SPJGA 194216148, 4 Nay 1842. B u t they do have, the opinion say1,
when they are en route from the induotian center to the reception center.
Once inducted, the individual is more amenable to criminal action through the
military service. Thus, the A m y was sustained in tranlfering B soldier from
Florida to New York i o t h a t he would be found by agents of the Department
of Justice in the place where he w w "first brought" from o ~ e r . s e aintm
~ the
United States. The saidier (already eonvieted and punished for stealing an
airplane to go absent d t h o u t leave) was wanted far having made treasonable
radio broadcants f a r Germany during World W a r 11. ?he c m r t refused to
Bet aside the defendant's sentence, a m m i n g t h a t the move was for the inheient
g o d of the service. United States V. Monti, 168 F.Supp. 671 (E.D.N.Y. 1868).
POlSPJGA 1848117080. 28 Nav 1848. (Even though i t i a unlawfd for
persons other than members of the Army to wear the Army uniform. F o r
@pinionsdealing with the aoidier, ex-soldier OT eivilian in uniform and partieipating in strikes, picketing, riots or other disorders see JAGA 194813676,
20 May 1949; id. 1848l4131, 20 M a y 1848; SPJGA 194617167, 25 AYE 1846;
J A G 680.2, 5 Sep 1941. In the author's opinion, it in better policy to leave the
arrest of these perrons to civil authoritiea.
JAG 680.2, 5 Sep 1841. A proposed Air Force Reglllstion pennitting
by Air Police was deemed legally objectionable.
enforcement af atate game IBWS
Op. J A G A F 76-26.6, 8 Nov 1850.
BOB J A G 370.6,80 Dee 1924.
206 JAGA 185711209.8 Jan 1857 auoting Army Timer, 6 Jan 1957:
'" * * T h e trooper flying with Adsms spotted the sutomoble passing
anothsr a t P high rate of s p e d along Lock C. Road toward Highway
78. Adsms immediately buzzed the ausmobile repeatedly, fiying to
wuithin five to 10 feet sbove it t o f o m it to a halt, and rising again
80 t h a t r t s t e t m o w r s giving chase in automobiles could not the ear's
Poiiition. ' * * Lsutenschiazer and Maore surrendered a t the road

blaek."

106Armg Times, 7 Mar 1969. A photo and feature atom depleted d i s p i d
erpom from F o r t Devens' 66th Ordnanee Det. helping civilian police of
Naahua, A' H.search f o r L weapon believed hidden under ice and mow.
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skirmijh line, etc. Accordingly, what does it matter that the site
chosen for the exercise is a woods nearby the post, where a suspected criminal is believed t o hide? Especially, if the civilian
police have promised to be there to make the actual arrest if he
is flushed? Such subterfuge must be condemned as violative of
both the letter and the spirit of the law.*oo

D. Service

of Process

and Commissioner's Proceedings

Although United States Commissioners have jurisdiction t o try
civilians for certain offenses committed on military reservations
and military police may issue traffic violation reports, they are
not permitted to serve process for the
The
service of "bench warrants" or process is not only not a function
of the military authorities lo( but it would also be an execution
of the laws, in violation of the Posse Comitatus Act.
Authority was granted in 1941 to permit Army officers to conduct proceedings (as prosecutors) before United States Commissioners for petty offenses committed on military reservations."'
While never tested, such assistance appears to the author, to be
as much in conflict with the Posse Comitatus Act as is the service
of
E. Guarding Civilian Prisoners
The prohibitions against using military personnel of the Army
PoaDig. Op. JAG 1812-30, see. 14. In the author's opinion, t h e m would be
no legal objection t o an Army commander who might have N a l y OF Marine
forces assigned to his command using them ss a pome. It would not be
advisable. as a matter of policy, however. F o r instructions on joint operations
in domestic emergencies see F M 110-5, C. 4, see. 6, Joint Action Armed
Forces, 1 May 1954.
1WJAGA 185518172, 24 Oct 1965; id. 195615523, 30 Jun 1955 (which slao
said t h a t B violation of P post traffic regulation by B civilian would not be
in contravention of B Federal statute BO as to make him triable by a Cornmissioner.)
808
208

JAGA 185612505, 26 Feb 1956; Op. JAGAF 57-3.5, 1 May 1856.
JAG 000.51, 8 N o r 1841. Currently authorized in AR 632-580, 15 Mar

1865.

110Thia suggestion has been made. See JAGA 185515172 ( F N 207, supra),
which was contra to JAGA 195516623 ( F N 207, supra). The opinion sustained
the restriction on process serving by contending t h a t merely because the
praetiee of eondwting proceeding8 had never been eondemned i t didn't meen
t h a t the practice was legitimatr The author believes t h a t them should be
eanaintrncy on this point and t h a t the better pdiey would be to cease both
praotieer. PPrtiOuIariY in view of B recent rssolvtion a i the Committee on
Military Justice of the American Bar A r m (44 ABA J. 1120-21 (1858)).
t h a t pmeesa issued in courta.martis1 eases to compel witnesses to appear and
testify be eervsd only by a United States marshal or deputy marshal (instead
of by m i i i t u y personnel). Service of Courts-Martial proeess, pre88nUy 'W
ordinarily be made by pemons subject to military law" (par, 1154 MCM,
1851).
A?" ?>-'a
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or Air Farce in guardine civilians prior to trial and conviction
have already been mentioned."' Would it be executing the law to
permit soldiers or airmen to guard or supervise the labor of convicts? The cases conflict, but as a general matter, to do 80 would
be in violation of the Posae Comitatus Act.
There would be an illegal transfer of the duty of one governmental branch to another to permit soldiers permanently to guard
civil prisoners who are Serving sentences to confinement under
the supervision and in the custody of civil authorities.*" To do so
would be an unlawful supplementation of the appropriations of
the civil authorities,*" violate the Posse Comitatus Act,*" and
be against policy:
"To withdraw permanenrlr Army personnel from sfrietly military duties
and t o impose upon them the work of B civilian watchman ie eontmrg to
the spirit and intent, if not the letter, of numerous statutes with refeien~e
to the Amy."

Temporary guarding has been distinguished when on a basis
of unforseeable or unusual necessity218 and, in a doubtful deeision,s" tentative approval was given ta the w e of convict labor
in Puerto Rieo, where custody of the prisoners was to remain
in the Insular authorities but soldiers were to do the guarding.
Army authorities sought to borrow Federal prisoners from
Leavenworth priaon to build roads at Fort Leavenworth. It was
thought that such use would be legal if the work was temporary
and the military had exclusive control over them."a The request
was debated over a five year period but never solved because of a
reluctance of the Department of Justice to give up supervision
and
The Depaytment of Justice waa refused the privilege of putting
Federal prisoners in the Disciplinary Barracks a t Fort Leavenworth.**- In the opinion of the Judge Advocate General military
guards could supervise only those prisoners serving sentences
under military authority. Another reason far the disapproval
was that the Disciplinary Barracks was a rehabilitation center
rather than a penitentiary. The fact that some of the Federal
211 Note 138, mpra, guarding dep"t8e; note 135, sum, guarding prisoners
in China: note 188, a w n , guarding civilians held for Commiaaioner'n court;
note 201, mwa, gnarding perrons osught weaping uniform.
111 JAG 033.7, 21 M a y 1840.
218 33 Op. Atty. Gen. 162, (1823).
914 JAG 014.5, 27 Oet 1828; id. 20 Dee 1828: id. 541.1, 6 Mar 1824.
21; JAG 033.7, 21 P a y 1940.
214 Angel laland uprining. note 124, mwa.
117 JAG 884,l Apr 1325.
218 JAG 253.6,14 Jun 1822.
118 JAG 253.5. 4 Jun 1827.
8ZD JAG 263,16 Aug 1828.
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penitentiary prisoners previously had been military persons was
immaterial. In an opinion that is hard to justify, however, no
objection was made to allowing the United States marshal to
either deputize soldiers or designate them as "guards" in order
to utilize Army personnel, who were moving Army prisoners from
San Antonio to Leavenworth, in shipping civilian prisoners to
the Federal penitentiary in the same location.*"
The pendulum swung back in an opinion, based on the Posse
Comitatus Act, advising against permitting soldiers to guard
prisoners in the Illinois State penitentiary.222 Statutes of the
state of Illinois would have clothed the soldiers with civil authority
and the prisoners were to be restricted to a group of volunteers
who had agreed to participate in a research program sponsored
by The Surgeon General of the Army.
It is apparent, to the author, that the vacillation in this area
is a result of policy, rather than law.

F. Traffic Law Enforcement, Parades, Control Of Crowds
The operation of military vehicles on the public highways is
regulated by military regulations as well as civil traffic laws.
Military police may enforce military reguiations governing their
operation but may only enforce civil traffic laws when violations
of such laws constitute a violation of military laws and reguiations. Of course, the military police are authorized to apprehend, if necessary, any person subject to the Uniform Code of
Military Justice
who has committeed any offense (including
certain traffic vioiations) if the offense reflects discredit upon the
service. The cases are 80 proportionately few in which violations
of civil traffic laws actually constitute offenses under the Uniform
Code of Military Justice, that such cases could not be relied upon
as an authorization to establish military police traffic patrols in
off-poat civilian areas.p2*
Off-post traffic regulation became a problem as soon as the
automobile became popular z 2 E and it is particuiariy vexing on
such installations as White Sands Proving Grounds where a state
highway bisects the reservation and where safety demands that
JAG 263, 21 Jun 1925. The Posse Comitatua Act was not mentioned.
22PJAGA 195318755,12 Nov 1965.
21s Uniform Code of Military Justice, Articles 7 (1) & 134.
e24JAGA 1956l5291, 5 J u l 1966; id. 195618656, 28 Pav 1956. But the First
Army Commander pnt 11 safety vehicles on <he highways of his area to
"emperate on law enforcement and highway 18fety.l' h'ew York Times, 20
Aug 1955, p. 18.
321 Soldiers were not permitted t o patrol the mads near lrlington cemetery.
on the ovtakirta of Washington, D.C., JAG 687.5, I Jun 1924.
221
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traffic be halted when guided missiles are fired.*?' Rush hour
driving makes life nightmarish a t posts located near metropolitan
areas."' but an enterprising commander in one congested zone
has partially solved his dilemma by detailing Department of the
Army civilians to aid the civilian police in giving traffic directions
at the main gate of his installation.32s
The problem is more acute when there is a civil defense emergency but, when civilian governmental authorities are able to
maintain effective order, Army or Air Force personnel may not
be used for general traffic control.Z2DWhen there is no emergency
i t would even be objectionable to permit them to patrol jointly
with civilian police far traffic control purposes although a number of administrative procedures might be ordered to insure that
only military offenders would be apprehended.z"
The prohibitions of the Posse Comitatus Act have provided an
escape from traffic and c r m d control problems arising from
faira, carnivals, rodeos and other civic e\,enta, but they have prevented the Army and Air Force from enhancing their public
relations when their missions would have otherwise permitted
assistance. The direction of traffic, parking of cars, or control of
spectators necessarily involves the enforcement of law, despite
the fact that no arrests would be made.*l? Thus, troops could not
be used at fairs and rodeos in several western communities,'"
nor could they be used to supplement city police in controlling
~ 2 ~ J A G A 1 0 5 5 1 8 1 7 127, Oet 1055.
221 F o r t Meade Md. JAGA 1055i5523 SO Jun 1065 note 207 a v o . F o r t
Monmouth, N.J.' Ih; S J A there parti;ularly mentibned the ;egulstion Of
trafficwhen he suggested this t h e m topic, note 3, eupro.
P*S b a t e B violation a i the Posse Comitatlle Act, JAGA 1856l6462, 11
sep 105s. note 109, " p a .
229 JAGA 1955!9102, 1 Dee1055.
180JAGA 1036 1182, 16 Jan 1933 The Posse Comitatus Act prohibits
e x e e u t m of IBWI, with eertam exceptions. Thus, i t is the character of the
law8 erecvted and not the t m e person (civilian or military) against whom
they m e enforced which is important. Thus, a joint traffic patrol t o execute
civilian traffic laws would violate the Aet while a joint patrol, t o enforce
militaly discipline amang mditary personnel would not. Air Force E O O E Y ~ L I .
See Op. J A G A F 2C27.0, 24 Jsn 1956.
XalJAGA 19361C291, 6 Jul 1056. Suggested was the sffixing of a Post
decal on civilian vehicles. The decal cannot be presumed to refleet the status
or identity of the operator and t o halt it would involve tho exercising a i
"pollee powers" which the military policeman would not have unless the
operator was B member of the military service and committing an offenae
mnishable under the L'CMJ. From B claims and lrublic relations s t a n d m i n t
the proposed plan WBQ condemned.
28ZJAGA 105618555.26 Nou1056; AR 1004,12Jun 1968.
188 JAGA 196617271,20 Sep 1956.
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crowds at a convention parade of a prominent veterans'
organization.*J'
Shortly after a comprehensive opinion on the subject of the
Posse Comitatus Act was published,*lb a policy reversal was announced in carefully couched language which permits mature
military policemen to accompany civilian police patrols for the
sole purpose of enforcement of military discipline among military
personnel.*86 While this represents a major change, the problem
of off-post traffic is still primarily a civilian one.z"

G. The Cae of Military P ~ n p e r t gend Facilities

to

Ezemte Laws

A person may violate the Passe Comitatus Act only through
the use of troops in executing the laws and not because he has
made military property or facilities available to law enforcement
agencies. This does not mean that he has carte blanche to lend
government equipment for there are other restrictions normally
prohibiting
such geatures.*a6 Nevertheless, requests have been
~.
184 JAGA 195416426, 16 Jul 1964. B u t the President can Use soldiers to
augment the Capitol Guard on ceremonial ~ccaiionssuch 88 when he 02. B
similar dignitary appears before Congress. Soldiers were used on 8 aveh
aecaaianr between Jan 1961 and Jun 1962. J A G 1962/6400. 26 Jun 1962.
285 JAGA 196613666, 26 iiov 1966, citing the draft of a letter from the
Provost Marshal General aeknowieging t h a t military police have frequently
been used in handling traffic on specific oeearimr and another letter from the
Fourth Army Provost Marshal complaining of restrictions against aiding at
air shows, parades, joint patrols and peak trafRc ~eqniation.
U l J A G A 1856,8430, 3 Dee 1956. The draft of B proposed joint regulation
implementing the new policy was in JAGA 195716168,1 4 Aug 1967. Military
Police r ~ c e i v especial instmetions on this tiekiieh topic. See Lesson Pian
M P 3406, Poase C o m i t a b r Act, Courw MPA: NCOR, The Provost Marshal
General's School (Miiitary Police Dept, Patrol Seetion) F o r t Gordon. Ga.,
Oet 1968.
297 JAGA 196717227, 9 Sep 1967. Some starer use National Guardsmen
supplement State Police an weekend highway patrols. Such use does not
violate the Posse Comitatus Act. See note 99, 8 ~ p i a .A B +atraffic direction
within a Girl Scout Camp Area. see i n 238, inlro.
E*lThe use of government property is governed by B number of statutes
and regulations. See 36 Comp. Gen. 561, 563-184 (1967); JAGT 196710186,
93.2; AR 360.66, za ~ a 1" 9 6 ~ ;
is J~~ ism, 3 ~ i np.
~ . I), Suppiies,
JAGA 196418381, 20 Oet 1954; AR 600-60, 1 Oet 1952; AR 7366. 20 DeE
1964. As to the propriety of landing uniforms see J A G A 196814861, 9 Jun
1958 which oites 10 U.S.C. 771 (1962 Ed., Supp. V ) and 13 U.S.C. 702 (1962
Ed., Supp. V) 8 s prohibiting unauthorized l e a r i n g of uniforms, even by
civilian law enforcement agencies. Congresi h a s recently authorbed the
lending of military equipment to the G i r l Scout8 af the United States d
America for use a t their 1959 Senior Roundup Encampment ( P L 86643, 72
Stat. 399) and The Judge Advocate General of the Army haa given his opinion
t h a t there would be no legal objection ta furnishing Military Police for d e guarding the property, directing trrffic within th8 enesmpment and patroliing
the camp perimeter, provided such duties will in no way involve eiriiian law
enforcement duties properly the function of the itate and local governments
JAGA 196918861,12 May 1969.
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made and opinions rendered in a variety of instances such 8 8
the incident resulting in approval of the assignment of space on
a military transport ta deport an undesirable alien
and of the
lending of a building to the United States marshal in China,
knowing that he would convert it into a prison.*'0 A common
request ia f a r such a peculiarly military item as a mine detector
(for searching for criminal guns) and occasionally there are
requests for weapons. When such requests are approved, it should
be with a proper explanation that in no case may the personnel
to operate the equipment be furnished. One such request resulted
in the lending of a tank to a Texas sheriff who needed it to shield
him from the rifle fire of an insane killer while he rescued a fatally
wounded deputy. Delivery of the tank was made by a sergeant
who had specific instructions from the Staff Judge Advocate t o
the effect that he was not permitted to operate the tank. He disobeyed when he found that (quite naturally) no one in the sheriff's
posse knew haw to operate the behemoth. The tank operator
attempted to legitimatize his act by removing his chevron-bearing
jacket and declaring that he mas "acting in his citizen's
capacity."
There has been no recorded criticism of his emergency-prompted legal reasoning.
Army laboratories are maintained in support of Military Police
criminal investigation operations,l'l a purpose which has been
cited ta discourage the lending of such facilities to civilian law
enforcers.*" This purpoae has no bearing on the application of
the Posse Comitatus Act and is a policy matter only. From a
practical view, however, laboratory facilities and lie detectors
require trained technicians far proper utilization and if personnel became involved there may be a conflict with the Act. To
determine the legality af using the facility and the technician
it is necessarl- to determine if the use is an execution of the laws
and if so, does the military have B legitimate and substantial
interest in the matter. For instance, a polygraph could be legally
employed to determine if an employee of the Veterans' Administration w a s telling the truth concerning alleged improper treatment of patients if the investigation WVBSto decide if he should
be discharged. There would be na "execution of the laws" in a
purely administrative matter of this kind. If a crime has been
committed in a nearbr communitv,
. the Dolwrauh and merator
JAGA 1052/9649,5Feb 1053.note 130, mpra.
J A G 014.5,20 Dec 1923,note 135,m ~ r a .
JAGA 106716586.26 Jun 1967,nate 173.mpra.
?commended approval of lending
the tank but not t h e o----'-1 4 8 Par. 19, A R 19,
289
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could be utilized to weed out suspects if the circumstances of the
crime are such as to cause an investigation of the offense to be
made by the military authorities for military purposes, Le., should
military personnel be under suspicion. If a soldier is taken into
custody by civil authorities on suspicion of having murdered his
wife in off-post quarters, the Army would have sufficient interest
to permit use of laboratory facilities and polygraph a s the situation potentially involves an offense against the Uniform Code of
Military Justice. Were the facts reversed, with the wife charged
with killing her husband, it would be a violation of the Posse
Comitatus Act to make the assistance
A retired member of the Regular Army could operate the equipment for civilian police, although the Army had no legitimate
interest in the investigation. Despite an earlier opinion to the
eontrary,z'8 and acknowledging that retired persons (officers or
enlisted men) are still a part of the Army of the United States,
the Act means only those "troops" an active duty. More recent
opinions perceive no illegality in retired enlisted men taking employment as police officers.*"
This realistic reasoning has been extended to sanction the affduty employment of an enlisted military police lie-detector
examiner in voluntarily operating a civilian-owned polygraph in
his individual and wholly unofficial capacity for a State or municipal law enforcement agency.zL8

H. Miscellaneous Situations
Attempts have been made to secure the assistance of the Army
on a grand scale and f a r noteworthy purposes, including occaaiona when the benefits would outweigh any disadvantagea, but
the Posse Comitatus Act has prevented them. The question of
nuardine the southern border of the United States against in-

MILITARY LAW REVIEW
was no authority for border guarding by troops*'s but the
Attorney General's office contended that the President's broad
Constitutional powers were sufficient to override the Posse
Comitatus Act.*'O Another broad area received Congressional
blessings in the specific authorization of assistance in enforcing
quarantines.2s: "Quarantines", though, has twice been narrowly
interpreted to apply only to ships and not to quarantines on
land.z"'
President Cleveland may not hare hesitated to send troops to
settle strikes but, today, soldiers may be employed in labor disputes only to stop imminent damage or destruction of property
unless the Secretary of the Army has given his approval.2b' His
authority would be needed for the proper maneuvering of soldiers
in necessarily forcing a picket line even to get food through for
Army maintenance.*"
One isolated incident resulted in an implied disapproval when
three soldiers assisted a local War Production Board offlcial
requisition
While this was not a typical case, it is
indicative of the variety of problems created by the Posse
Comitatus Act and confronting the troop commander and his
Staff Judge Advocate.
V. COSCLUSIONS A S D RECOMMENDATIONS
The Posse Comitatus Act has been with us for over eighty
years but there is a paucity of judicial decisions concerning it.
Fortunately, the past forty years have produced sufficient administrative opinions, generally based on sound legal reasoning, t o
justify certain conclusions and to establish practical rules for
interpretation.
Same of the conclusions are rather patent, but worth reiterating, if for no other reason than logical summarization. For
instance, the Act prohibits the execution of law8 through the use
of the Army or Air Farce or any Dart thereof, including organi140 JAGA 1953/5992,16 Ju11953.
BCOJAGA 1953i6661, 2 Sep 1953.
251 AR 500-50, 22 Mar 1966.
2 a p J A G 370.6, 16 Jan 1924, where Philippine Scouts, part of the Arm?,
were not permitted to enforce quarantine regulations for the Governm
General. JAG 370.6, 18 Apr 1924, where Arizona sought to ease ite hmf
and mouth quarantine t o permit Yuma indians, whose resenstion la? io
California, but whose marketa were in Arizona, to trade. Soldiers were not
allowed to guard the reservation'. western border.
218 SPJGA 194611932, 14 Feb 1546.
2 6 1 SPJGA 194611473, 25 Jan 1546. The decision to withhold trwpa and
trucks requested for strikebound maritime personnel eonfined to B ship WLB
approved. J A G 370.61. 21 J u l 1939.
PI6 SPJGA 154112673, 24 Jun 1942.
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zations or individuals, but always pertaining to "troops", a term
connoting certain service members on active duty. The drafters
of the Act wished to prevent abuse of the populace by misuse of
the soldiery and did not intend, in the author's opinion, to limit
the personal activities of the individual soldiers or airmen, active
or retired.
When the serviceman acts on his own initiative, as an individual, in an unofficial capacity, with or without remuneration,
he is beyond the restrictions of the Act. Hence, he could be employed as a desk Sergeant or guard; as an instructor in a police
school; a s a polygraph operator; or in purely clerical police
duties.
The Army may be used to execute the laws i n many ways
despite the provisions of the Posse Comitatus Act. I t may be
summoned by the Governors (through the President) or it may
be sent into a State without summons when necessity demands.
Statutory authority has been provided to permit the employment
of troops in queliing diaturbances and in upholding the laws but
strong Presidents, realizing that Congress is powerless to abridge
their Constitutional rights,2jb would consider themselves excepted
from the Act even without this express authority. Troops may
be dispatched to protect Federal property, to respond to disasters,
and to execute the laws when they are incidental to one of the
military's own functions.
266 Ex-Attorney General Miller nwer did think i t would be a hindranee
to the President. In 61 letter dated 11 Jui 1896 to Attorney General Oiney
(cited in JAGA 193219S49, 5 Feb 1933) he mid,
"I have always been of the opinion, and so advised President
Harrison. t h a t the posie oomitatu. statute, in 80 f a r as i t anemgted
t o iestiiet the President in using the A m y for the enforcement of
the laws, WBS invalid. beeaune beyond the power of Congreaa; t h a t
i t was no more competent by a Statute ta limit the power of the
President, PB Commander-in-Chid, to use the Army for the enforeement of the laws than it i s e m p e t e n t t o limit by statute the exercise
of the paydoning or appointing power."
Professor Crowin eontendn that the effect of the prohibition was largely
nviiiRed by a ruling of the Attorney General (16 Op. A t e , Gm. 152 (1878)
that ' b R.S. 6298 snd 5300, the military foreea, under the direction of the
Preaident, eauld be used ta amiat a marshal?' Crowin, Cwtitutim of the
United Stotea of America, S. Doe. No. 170, 82d Cong., 2d Sess. 11952) 483,
a Emclusion sustained by the Little Rock incident. Note 111, mpva. The Constihltionai question is discussed in Crowin, a p r a nate 1. a t 130-139; Poiiitt,
Preaidcntial Uaa of Troop# to EzaNte tha LMOB:A B t i e t Hiatary, 36 N.C.L.
Rev. 117, 131-133 (1938); Lorence, eup711.note 6, at 169-179. A r g y m ~ b
of the opponenb of the use Of Federal troops in Little Rock m n counter to
the suthai's Opinions regarding the eonatitvtionality of Cangreaiionai n t t e m p e
to limit the President's power to omploy the armed forces. Sea Schweppe,
aupm note 40s a t 190-191. In aupport of the author, sea Pollitt, m p o note
40s a t 606.
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I t is in this latter area that the impact of the Posse Comitatus
Act is more likely to be felt by the commander of troops and his
Staff Judge Advocate. The pattern of interpretation of the Act
has, in the author's opinion, been unnecessarily restrictive. By
using the Act as an excuse, the Army has succeeded in avoiding
many time., man- and equipment-consuming tasks. Doubtless,
some of the proposed missions would have greatly detracted from
the mission of national defense but they should have been rejected as a matter of policy and not of law, for many of the
negative answers to queries on the use of the Army are legally
unsound. On the other hand, the officials charged with the administration of a statute will not generally argue that it is unconstitutional and The Judge Advocate General (like other lawyers)
will only as a last resort advise his client to pur8ue a course of
conduct which may run afoul of criminal statutes. I n this there
Is a further lesson, the greater the advantage to be achieved, the
narrower becomes the lawyer's construction of the statute. This
will probably be true of the Supreme Court, too, if and when it
has the opportunity to review a conviction of violating 18 U.S.C.
138?~.~>'
Nevertheless, it is refreshing to see a trend toward more
liberai construction, The sanctioning of joint traffic patrols is
a beginning step.
When the Army is utilized f a r authorized purposes, there may
be some incidental assistance given to civil law enforcement
agencies. Cases in this area must be treated on an ad hoc basis,
with an attitude of practicality tempered by a concern for good
public relations. From a strictly legal viewpoint, it is the author's
conclueion that the statute is limited to deliberate use of armed
farce for the primary purpose of executing civilian laws more
effectively than possible through civilian law enforcement channels, and that those situations where an act performed primarily
for the purpose of insuring the accomplishment of the mission
of the armed forces incidentally enhances the enforcement of
civilian law do not violate the statute.
Many requests for troops are of such a nature that time i8 not
of the essence in rendering a decision as to legality or policy.
In those cases it is recommended that correspondence be
to the next higher command and eventually to the Judge Advocate
General, if necessary, for a rendition of the current policy. In
emergency situations it would be tragic not to take immediate
action and concurrently notify higher authorities. I t is advisable, in any case, for the commander to keep a detailed log or
161 Even though there were aome obvious violations of the Posse Comitatus
Act. the author eauld find no record of prosecutions, indictments or puninhments.
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record of events, maintained on an incident by incident basis,
with the Provost Marshal, the Staff Judge Advocate and those
persons of his intelligence staff who are skilled in this form of
operation, working an it as a joint venture. Such a record will
permit a full explanation of his actions and will substantiate the
need for any operation in which the troops are involved. I t
would be particularly valuable if the commander has to take steps
that are unpopular and subject to later criticism.
In some respects the Act is archaic and a hindrance to a commander who wishes to control the off-post conduct of his soldiers;
to safeguard their entrance and egress to and from his post; to
promote good public relations in the communities and to respond
to the inner urgings of the good citizen in putting down or preventing crime. The military community is now more closely tied
to the civilian community and a high crime rate in one has a
direct impact on the crime rate af the other but the possibility
of repealing the statute is remote. When Regular Army paratroopers were sent to Little Rock [supra. note 1111 the action
was condemned by a number of Representatives, Senators and
Governors and the Florida Legislature resolved to urge that there
be additional legislation withholding the pay of troops sent into
a state without the Governor's requeat.*6a
The Posse Comitatus Act does not restrict the use of troops
in those desperate situations when necessity requires it but i t
does act as a deterrent to prevent an irresponsible commander
from misusing his soldiers and it prevents similar abuses by
civilians. I t should not be raised Bs a shield from noxious assignment. These should be refused on a policy basis and not by a
distortion of the law.2ss

GS Though it must be admitted that BI a practical standpoint it mag be
difficult, at times, to maintain the bpet public relations on B negatiw "polio"
rather than "legal" (however distorted) approach.
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THE ROLE OF THE DEPOSITION IN
MILITARY JUSTICE
BY ROBINSON0. E v m m *

I. INTRODUCTION
An attorney receiving his first introduction to courts-martial is
often surprised by the role allotted to the depoaition. Instead of
being used in military justice chiefly for discovery or a s a basis
for possible later impeachment of B witness, the deposition is
frequently itself offered in evidence--aometimea by the defense
but more often by the prosecution.
Many exigencies peculiar to the Armed Services undoubtedly
led Congress t o authorize in Article 491 of the Uniform Code of
Military Justice-and
in previous parallel legislation-a use of
depositions unparalleled elsewhere in American criminal law administration. "For instance, when the Armed Services are operating in foreign countries where there is no American subpoena
power, it might be impossible to compel a foreign civilian witness
to come to the place where the trial is held, and yet he may be
quite willing to give a deposition. Furthermore, military life is
marked by transfers of personnel-the military community being
much more transient than most groups of civilians. To retain
military personnel in one spot so that they will be available for
a forthcoming trial, or to bring them back from a locale to which
they have been transferred, might involve considerable disruption
of military operations. Likewise, in combat areas there is oftan
considerable risk that a witness may be dead before trial date, In
which event, were civilian rules to be followed, his testimony would
be loat."2
Becauee of such "necessities of the services", the Court of Military Appeals has upheld the fundamental legality of militerg
depositions,8 but a t the same time has emphasized in regard thereto
*Visiting Aenoeiate Prafeaaor Duke University Law Sehael, and Raetieinr
Attomeg; Former Commirnioner U. S. Court of Military Appeals; author,
Everett, Military Justice in the Armed Forces oi the U.S.; Asaociste Editor,
Law & Contemporary Problems, Journal of Legal Education; A.E. and LL.B.
Harvard University: affieer in Air Farce Reserve.
110 USC 5 849 (1952 d.,
Supp. V).
*Everett, Military Justice in the Armed Fereee of t h e United States 221-2

(1966).
*U.S. V. Sutton, 3 USCMA 220, 11 CMR 220 (1963); U.S. v. Pamiih, 7
USCMA 337,22 CMR 127 (1956).
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"that for the mmt part they are tools for the prosecution which
cut deeply into the privileges of an accused, and we have, t h e r e
fore, demanded strict compliance with the procedural requirements
before permitting their use."' I t is the purpose of this paper to
explore some aspects of this "strict compliance", and to determine
whether, under the Court's interpretation thereof, much basis
remains for the oft-erpreased fear that prosecution use of depositions in a court-martial deprives an accused of his right to confront
and cross-examine the witnesses against him and to have the full
benefit of counsel.

A. Oral uevsua Written
Contrary to previous Navy and Coast Guard practice,' the Uniform Code specifically authorizes the taking of either "oral or
written'' depositions. The former are taken by counsel on oral
examination of the deponent; the latter on the basis of written
interrogatories and cross-interrogatories submitted to a witness
to be answered by him under oath. United States 2). Sutton' concerned the legality of the written deposition.
One of Sutton's appointed assistant defense counsel, to whom
written interrogatories had been submitted, indicated in writing
on the deposition form that he did not a r e to tender any cross.
interrogatories; apparently he made no objection whatsoever
either to the taking of the deposition or to the taking of a written,
rather than an oral deposition. At the trial the accused had a
different attorney, who objected to admission of the deposition on
the ground that it violated the right of confrontation guaranteed
by the Sixth Amendment.
Judges Latimer and Brcaman rejected the defense contention,
but Chief Judge Quinn embraced i t enthusiastically. At Arst
glance the Chief Judge's dissent there might be taken to mean
that, under his view, neither a written o r oral deposition can be
admissible over defense objection, and that an accused always is
entitled to require that any witness tastify personally in the courtroom. Obviously, from the accused's standpoint, maximum protection is provided under these circumstances; any trial lawyer
will verify that some witnesses testify quite differently-and more
conservatively-when they are in court and in the presence of the
pereon against whom their testimony is being offered. Moreover,
as the Uniform Code itself recogni~es,~
the demeanor of a witness
+ U.S. Y . V d i . 7 USCMA 6 0 , 6 4 , 2 1 CMR 186,190 (1956).
l S e e US. 7 . Suttan. auwa note 3; U.S. V. Gomeli, 3 USCPA 292, 11 CMR
232 11953).
6 supla no- a.
7 Compare Article 6610) UCMJ.
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can be all-important in the evaluation of his credibility; yet it
cannot be reflected in the cold pages of a deposition.
Upon more detailed analysis of Chief Judge Quinn’s opinion,
i t seems, however, that, although he recognizes the undeniable
advantages of a witness’ preaence before the court-martial, his
chief concern is with the preservation of the accused’s right of
cross-examination. Indeed, he accedes to Judge Latimer’s conclusion-which, in turn, draws heavy support from Dean Wigmore’
-that cross-examination is the eswnce of confrontation. Under
this approach the witness’ presence could, in some instancea, be
dispensed with if he had previously been subjected to effective
cross-examination-just as testimony offered a t a former trial0 or
at a pretrial Article 32 investigation’o is sometimes admissible in
evidence because the defense’s right to cross-examination has been
preserved.
Whether Chief Judge Quinn would consider the presence of the
accueed himself at the taking of a deposition to be a prerequisite
for effective cross-examination is not made clear in his Szltta
dissent. Certainly there is nothing therein which would be irreconciliable with a view that effective cross-examination could be
achieved by a qualified lawyer without the presence of the accused,
if there had been ample opportunity for communication between
them before the taking of the deposition,
After Judge Ferguson had joined the Court of Military Appeals,
an unsuccessful attempt was made in United States v . Parriah11
to have the Court overrule the Sutton decision. The depositions in
question had been taken on written interrogatories, and Coionei
drafted
Parrish’s counsel-me of them a civilian attorney-had
extensive cross-interrogatories. Apparently no request was made
that oral depositions be taken. Due to the nature of some of the
which they
answers given to the cross-interrogatories-answers
contended were evasive-the defense counsel requested the law
officer for a continuance to allow submission of further crossinterrogatories, and denial of this continuance was one ground for
their objection to reception of the depositions in evidence.
In upholding the admission of the depositions, the Court’s
opinion remarked concerning the “determined bid” to have Svttm
overruled :I*

-

re, Evidence, 9 1386 (1840 Sd e d . ) ; U.S. Y. Miller. 7 USCMA 29,
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“The ~ e w s
of the three Judges Sitting at the time the Sutton decision wad
rendered m e i d l y stated in that opinion. Judge Ferguson haa chosen ta
follow the principle announced by the majority and no good purpose would
be served by repeating what was there paid. Accordingly. this issua is
resolved against the accused without further comment.”

In the interests af completeness, one should note Judge Ferguson’s observation in his concurring opinion in United States v.
B r a d p that “A convening authority may ‘for goad cause’ forbid
the taking of an oral deposition and provide instead that written
interrogations be submitted. Article 4 9 ( a ) , Uniform Code of
Military Justice, 10 USC S 849”. Neither Judge Ferguson, the
Code, nor the Manual explains what is meant by “good cause” in
this context. His comment seem, however, to assume that sometimes a written deposition will be taken, by direction of the convening authority, even though one of the parties has given notice
that he wishes to take an oral deposition. Nonetheless, Judge
Ferguson can hardly be said to have ruled that a convening
authority is completely free to reject a defense request that a proposed deposition be taken on oral examination instead of on written
interrogatories.
Actually the specific problem presented by a timely defense
request that a written deposition be forbidden and an oral deposition ordered in its place was not before the Court in either Sutton
or Pawish-where there was no objection at the time of its taking
to the written deposition as suck. It is ciear that in any such
situation Chief Judge Quinn would hold that the convening authority w.s under a compul8ion ta forbid the written deposition in
order to protect the accused’s right to effective cross-examination.
And, a s has been noted, Judge Ferguson could take the same position without squarely overruling the holdings of Sutton and Parrish. Or else he could reason that a request for taking an oral
deposition must be granted, unless there is “good cause” to insist
on written interrogatories. In this event the existence of “good
cause” would presumably involve a legal issue to be considered
during appellate review of the case. Relevant considerations might
include amenability of the witness to subpoena and availability of
certified counsel to represent the parties for the taking of the
oral deposition.
Another possible approach would involve consideration of
whether in the particular case there waa some special desirability
of an oral, instead of a written, deposition. Vnder this approach
the burden would rest on the defense counsel t o show some special
13
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8 USCMA 456,461,24 CMR 266,271 (1957).
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reason why the oral deposition should be taken, rather than on
the Government to sustain the use of a written deposition.
The recent decision of a Board of Review bears on this problem." There the accused had been charged with sodomy, proof
of which hinged on a prosecution witness who resided f a r from
the place of trial. When the Government proposed to take the
written deposition of this witness, the accused's civilian defense
counsel requested either that the witness be subpoenaed to appear
before the court-martial or, alternatively, that an oral deposition
be taken from the witness. This request was not granted, and
apparently was not even brought to the convening authority's
attention in its original form. Because of m extraordinary conglomeration of defects and irregularities, the Board held that the
deposition was inadmissible in any event, but it did state specifically that the defense request for the taking of a deposition
on oral examination had been reasonable and should have been
granted. Implicitly the decision recognizes that, under some circumstances, error exists in denying a defense request for oral,
instead of written, depositions.
Neither Article 49(a) nor the Manual provides specific atandards for choice between uses of oral and written depositions.
Nonetheless, this omission was probably not intended to give either
ta the party desiring the deposition or to the convening authority
a completely unfettered power of selection. Certainly the possibility exists that denial of a defense request for an oral deposition
will, in wme circumstances lead to reversible error. In fact, this
possibility becomes almost a certainty since Chief Judge Quinn
has emphasized hia 1,iew that it is unconstitutional in any event
ta admit written depositions in evidence against an accused over
abjection and Judge Ferguson has consistently demonstrated great
solicitude for the rights of accused persons.
As matters now stand, it seems likely that, except BS to purely
formal matters, defense counsel will increasingly request the convening authorities to order the taking of arai depositions. Rather
than risk reversal of a conviction, quite a few convening authorities will undoubtedly either accede to the defense request, or will
have the witness subpoenaed to testify before the court-martial.
In the long run there may occur a substantial diminution, or even
the virtual abolition, of the written deposition in courts-m,wtidthe very result 80 fervently advocated by Chief Judge Quinn in the
Suttm case.
14

NCM 56-01270 (SF).Turnan, 25 CMR 710 (1867).
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B. Subpoena ~

~

8

Deposition
2 ~ 1

In several cases a defense counsel has requested that subpoenas
be issued for certain witnesses and the denial thereof has later
been considered on review by the Court of Military Appeals.
When viewed in proper perspective, these cases have considerable
relevance to the role of the deposition.
If the defense counsel had had his i%-ayin United States 1).
DeAngelis,'& the courtroom would have teemed with witnesseItalian nationals and American civilians and military personnel.
In rejecting the accused's contention on appeal that he had been
denied compulsory process, the Court emphasized that the compulsory process need not be invoked unless the testimony of the
defense witness would be "material and neceseary". The Court
in this connection quoted irom a passage of the 1949 Manual for
Caurts-1Martia1l6-under which the accused was tried-to the general effect that a subpoena need not be issued "where a deposition
would fully answer the purpme and protect the rights of the
parties," or unless "a deposition will, for any reason, not properly
answer the purpose." .4t a later point in its opinion, the Court
observed concerning the defense request for the presence of certain
American witnesses: "Each witness was shown to be over one
hundred miles from the place a i trial. Consequently, if the accused
in fact desired their presence as witnesses, his failure to establish
the materiality of their testimony, to submit a request f a r obtaining their testimony by deposition, or to show that depositions
would not answer the purpose, precludes any claim of error at this
stage of the case."17 Clearly the Court seems to be saying that a
defense coumel who wishes a witness subpoenaed bears the burden
of showing that the witness' testimony cannot as well be taken
by deposition. Especially when oral depositions are to be used, this
burden wouid be a heavy one.
Paragraph 115a of the 1951 Manual is less explicit than the
corresponding section of its 1949 predecessor with respect to the
iseuance of a subpoena where a deposition would ''answer the
purpose"; in fact, it contents itself with the reference "See Article
49d concerning the conditions under which a deposition, to be
admissible, may be taken." However, later in the same Manual
paragraph there is a provision to the general effect that a witness
need not be subpoenaed at the defense's request if the trial counsel will stipulate to his expected testimony. Presumably, then, the
draftsmen of the Manual did not feel that it was all-important for
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the court-martial to observe the demeanor of the witness, instead
of being presented merely with his stipulated testimony or his
deposition.
However, in United States II. Th.nmton;s the Court of Military
Appeals took a different view. The accused officerwas attempting
to negate a charge of larceny by showing an absence of felonious
intent, and in support thereof he requested that a civilian witness
be subpoenaed. Although it did not appear whether the convening
authority personally acted on the request, it was denied by the
Acting Staff Judge Advocate. When the request was renewed a t
the trial, the law officer again denied it, whereupon trial and
defense counsel entered into B stipulation of expected testimony.
In holding that the accused was entitled to the direct testimony
of the desired witness and that it was prejudicial error to deny
him the requested subpoena, the Court r e m a r k e d 9
“An accused eannot h farced to present the tenthnomy of D matsrkl
d t n e s i on his h h a l i by wag of stipyistion or deposition. On the eontram,
he is entitled to have the wimess testify directly from the witness rtand
in the c w r h o m . To insure that right. Conmeas has provided that he
‘shall have equal opportunity [withthe promcution and the court-martid]
to obtain witnesses . , , in accordance with such replations 8s the Preaident may prescribe.’ ”

Two weeks later in United States v. Harvey.P’ the Court seems
to recede somewhat from the rule of the Thornton case. Harvey
was charged with assault and his defense counsel requested that
trial counsel subpoena four civilian witnesses, who would testify
concerning the “character and reputation of the chief prosecution
witness.” The request was denied by the convening authority,and later a t the trial by the law officer, after the proaecution had
announced its willingness to stipulate to the expected testimony
“subject only to the admissibility of the evidence.” However, no
stipulation was offered in evidence.
The Court sought to distinguish Thornton an several grounds.
First, “and most important,’’ the expected teatimony of the witness
in that case had gone to “the core of the accused’s defense,” but
not so here. Secondly, the acting staff judge advocate had denied
Thornton’s request for the subpoena, “whereas here, it was the
convening authority.” Thirdly, defense counsel had not complied
with the Manual’s formal requirements that he submit B written
statement containing (1) a synopsis of expected testimony, (2)
“full reasons which necessitate the personal appearance of the
188 USCMA 448, 24 CMR 258 (1957);
CMR 478 (1967).
IQ 8 USCMA at 449,24 CMR s t 269.
Z08USCMA638,PSCMRO (19671.
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witness, and ( 3 ) any other matter showing that such expected
testimony ia necessary to the ends of justice."Pl Fourthly, the
accused could not have been prejudiced by failure to subpoena the
witnesses for their expected testimony would not have been competent, since the accused presented no evidence of self-defensethe only issue as to which the expected testimony could have any
relevancy.
The two final distinctions seem quite valid. However, since the
Court did not explain what constitutes the "core" of a defense, i t
is unclear whether the fourth is simply a reiteration of the first
distinction. The second distinction overlooks the fact that in
Thornton the law officer also ruled on the issuance of the subpoena
and, in addition, that there the Court had stated that it would not
halt to determine "whether or not the decision was made by the
convening authority."
As Harvey makes no express retreat from the general principle
announced in Thornton, a trial counsel or' convening authority cannot safely assume that he may reject a defense counsel's written
request that a defense witness be subpoenaed and then force the
defense counsel to settle for the witness' deposition or a stipulation of his expected testimony. Of course, if the witness' teatimony would not be "material and necessary," there may be no
need to call him. However, simply on the basis of the defense
requesLwhich usuaIIy will be worded in a way best calculated by
counsel to induce issuance of a subpoena-it may be very difficult
to determine correctly whether the requisite materiality does exist.
Especially is this so since, even during the Article 32 investigation,
the accused's lawyers will often not have unveiled their theory of
defense in its entirety" and the expected testimony might have
some unforeaeen relevance to the defense case as presented a t the
trial. Rather than risk a reversal, the convening authority may
well decide ta dispense with any deposition and subpoena the witness to attend a t the trial.
The Manual speaks of subpoenaing a "material and necessary"
witness.23 Who, however, qualifies 89 a "necessary" witness?
From the trial counsel's standpoint it is clear that the calling of
certain witnesses may be necessary if he is to prove all elements
of his case beyond a reasonable doubt. On the other hand, since
the accused is presumed innocent and bears no burden of proof,
he is under no true "necessib." to call any witnesses; no flnding
of guilt can be directed against him even though he presents no
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evidence whatsoever. ks to certain defenses, the accused must a t
least present some evidence in order to raise an issue that will
merit the attention of the law officer and the court member^.^'
Perhaps a witness who could testify a s to one of these defenses
might sometimes be deemed a “necessary” defense witness. Federal Rule 17 of Criminal Procedure authorizes the issuance of a
subpoena upon the request of an indigent defendant whose evidence will be material and without whom “the defendant cannot
safely go to trid”26 Arguably, the Manual’s draftsmen were sesking to establish the same criterion for subpoenaing requested
defense witnesses. Or else they may only have been seeking to
prevent wholesale subpoenaing of witness who would merely give
cumulative testimony for an accused.
In instances where a defense request is made for the presence
before the court-martial of a “material and necessary” witness,
how f a r must the prosecution go before i t can properly insist that
the defense counsel resort to depositions to secure the desired testimony? The Manual far Courts-Martial authorizes subpoenaing “at
government expense, any civilian who is to be a material witness
and who is within any part of the United States, ita Territories,
and possessions.”QB
There ia no restriction to prosecution witnesses.
Thus, as to any ci\,ilian within the United States, the trial counsel
should seldom have difficulty in obtaining the defense witness‘
presence if he makes a good faith effort to that end and if the
witness’ whereabouts are knownZ7 Military witnesses are also
readily obtainable with the government’s cooperation. However,
where the defense desires foreign witnesses the problem is more
difficult. Certainly under the Thornton approach witness fees and
travel expenses should be payable by the Government for foreign
defense witnesses to the same extent as for prosecution witnesses.
In the event of a treaty or agreement with a foreign nation for
securing the attendance of its nationals as witneases in American
courts-martial, the Government would a180 seem obligated to make
the same effort in behalf of the accused to secure the presence of
such a person a8 if he were a prosecution witness.28 Only thus
would the defense counsel receive the “equal opportunity to obtain
24

PI

Ever&, op. cit. note 2, p, 193.
This Rule was quoted by the Court in U.S.

V.

DeAngelia, supra note 15,

*t p. 802.
26P.r. 115dll), MCM, 1961.
17 Of course, unless the witness can be heated, no one can take his deposition. For B general diacunaian of subpoenas in coult8-martid 188 EveretL.
op. cit. note 2, at pp, 217-9,
2s Compsre the diacusaien in U.S. V. Stringer. 5 USCMA 122, 17 CPR 122
(1954) of what in required ta show unavailabilitg of a forelm witneaa.
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witnesses and other evidence" assured him by Article 46'O of the
Uniform Code.
Several features of military justice may lead to numerous
defense requeats to subpoena witnesses. For one thing, unlike a
defendant in civilian courts, who, if he loses, will be paying the
court costs, an accused convicted by a court-martial labors under
no such liability. In State courts, too, the subpoena power is effee.
tively limited by State lines; in courts-martial it is not. Moreover,
a very few unscrupulous defense counsel appearing before courtsmartial may seek to harass and exhaust the prosecution-and
perhaps obtain 8 voluntary dismissal of charges-by excessive
requests for the attendance of witnesses before a court-martial,
especially military witnesses whose time cannot readily be spared
from their duties.80
Even where prosecution witnesses are involved, the T h o n t m t
decision may result in some limitation on the m e of depositions. A
brief illustration will clarify this paint. Assume that a trial
counsel prosecuting an assault case requests authority from the
convening authority to take the deposition of a supposed eye witness. In support of his request, and in accord with the procedure
required by the Manual," the trial counsel submits a memorandum
stating that the witness will probably testify that the accused
committed an assault, As soon as he learns of the trial counsel's
request, the defense counsel himself submits a request that this
witness be subpoenaed as defense witness, and indicates that
the witness will testify that there was no assault and that the
accused was simply defending himself.
Obviously, if the witness must ultimately be subpoenaed, there
will be little point in expending time and money to take his depositions. Under the assumed facts, how can the convening authority
feel safe in rejecting the defense request for a subpoena? The
witness' testimony is probably material; otherwise the Government would not have wished to take his deposition in the first
place. Even with the assistance of any pretrial statements made
by the witness to investigators, the convening authority cannot
be sure that, in some respect and as to some issue, the witness'
testimony may not ultimately prove favorable to the accused. In
that event the failure to subpoena the witness may well mean
reversal of any conviction obtained. Under these circumstances,
the convening authority may decide to go ahead and subpoena the
1P

10 USC 5 840 (1952 ed., SUDD VI.
DeAngelia, "ma note 16.

111 Compare U.S. V.

alean 1171, Mm, 1961; nee d m U.S. 7 , Brady. 8 USCMA 468, 24 CMR
286 ( 1 9 6 7 ) .
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witness in the first place, rather than take his deposition, or else
to dispense entirely with the proposed witness if the defense counsel will voluntarily withdraw his request for a subpoena.
C. Counael
As has been pointed out previously, the use of written deposi-

tions may be dangerous if the accused has made a timely request
for the taking of an oral deposition. However, if the request is
acceded to, the Government may be saddled with a heavy burden.
I n the first place, the accused must be provided with certified
counsel to represent him during the taking of the deposition, if the
deposition is to be admissible later in a general court-martial.aa
Secondly, as United Stater 2). Brady38 made clear, the Government’s responsibility is not satisfied merely by providing certified
counsel if the charges have already been referred to a court for
trial. Instead the accused must be represented a t the taking of
the deposition by the same counsel appointed to defend him a t the
trial or by other qualified counsel acceptable to the accused. The
Court of Military Appeals noted that anything intimated to the
contrary in the Manual for Courts-Martial conflicts with Article
49 of the Code and so is void.
Obviously the transporting of defense counsel hither and yon
to take depositions can involve considerable expense to the Government and tie up valuable legal personnel. The alternative of
written interrogatarie+an alternative which, 8 8 heretofore mentioned, w89 referred to by Judge Ferguson in his Brady concur.
rence-produces a deposition which often is relatively uninformative and the taking of which, over defense protests and despite
requests for a n oral deposition, may lead down the road of reverslble error. Perhaps the only remaining course for the convening
authority is to direct the taking of depositions from all prospective witnesses before reference of the charges for trial. Until the
charges are referred, the convening authority does have freedom
to designate counsel to represent both the accused and the Government in the taking of oral depositions,” although even then he
probably must allow the accused ample opportunity to communi.
cate with his designated counsel concerning the deponent’s probable testimony.
Prior to reference of charges, however, several difficulties may
be encountered that would not exist if the deposition were taken
I * U.S. I. Drain, 4 USCMA 848.16 CMR 220 (1964).
81 S X P V ~note ai.
84 Article 49, 10 USC 5 M9 (1952 ed., Supp. V) i US. 7. Bndg, Nnote s1.
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a t a iater stage of the proceedings. In the first place, the power
to subpoena does not seem to exist until the charges are referred
-a circumstance which would, of coume, relate to seeking a
deposition from a civilian witness.3e Secondly, it is often impossible to anticipate so early in the proceedings all the issues a s to
which the witness may poseess information; and consequently
another deposition may have to be obtained from him after the
charges are referred. Thirdly, until the charges are referred, it
cannot be stated definitely mzhat type of court mzili try them; the
convening authority may find that he has wasted certified counsel
in taking depasitions that will not ever be used in a general courtmartial. Finally, in postponing reference of the charges until
extensive depositions have been taken, a convening authority may
be criticized for "unnecessary delay in the disposition of any
case."8'
11. EVALUATION
Today it is quite uncertain whether written depositions can be
admitted in evidence against an accused who has requested that
the witnesses either give oral deposition8 or be subpoenaed to
appear personally before the court-martial. This uncertainty portends that, although written depositions will often be used by the
defense to obtain favorable evidence, they will decline in importance as "tools for the prosecution".
Undoubtedly attacks will continue on the use against accused
persons either of written or oral depositions. If such an attack
were made in a case where written depositions had been used, it
is a t least conceivable that some undiscriminating court might
simply proclaim that no deposition of any sort could be admitted
in evidence over an accused's objection. On the other hand, if
such an attack were made in a case where oral depositions had
been used, the Government's position would be considerably
stronger. With such depositions-and especially in light of the
position taken by the Court of Military Appeals in United Stotes v .
Bradg-the accused Is well-protected in his right to cross-examine
the witneases against him and to have the effective aid of counsel.
To the extent that cross-examination is the core of confrontation,
he is also well-protected in his right of confrontation-r,
a t least,
about a8 much as when farmer testimony is admitted in evidence
against him a t a second trial. Actually, the decline of the written
deposition may eliminate one temptation for Federal civil courts
to interfere with courts-martial.
86

See Everett, mprs note 27.
Article 98. 10 USC I898 (1962 ed., Supp. VI.
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AB for oral depositions, it must be said in all candor that their
utility-at
least for the prosecution-may
have been greatly
diminished by the decisions of the Court of Military Appeals concerning issuance of subpoenas and representation by counsel.
Resourceful defense counsel will probably now be much more successful in obtaining the attendance in court of key prosecution or
defense witnesses in place of their depositions; and the task of
trial counsel and even of court members may become more burdensome. Although the importance of deposition8 should not be exaggerated, i t does seem fair to say that the role of the deposition
should now be carefully reevaluated by thoae concerned with
military justice.
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DAMNOSA HEREDITAS-SPECIAL COURTS-MARTIAL
BY MAJOR HENRY B. CABEWI'
I.

INTRODUCTION

The sweeping changes in the concepts of warfare which have
resulted from the development of nuclear weapons, missiles, eltronic devices, and mobility on an unprecedented scale have required the discarding or modification of many fundamental and
long accepted methods of waging war. In recognition of the magnitude of these changes, new organizations and tactics are being
devised, not only to take full advantage of the increased combat
power available to the military commander, but also to m i n i h e
the impact of the employment of nuclear weapons by an enemy.
If these new military techniques and the battle formations
designed to employ them are to achieve maximum effectiveness,
current administrative procedures must be adapted to fit their
requirements. Included in theee administrative procedures is the
Uniform Code of Military Justice' which providas the commander
with coercive powers and courts-martial for the maintenance of
that high degree of discipline which is a prerequisite to the 8uccessful conduct of military operations.
One of the types of courts-martial authorized by the code is the
special court-martial.2 In this article the practical and administrative difficulties incident to the use of special courts-martial by
battle groups and separate battalions will be examined. This examination will be performed with B view toward supporting recommendations for changes in the present classification of courtsmartial which appear to be necessary to adapt them to the needs
of the modern Army.
11. ORIGIN OF SPECIAL COURTS-MARTIAL
Inferior courts-martial, composed of three or more line officera
and designed primarily for the trial of the soldier-misdemeanant,
have been a part of the judicial system of the Army since 1176.
Originally these courts were called regimental and garrison courta* The Judge Advoeate General's Corps, United States Army; P e m b u ai
the T e r a s State Bar; Graduate af the Universiw of Texan l a w School.
110 U.S.C. 801-940 (1952 ed., Supp. V). Citations to the UnUorm &de
of Military Justice are hereafter designated by the article nvmber and the
initials "UCMJ."
2 Art. 18, UCMJ.
A-o !..?
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martiaL8 Although they were required to adhere generally to the
procedures of general courts-martial, they were forbidden to impose a fine exceeding one month's pay or imprisonment a t hard
labor for a period in exceas af one month.'
Regimental and garrison courts-martial were the only inferior
courts-martial used by the Army for nearly 90 years. Then in
1862, Congress required regimental commanders to detail a field
grade officer of the regiment a s a field officer's court to try soldiers
of the regiment for crimes or offenses not capitaL6 The first summary court-martial was created in 1890 and it assumed the functions of the field officer's court in 1898.' Significantly, the powers
with respect to punishment of all types of inferior courts-martial
were substantially the same. The principal distinction in their
respective jurisdictions was that summary courts were to be wed
in preference to regimental or garrison courts-martial unless the
accused demanded trial by a multi-member court." As a result,
regimental and garrison courts-martial were gradually falling into
disuse.
Special courts-martial were authorized in 1913, primarily for
the purpose of providing an effective and active court to replaee
regimental and garrison courts-martial which were abolished in
the enabling act.$ The new special court-martial was to consist of
three to five officers and have the power to try any person subject
to military law for any crime or offense not capital. I t might
adjudge punishment not to exceed confinement a t hard labor for
six months and the forfeiture of six months' pay and, in addition
thereto, reduction to the ranks in the case of noncommissioned
officers.0 I t was an intermediate tribunal for the trial of offendere
8 American Articles of WBI of lT76, Arts. XXXVII, XXXIX, W k t h m p ,
Militam Law and Precedents 056 ( I d ed.. 1020 reprint).
,American Articles of War of 1786, Art. 4 ; Winthrop, OP. Cit., N W ~ ,

at 972.
I Act of 1 7 Jul 1862, 12 Stat. 508. The act d m provided that no soldier
serring with his regiment nhouid be tried by a regimentd OF garrison courtmartial when it was posaibie to convene a field officer's court. In the revision
of the a r t i e i u of war in 1874, the operation of field officer's court$ was
restricted to time of war (Revised Statutes, seetion 1342. Article SO).
s A e t of 1 Oct 1800, 26 Stat. 64s; Act of 18 Jun 1808, 30 Stet. PES. The
first iummary eovrt was designed to complement the field officer'b court and
thus eonid be canrened only in time of peace. The 1898 act was inteilded to
simplify the appointment of these single officer courts and to group their
functions inra a. new ~ v m m a r ycourt-martial which was subatantially similar
to the m e we have today.
1 Aot of 2 Mar 1801, section 4, 81 Stat. 951. Under the tema of thin act
d l i n h i o r courts-martial were authorhed to impale confinement a t hard
labor for three months and the f0deiture of three months' pay.
8 Act of 3 Mar 1013, 37 Stat. 722.
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who were deemed worthy of retention in the command but in need
of punishment greater than that which could he accorded them by
summary court-martial.10
Aside from its enlarged jurisdiction and greater punitive power,
the special court-martial has the attributes of both garrison and
regimental courts-martial, As in the case of those courts, its trial
procedure is, so f a r as practicable, identical with that of general
courts-martial.ll
The authorib to appoint regimental, garrison, and special
courts-martial has aiways been vested in the commanders of
brigades, regiments, separate battalions, or comparable commands.
These commanders have the power to disapprove or approve in
whole or in part the findings and sentences adjudged by courts of
their appointment, and to issue promulgating orders.lP
I t is reaaonable to assume that there is still a need for some type
of inferior court-martial. On the other hand whether the continued existence of the special court-martial is justified can be
determined only by a critical scrutiny of its processes in the light
of the burdens it imposes upon those who resort to its use.
111. PRETRIAL PROCEDURES
If the battle group and company commander are to have a voice
in the ultimate disposition of a case and the punishment to he
imposed upon an offender of their respective commands, pretrial
procedures such as the preliminary inquiry, preference of charges,
and a decision a s to their disposition must be made by themselves
or their representatives, no matter what type of court tries the
c u e . However, a t the battle group level, one is immediately struck
by the formidable nature of the additional duties pertaining to
inferior courts-martial which have been imposed upon hoth officers
and enlisted clerks. These duties include the selection and appointment of courts, the preliminary examination of the charges and
their reference to trial, the review of the record of trial, the action
on the findings and sentence, and finally the promulgation of the
IOWar Department, A Manual f a r CoUita-Ma7tini. U. S. A m y i1817).
~ Courts-Martial" art here.
pp. XI-XII. Various editions of the " M B I I Y far
after cited "MCM"foilowed by the year of pubiiation.
11 Winthrop, Op. Cit., mnm, a t 487: Davis, A Treatise on the Military Law
of the United State8 218 i2d Ed., 1806) i p s r , 78, MCM, 1951.
I2Americe.n Articier of War of 1775 Arts. XXXVII-XXXIX Winthrep
Op. Cit., BUPT~,.a t S56; Arts. BO, 64, h d . UCMJ: pars. 86, 86, BO, MI&
1951; Winihrop, Op. Cit., wma, at 488.
A 0 0 86116
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resulta of trial." The fact that these officers and clerks have always
w r i e d this burden, more often than not with the assistance of
an unauthorized courts and boards sections," justifies neither the
continuance of the practice nor the failure to provide the necessary additional personnel. Substandard performance of both the
principal and the additional duties is the result of this false
economy measure.
IV. TRIAL PROCEDURES
An Army court-martial is B temporaly court convened for the
trial of one or mare cases.'s Although the orders appointing it
are not revoked, the court, as originally constituted, rarely hears
more than a few cases." Because the proceedings and record must
be complete without reference to another case,'? a number of otherwise unnecessary preliminary procedures such as the examination
of counsel with respect to qualification, the reading or announcement of the orders appointing the court, and the swearing of the
court and counsel must be completed before consideration of any
challenges and the arraignment.18 I t follows that if there were a
permanent court-martial these proceedings would ordinarily not
be required.
Turning to the trial proper, the difficulties are due almost entirely to the lack of legal training and experience of the members
and counsel. Formerly, courts-martial were not bound to a strict
adherence to the rules of evidence and procedures of the type generally used in civilian criminal eourts.'Q Courts-martial proceedings were paternal rather than adversary, and until about 1890
counsel for the aecwed did not often appear before the court.z0
However, since 1916, when Congress first delegated to the President of the United States the power to prescribe rules of procedure,
I s u n i t e d States A m y Infantry School, Report of B Seminar
Semin sr Conducted

en the Administrative CBpabilitiea of the ROClD Organization (1951). Trb

A, par.
par. 4. Department of the A m y , I i i i t a r y Justice Handbook,
Handbook , The Speciol
C m v t - M w t i d Convening Authority (DA Pam. 27-8. 1957) i M C M , 1951,
mapa. VII, VIII, XVII-XIX.
14 United States Army Infantry Sehmi, Op. Cit.. w x o , at pa?. 4.1.
4.1
16 Winthrop, Op. Cit., awn, a t 49-50: par. 36b. I C M , 1951.
I6P.r. S W l ) , MCM. 1961.
1TArt 54, UCMJ; p u 82, MCM, 1951. Although Apwndix 8a 0 1 the
Manual for Courts-Martial, United Staten, 1951, authorher the w e s r i n g of
the court before B number of accused who are t o be tried separately, the
practice is rarely followed because of the risk of errm
I8 Appendix 80, MOM, 1951.
l a " . . . . Courts-martisi should in general follow, so f a r 8 8 apposite, the
rule9 of evidence ta be fovnd in the common law. They are not, however,
bound by any itahite in this particular, and i t is thus open t o them, in the
interests of juatiee, to apply thoee mlea with more indulgenee than the eivii
COuTte . . . .I' M M , 1895, p. 41; Winthrop, Op. Cit., mwa, a t 313,
20 Winthrop, Op.Cit., mwa, st 165.
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including modes of proof, in cases before courta-martial,P' there
has been a steady and sure progresaion toward the adoption of
the complex rules and standards of civilian criminal courts.lB
Of necessity the major portion of the responsibility for the conduct of the trial in accord with the new criteria rests upon the
president of the court and the counsel.^^ I t is fallacious to expect
officers who are not lawyers to perform these functions adequately.
Recognition of the inability of typical line officers to attain the
standards of civilian judges and attorneys was acknowledged by
The Judge Advocates General of the Army and Air Force when
they joined in a recommendation made by the judges of the United
States Court of Military Appeals to the Congress that legislation
be enacted prohibiting special courts-martial from adjudging bad
conduct discharges.2' The principal reason advanced in support of
this recommendation was that the lack of a requirement in the
Code for legally trained personnel as court members or counsel
had resulted in a high percentage of records replete with error,
requiring reversala, rehearings, and other corrective actions. This
recornmendation was based upon the examination of a number of
verbatim reeords of trial.26 Nevertheless, if the present special
court-martial is incapable, albeit through no fault or dereliction
on the part of its members or counsel, to perform its duties in the
prescribed manner, it should be replaced. The fact that its errors
are often concealed by a summarized record is hardly a legitimate
reason for allowing it to hear cmes in which that type of record
is permitted.
Recent decisions of the Court of Military Appeals have further
complicated the already difficultrole of the president and members
of the court. For example, in the case of United States B. Rinehart;' the Court of Military Appeals prohibited the use of the
Manual for Courts-Martial by the members of the court-martial
other than the president. In other cases, long standing customs of
the service which permitted the court to be informed of the general sentencing policies desired by the convening or higher authorities have been struck down.'7
IIArtIele 38. Act of 29 Aug 1916 (39 Stat. 660-570) ; P. 314, MCM, 1917.
IPPp. vii-XI.MCM, 1921; Eierett, Military Justice in the A m 4 Forces

of the United States 16-16 (lat ed., 1966).
m ~ h38,. KI,UCMJ;psTp. ~ o ~ ( z ) , ~ M M
BC
, M,IS~I.
PA United Stater Court of Military Appeals and The Judge Adraeatea
Oenerd of the Anned Forces and The General Counsel of ths Department
2 8 ~ % 2 M A 4 0 2 .24CMR 12 (1967).
rrU.S. V. Yamadore, 9 USCMA 471, 26 CMR 251 (1968); U S

I USCMA 349, 22 CMR 139 (1966).
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There is a continuing requirement that the president and counsel of special caurte-martial be familiar with the opinions of the
highest military court. Many of those opinions have abrogated
07 materially modified many of the provisions of the Manual for
Courts-Martial. Failure to observe the new rules thereby established has provided a fertile source of error.Pa Since there is no
medium for disseminating the substance of these opinions to the
Army a s a whole, further errors of this nature are bound to occur.

V. POST TRIAL PROCEDURES
After the trial, the Summarized record of the proceedings is
prepared and authenticated and forwarded to the convening
authority for initial review and action.PQ This initial review includes a clerical examination of the record for completeness and
procedural repularity. I t also includes an examination of the findings of guilty to insure that they are legally correct and that the
evidence is legally sufficient to sustain them." The sentence is also
considered to determine if it should be approved in whole or in
part, and if so, whether it should be ordered executed, or all or a
portion of i t suspended."
Unpalatable as the fact may be, the convening a u t h o r i b and
his staff are not qualified to accomplish the legal aspects of this
review. The magnitude of their other and more important responsibilities precludes their having the time, assuming the source
materials are available to them-which they are not, to acquire
the requisite knowledge. As a consequence such reviews are relatively worthless to both the accused and to the government.
With regard to the action of the convening authority, there now
appears to be no logical reason for requiring him to take affirmative action to approve a sentence adjudged by a court, even though
this has been required since 1775.88 Prior to the enactment of the
Code of 1916, the action of the convening authority upon a n inferior court-martial record was exclusive and final and not subject
to review by superior authority. Under such circumstances it
marked the final adjudication of the case.88 Now, the findings and

81 Par. 88 MCM 1861.
81 American Adides of War of 1776, Arts. XXXVII-XXXIX, Wlnthrop,
Op. Cit. mw.9 at 866.
liswihtbrop,' Op. Cit., mpm, at 488: Aet of 28 Aug 1916, Article 60:
p. 316, MCM, 1911.
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sentence are not final until a duplicative review has been performed by a judge advocate.8'
This does not mean that the convening authority should not have
the power to remit, mitigate, or suspend all or a portion of the
sentence immediately after it has been adjudged. Such power is
properly his and should be utilized in appropriate cases. Nevertheless, there is no necessity for embroiling his exercise of it with a
useless, time consuming review which he is not qualified to make
in the first place.
If one looks a t special courts-martial procedures in their entirety
and considers that these courts, in the A m y a t least, can adjudge
no more than a six months' sentence, it becomes evident that the
final result does not justify the time and effort expended. If the
risk of error and the possibility of corrective action are added
to the scale, the imbalance becomes more striking. Clearly, these
courts are no longer a tool of the commander ; they are a millatone around his neck.

VI. A SOLUTION
Several bills designed to change the structure and procedures
of inferior courts-martial are now pending before Congress. Although these bills are not compatible with each other, each would
require substantial amendments to the Manual for Courts-Martial,
or more probably the publication of a n entirely new Manual.
Because of this and the uncertainties inherent in the legislative
processes, it is impossible to predict the practical effect of the
proposed changes. Therefore, the bills have not been considered
in this treatise. An effort has been made ta provide a basis for an
informed and objective evaluation of them.
Initially it must be recognized that the adversary concept to.
gether with the usual rules of criminal procedure have been permanently engrafted upon the military code.8' Secondly, the impact
of the elaborate and cumbersome procedures of the past upan this
concept must be appreciated. As the paternalistic and adversary
system are fundamentally different and in opposition, the attempt
to combine them has resulted in a staggering duplication of effort
and inefficiency on a grand scale. If a reasonably effective system
of inferior courts-martial is to be established, the incongruous
vestiges of the paternalistic system must be ruthlessly abolished.
These vestiges include the multi-member court, and the historic
MA&. 6Sc, 10, UCMJ; par, 04% MCM,1961.
86 See Unlted States Court of M i l i t a n Appeals and The Judge A d v a t e a
Caneral of the A m d Forces and Ths General Counsel of the Department
D,33.
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responsibilities of the convening authority which were aimed a t
protecting the accused from the vagaries of the court-martial.
The entire Code and the implementing Manual for CourtsMartial must be redrafted to provide courts-martial capable of
adhering to the ordinary rules of criminal proeedure and making a
rapid and efficient disposition of cases brought before them.
Further patchwork upon the Articles of W a r of 1775 will lead
only to additional cdmplexity, if that be possible.
Specifically, permanent tribunals consisting of 8 legally qualified officer-judge with an adequate clerical staff must be created.
Trained counsel must be provided to conduct trials before theae
tribunals. Cases involving petty offenaes, misdemeanors,~~
or those
cases tried upon a plea of guilty, should be heard by the officerjudge without regard t o the desires of the accused. In other cam
the accused should, if he so requests, be accorded the right to be
tried before the omcer-judge and a jury of a t least three members.$' However, the jury should be charged only with determlning the guilt or innocence of the accused."
The findings and sentences of the new courts should be final
when adjudged and subject only to review by a designated judge
advocate. The battle group commander or his counterpart ahould
have no responsibility for the functioning of these courb or be
required to take action on their findings or sentences.
VII.

CONCLUSION

Admittedly, the propased changes in the structure and procedures of courts-martial are revolutionary. To be deprived of
the power to convene courts-martial is repugnant tC many experlenced commanders. These commanders will be supported by those
'"Notwithstandingany Act of Congress to the contram:
(1) Any offeme punishable by death or imprisonment for a term a d ing one ye*r is B felony.
(2) Any other offense is D misdemeanor.
( 3 ) Any misdemeanor, the PDnPltg for whieh dora not exceed h P r i . o n ment for P period of six months or a fine of not more than $500.
or h t h , is a petty offense."
18 U.8.C. 1.
The right of trial by jum does not apply to petty offenses. District of
Columbia V. Ciawanr, 300 U.S. 617, 58 S. Ct. 660; Shiek V. U. S., 1% U.8.
65, 24 S.Ct. 818.
87 Thia ia in accord 4 t h the Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure:
Columbia 7 . Clawma, SO0 U.S. 617, 58 S. Ct. 660; Shiek V. U. 8. 186 US.
waives II Jury trial . . . ." (Rule 25.)
I8 only L very few of the states of the United St.te8 now permit a iw7
to determine the senteme. In those ltdtes the practice is mneraU7 resmckd
to the more l v i e v a s f f m a a
IS2
A W
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who urge a return to the traditional processes of self-administered
discipline.sQ However, the proponents of the latter view fail to
recognize that a code and system of courts-martial designed for
the armier of the past will not fulfill the needs of the Army of
today.
Any body of laws which fails to keep pace with the advances in
human knowledge and the growth of technology will eventually be
supplanted. Although their abolition may be delayed by piecemeal
modernizing amendments, it will not be prevented.
Further, history has demonstrated that meaaures for the control,
discipline, and leadership of the soldier are based not only upon
the needs of the army, but also upon the contemporary culture of
the civilian community which supports that a m y . The more
sophisticated the society, the more sophisticated will be its army,
as well as the statutes and regulations for the government of that
army. If a military code does not attain these standards it will
be changed. Moreover, in the absence of informed leadership the
nature of these changes may well be determined by persons wmpletely unfamiliar with the needs of the service.
The U. S. Army has never had a really efficient inferior courtsmartial structure. Nevertheless such courts are essential to the
administration of military justice. I t is now time to admit this
deficiency and to develop a workable arrangement of inferior
courts which will accord due recognition to the judicial concepts
of the civilian community and a t the same time make a significant
contribution to the maintenance of discipline and economy of manpower within the Army

*QWinaton.Punitiue Pozvara a t C m m d e r a in thc United Etatea Anny ( A
Student Individual Study submitted t o the A m y War College, 1957, A W C
LOG 57-2-1911 i Wiener, Soldier8 Ve18m L w y e r s , A m y . Nov 1958. p. 68.
A 0 0 ,6608
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BOOK REVIEW
EVIDENCE-Special
Text of The Judge Advocate GeneVal's
School, U. S. A m y , 1959.'
This treatise on the law of evidence, written by Major Robert F.
Maguire' of the faculty of the Judge Advocate General's School of
the United States Army, is published by the School and constitutes
a unique and valuable contribution to the literature in this branch
of the law. To evaluate fully the role played by this publication,
it is desirable to bear in mind the status of the School by which
the book has been issued. The Judge Advocate General's Corps
of the Army, a t Charlottesville, Virginia, is a law school for Army
judge advocates. I t is B graduate law school, perhaps the only law
schwl in this country that has no undergraduate department,
since all of its students are army officers who were admitted to the
bar prior to the time a t which they were commissioned. The curriculum of the School covers an amazingly wide range since in our
contemporary world, with Army personnel being widely scattered,
the ramifications of the legal problem with which they are confronted from time to time, both in domestic and foreign law, have
been multiplied ad infinitum.
The present work is the first of a series of special texts planned
for preparation and publication by the School to deal with the
various facets of military justice. Since under the Uniform Code
of Military Justice, the law officer of a General Court-Martial is
practically clothed with the powers of a Federal judge, the law
of evidence assumes a n importance greater than it has had heretofore in military law, both for the law officer a s well a s for the
prosecuting attorney and counsel for the defense. I t is understood
that the subject of Evidence as applied in courts-martial is taught
as a separate course at the School. M a w members of the bar who
do not do litigated work have very little contact with the law of
evidence after graduating from law school and yet when they enter
military service in a legal capacity, i t is essential that they acquire
a thorough grasp of this topic if they are to be assigned to courtmartial work.
Major Maguire's treatise is unique in its character and novel in
its conception. I t is a combination textbook and case book. I t is
planned and aranged in an exceedingly logical manner. It is sub-
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divided into chapters, each dealing with a special topic. The order
of the topics unfolds the subject, step by step, in a clear lucid
manner. The discussion of each topic is commenced by definitions,
which may be said to constitute the textbook feature of this work.
They are immediately followed by summaries of pertinent case8.
In each instance, the salient facts and the rulings of the court are
summarized, and, at times when it appears desirable, quotations
from opinions are included. This may be said to form the case
book aspect of the publication. In addition each chapter concludes
with a series of practical hypothetical problems, that are a challenge to the student.
Each topic receives very thorough consideration. Two may be
taken a t random as illustrative. The troublesome subjects of confessions and of searches and seizures, that are all too frequently
confronted in criminal trials, receive exhaustive treatment that
will be exceedingly helpful both to counsel and to the law officer.
Generally the law of evidence as applied in military tribunals is
the same a s that prevailing in the Federal courts. On some points,
however, there are important differences. For example, the socalled McSabb and Mallary rules do not prevail in courts-martial.
These differences are well pointed out by the author, as for instance on page 102.
While the book is intended primarily as a text to be used in connection with instruction given both to resident and extension students by the Judge Advocate General's School, its usefulness extends f a r beyond this modest scope. Without a doubt it will also
prove valuable as a book of reference for law officers and counsel
participating in trials, a s well as the increasing number of lawyers
whose activities bring them in contact with military law. I t is to
be hoped that copies will be distributed accordingly.
Since the book is intended primarily for the use of Army officers,
of necessity decisions of the Court of Military Appeals preponderate among the cases that are digested in the book. Numerous decisions of the Supreme Court are likewise included, however, as well
a8 some cases decided by United States Courts of Appeals. The
book is preceded by an excellently detailed analytical table of eontents, which is especially useful when the boak is used for referencepurposes. I t s value from that standpoint might be still further
enhanced if an exhaustive alphabetical index were added. Also, if
another edition is to be issued at some future time, the insertion
of more decisions of Federal courts may be desirable.
The book is multilithed and has a paper back, Its circulation
would undoubtedly be increased if the School were in a position
to issue it in a printed farm with a hard binding, I t is to be hoped
158
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that this >vi11be done because the publication is too valuable not
to be distributed in a permanent form. Both Major Maguire and
the School are to be highly commended for this valuable eonstructive contribution to the field of the law of evidence. Similar
publications dealing with other aspects of military justice will be
anticipated with pleasure.
Alexander Holtzoff"

** United States Dintriot Judge. District of Columbia.
A 0 0 26618
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SUPPLEMENTARY NOTE TO PUNISHMENT O F THE
GUILTY: THE RULES AND SOME OF THE PROBLEMS
Reference is made to the article, "Punishment of the Guilty:
The Rules and some of the Problems" which appeared a t p. 83,
Military Law Review, DA Pamphlet 27-100-6: October 1959.

1. Footnotes 134 and 135 should read a s follows:
134. United State8 V. Wstkina, 2 USCMA 287, 8 CMR 87 (1053) (stating
that this general rule may be contram t o prior senice custom, and
also Stating that the qualification thereto does not prevent impoaitim
forfeitares without confinement when such forfeitvrer m e authorized
BLI ~ e w l a rrather than additional punishment): United States 7.
Preseott, 2 USCMA 122, 6 CMR 122 (1052).
116. PPF. i m , SOE.B,MCM,1951.

2. Footnote 155 and related text: Since publication of the original article the Comptroller General has decided the question
whether an accused sentenced to one of the punishments a s to
which par. 126e, MCM, 1951, would effect reduction to the lowest
enlisted grade is entitled by the ruling in the Simpson ewe to the
pay for his present grade if he was not expressly reduced by the
court-martial. The Comptroller General held that par. 126e. in
spite of the Simpson holding, effects valid administrative reduction of the accused and he is entitled to no pay beyond that for the
lowest enlisted grade. Thus, the Comptroller General flatly disagreed with the Court of Military Appeals. Ms. Comp. Gen. B139988, 19 Aug 1959. The Comptroller General was influenced by
the fact that the question also is before the Court of Claims in
Johnaan v. United States, C. CIS. Vo. 234-59, filed 28 Nay 1959.
I t was felt that the Manual provision should be observed pending
the outcome of that c a e .
5. Section 111, D, 5, p. 123-24, PuniPhments Assessable w o n
Rehearing M New Triel: The original article stated that there
was an apparent intent by the Court of Military Appeals to limit
the sentence upon rehearing to that to which i t is reduced on any
level of appellate review, although the Court had so held only as
to reduction by the convening authority. Recent dicta strengthens
this conclusion and diminishes logicai arguments to the contrary.
In United States V. Jones, 10 USCMA 532, 535, 28 CMR 98, 99,
(1959), the Court stated:
"In order that there be n~ further misunderstanding, we reassert the
eoneiusion implicit in the holding in Dean, supra, that t h e marimvm
Sentence whieh mas be adjudged on any mhe8.i.g ia limited to the lowest
*GO e6108
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